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Executive Summary
The Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan Community Reference Group (CRG) was
formed in September 2013 to engage and consult with the community at large and
provide to the Bundaberg Regional Council a report by early December 2013 regarding
the results of that consultation. In particular the role of the Group was to attend the
Community Consultation Meetings to gather the information required from the
attendees. At the conclusion of the community engagement phase, the CRG had
received around 243 submissions from members of the community. The Group then
was required to discuss and agree on suitable weightings to be used in a Multi Criteria
Assessment (MCA) which was being conducted by consulting engineers GHD.
Following agreement of the weightings, the CRG was required to consider all
submissions received, filter and group the submissions into options for mitigation and
arrive at agreement as to which grouped options would be forwarded for MCA analysis
by GHD. At the conclusion of the analysis, GHD returned the options, weighted against
the agreed weightings. From those options, the CRG then were in a position to advise
Council as to which options the CRG believed were suitable for further detailed analysis
including design and costing. The role as contained in the terms of reference required
five (5) options to be detailed. However, following lengthy discussion and further
consultation with Council and GHD, the CRG grouped several similar options together
and arrived at a total of seven (7) options to report to Council. In summary, the options
as reported in this document are:
.
.
.

East Bundaberg Levee and Floodgate Option (Option 2 Weighting 1);
Regional Bridge Upgrades (Option 38 - Weighting 2);
Lower level North Bundaberg Levees and Evacuation Route Upgraded
(Conjoined Option 10 and 39, Weighting 3 and 7) - This option also includes
further discussion regarding combination with channels and other mitigation

.
.
.

Funding for house raising / restumping (Option 40 Weighting 4);
(Selective) Dredging of the Town Reach (Option 23 Weighting 6);
(Selective Dredging and widening of Millaquin Bend (Conjoined Option 25 and 31
-Weighting 8 and 10); and
Removal of Fairymead levees (Option 26 - Weighting 16).

measures;

.

The Group wishes to make it clear that the options listed above are NOT in any order of
priority except listed as they rated in the MCA weighting program. The CRG has
purposefully not prioritised the options as there is significant further research and
analysis on each option prior to reaching project phase which may alter any priority
placed on the option.
During it's engagement phase, the Community Reference Group also received a large
number of submissions which were not directly reportable as options. The CRG
believed some of the matters to be of significant importance to report to Council in the
form of recommendations as diverse as strategic planning for the health of the river, to

negotiation with the Insurance Council and companies to reduce premiums for flood
affected areas. The recommendations further reported in the report consist of:
.
.

Development of a 50 Year Plan for a Healthy Burnett River;
Research the effect the Ben Anderson Barrage and Bingera Weir has on the

.

Reopen Skyringville Passage (Option 30- Weighting 18);

.

Insurance Premium Relief;

.
.

Re-introduction of compulsory flood searches when purchasing real estate;
Implementation of a system of flood markers;

.

Enhancingearly warning and response;

.

Identify evacuation routes; and

.

Paradise Dam issues.

health of the River;

The Community Reference Group recognise that their deliberationswill be presented to
the Bundaberg Regional Council for consideration once adopted by the Group as per
the Terms of Reference. The CRG strongly recommends that the Council release the

report to the public as soon as possible to facilitate public comment and debate. It is
understood that the contents of the report, together with deliberations of the Technical
Working Group, Council and Consulting Engineers GHD will be considered in finality to
establish the mitigation projects that will be progressed.
The members of the Community Reference Group commend this report as a record of
their deliberations, discussions, options and final recommendations regarding
contribution to the Burnett River FloodplainAction Plan.
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REPORT OF THE FLOODPLAINACTION PLAN COMMUNinf

1.

REFERENCE GROUP

INTRODUCTION

1. 1
In late January 2013, the Burnett River and it's catchment streams were subject to
rainfall and weatherevents caused by Tropical Cyclone Oswald. Whilstthe cyclone itself had
diminished into reasonable insignificance, the event proved to have significant longevity and
caused unprecedented flooding in the North Burnett and Bundaberg Regional Council areas.
Many communities were decimated, including large portions of rural and agricultural land and
urban areas, particularly North and East Bundaberg. Many rural communities suffered

significant loss of dwellings, infrastructure and community disruption. A number of
communities were isolated for lengthy periods (weeks in some instances) and were without
power, communications, food and fresh water. The privation and disruption was recognised at
the time as being the main focus of local, state and federal resources to respond and
ultimately move to recover from the disaster.
1. 2

The Bundaberg Regional Council (BRC) is responsible for local governance of a

significant portion of the Wide Bay-Burnett region, including the Burnett River and catchment
streams from Paradise Dam to the river mouth at Burnett Heads. Following the devastating
floods of 2010-2011, the BRC commissioned a study of the River to both better understand
the impacting factors involved and more importantly to move to mitigate against or at least
manage future events to protect life and property. More recent history showed that the river
reached higher and clearly unprecedented levels in January 2013, before completion of the
study or any substantial mitigation was attempted. Ultimately, the 2013 event set the
precedent level to underpin any actions which resulted from the study.
1. 3
Following the floods in Bundaberg two flood forums were convened at the Bundaberg
TAFE, to discuss the perceived inaction of Council and other government departments to
assist the residents particularly of North Bundaberg. These forums were well attended, well

publicised and provided a means of venting the communities' frustration regarding perceived
inaction. Council also attended to inform the attendees of what was occurring post flood in
the recovery process and the future.
1. 4
Concurrent with the flood study, the Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan process was
commenced to manage the outcomes of the study, identify and understand the risks to the
communities associated with the Burnett River flood plain. This included identifying
strategies, planning and implementing disaster preparedness, and flood mitigation strategies
to protect the community. One of the pillars of the Action Plan was the formation of a

Community Reference Group (CRG) "to liaise between Council and the community to help
inform the development of floodplain management options and strategies as part of the

Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan project work. " (Source: Burnett River Floodplain
Action Plan Community Reference Group Terms of Reference)
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2.

GROUPCOMPOSITION

2. 1 The CRG was convened following expressions of interest from members of the
community. Selection of the Group was administered by Bundaberg Regional Council and
calculated to provide a balanced mix of skills, experience and background amongst

participants. The position of an independent Chair of the Group was selected by Council and
selection of that position was from those who answered the call for expressions of interest.
The members of the group are:-

KayAmsler
John Bailey
Rowan Bond
Jon Carman

Steve Cooper
Helen Dayman
Barry Ehrke
Christine Hardy
John Lee

Rob Marshman
John Olsen
Mark Pressler

Pine Creek/Givelda/Electra representative
Wallaville and agriculture representative
Chair of the Group
Burnett Catchment Care Group representative
Business representative
Goodnight Scrub and upper catchment representative
Recreational and Commercial fishing, boating and tourism
representative
North Bundaberg representative endorsed by Flood Forum
North Bundaberg representative
Urban Development Institute of Australia (UDIA) representative
Commercial fishing background and endorsed by Flood Forum
Canegrowers and agriculture representative

2. 2
Member Christine Hardy resigned from the Group after the first meeting however, her
position was left vacant to facilitate her return should she wish to do so.
2. 3

As Chair of the CRG, it would be remiss not to acknowledge and pay tribute to the

positive attitude and passion of the members of the Reference Group. There was a uniquely
balanced mix of expertise, experience and local knowledge within the group and all members
interacted with sensitivity to the other members whilst still making sometimes controversial
points within the discussion. Whilstdiscussionswere sometimes robust, there was a genuine
and clearly observable passion for representing their community, group or organisation to the
best of their ability.

3.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

3. 1
The Terms of Reference underpinning the operations of the Group were compiled prior
to the inaugural meeting of the CRG and were subsequently adopted at that meeting as being
the Terms of Reference of the Community Reference Group. A copy of the full Terms of
Reference is contained in Appendix 1 of this document. The role of the CRG as defined in the

Terms of Reference is reproduced hereunder for clarity and understanding of the task
required and contained in this report:-

1.2 Role
.

Provide input into the development of the Bumett River Floodplain Action Plan;
PageS
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.

Gather the collective thoughts and ideas from their respective networks to help to
identify and assess a range of suitable Burnett River floodplain management options;

.

Communicate information and update their respective networks to ensure they are kept
informed of the project's progress;

.

Act as a conduit for community feedback on the plan's development to the consultant
(GHD) and Bundaberg Regional Council;

.

Participate in the project's public consultation program to help encourage the gathering
of ideas and feedback from the community, in order to confirm a filtered set of options
to test during a Multi-Criteha Assessment (MCA);

.

Collectively agree to the floodplain management options assessment criteria and
weighting used during the Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA). The MCA will be the
primary tool used to confirm the top options to undergo detailed assessment if required
and;

.

Represent the community by submitting a report to Council in early December 2013
detailing the CRG's preferred list of floodplain management options. This will be
facilitated by the chairperson and require 70% consensus of the CRG members.

4.

METHODOLOGY

4. 1
The methodology used for the CRG was to hold a series of meetings to discuss and
consider matters relevant to the above role, in consultation with representatives from the BRC
and consulting engineers GHD. Members of the Group also attended all community
consultation meetings held in 10 locations in the local government area in September to
discuss the project and receive feedback directly from the members of the public attending
the consultative meetings. The consultation meetings were held both within Bundaberg City
and also outlying rural areas at the following times and locations:
Tuesday, September 24

North Bundaberg Progress Hall - 3pm; 5pm and 7pm. Sessions are 90 minutes.
Wednesday, September 25

North Bundaberg Progress Hall 7am to 9am; EastState School Hall 5pm and 7pm
Thursday, September 26

St. George Hall (near South Kolan School) - 5pm to 7pm
Friday, September 27
Wallaville Hall - 5pm to 7pm
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Saturday, September 28
Avoca State School Hall - 9am to 11am
Wednesday, October 2

GoodnightScrub Community Hall
4. 2 CRG representatives found the community participants to be positive and willing to
share their insight, experiences and views at all community sessions. This feedback was in
the form of written questionnaires, direct discussion and invitation to provide feedback at a
later date. To facilitate this, the CRG opened and advertised an independent email address
pertaining to the Group floodDlaincra®. amail. com, so that the Group could be contacted
directly and independently with feedback. Council had also advertised an email address for
submissions being floods bundaber . Id. ov. au which also received feedback from the
community. Ultimately, some 243 submissions were made via the various communication
methods.

Feedback and submissions from all available sources were collated and made

available to the CRG to ensure that the Group had all information available from the
community to assist with their deliberations. Collated list of options are contained in Appendix
3.
4. 3 As required by the above role, the CRG also met, discussed and agreed on the
weightings to be used for the Multi-Criteria Anal sis (MCA) being performed by GHD to filter
and rank the various proposals. The outcome of those deliberations including the MCA matrix
is contained within the minutes of the meeting held on the 8th October 2013 and contained in
Appendix4.

4.4 The Group then met to consider the five (5) project options which would carry the
highest merit to place before Council as representative of what the community desired. At the

conclusion of the meeting held on the 19th November, the Group actually agreed that seven
(7) projects were worthy of taking forward per the Group's role. Additionally, the CRG
determined that a number of matters were of sufficient importance to the Group that they

should be reported on as recommendations of the Group. These matters were either of a
more strategic nature, or were matters that did not fall within the flood specific role of the
Group however, members felt it necessary to bring them to the attention of Council. Those
recommendations are respectfully outlined later in this report.
5.

WHYSOMEOPTIONSWERENOTSELECTED

5. 1

As indicated, there were some 243 submissions to the Group which distilled into about

150 options. Deliberations of these options were conducted using rigorous debate, use of
expertise and local knowledge, and seeking dialogue with GHD engineers for advice where
necessary. Some of the options that reached preliminary short listing or discussion were
discounted by the Group following such debate. Whilst it is not the intention of this report to
outline in detail why options did not elevate to the final shortlist, it is prudent to outline some of
the popular options, and outline reasons why those options were not eventually listed as the
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Group's choices.

5. 1. 1 Channel from the vicinity of Woongarra Pumping Station to the vicinity of the Elliott
River and outleting into the sea south of Elliott Heads. This option has merit at first
inspection, as it would appear to enable a significant quantity of water to be diverted from the
Burnett River, upstream of the city, and take it to sea in a far less populated area. The
immediate concern of the CRG was the impact this proposal would have on the Elliott River
itself and the communities downstream of the proposed channel. Further, the engineering
requirements were estimated for such a venture and outlined to the Group. The channel

would be required to be approximately 20 kilometers long, 500 metres wide and an average
of 17 metres in depth. This is worked on the channel commencing at Smetres AHD and
proceeding downstream to the Elliott River where its contour would be 0 metres AMD to allow

sufficient fall to have relevant flows. It is estimated that earthworks would be required to
remove a volume of 100 million cubic metres of earth to dig the channel. Even at a very
consen/ative $10. 00 per cubic metre, the cost of earthworks alone is one billion dollars ($1B).
At the conclusion of such a project, a channel of that magnitude would flow approximately
3000 cubic metres of water per second. Flow in the river during the 2013 flood was estimated
at approximately 17, 000 cubic metres per second, therefore such a channel would remove
significantly less than 20% of the floodwater of a flood of that magnitude, and the small
benefit gained would only be felt downstream of the channel diversion. The project has
obvious repercussions to communities as large scale resumption of land would be required,
and some residents would be isolated in their homes as a result of the project. Faced with
the repercussions and the seemingly poor cost benefit ratio to the community, the option was
not proceeded with in discussions.

5. 1.2 High levees in North Bundaberg (Options 3, 6, 7, 8, 9). The Group was desirous of
furthering any option that prevented or minimised floodwater ingress into North Bundaberg.
Frustratingly, the levels and velocity of the waters during the 2013 flood set a precedent as to
the level of difficulty to achieve meaningful remedy to the area. The above options were
closely considered in light of protection of the businesses and residences, particularly in those
areas most affected. Preliminary design indicated the levees would have to be about 3 metres
in height. North Bundaberg is built on a predominately sand based flood plain; therefore levee
structures of this height would have poor foundation material to be constructed on. The
modeling indicated that such options would increase floodwaters on the southern side of the

river (East Bundaberg), increase velocity of water in the river itself, and the velocity of water
along the face of any of the levees in the options would be such as to have a high chance of
levee failure. This levee failure, and the significant water levels introduced into North
Bundaberg should the levees over-top were of great concern to the Members. The existence
of levees does also come with an amount of complacency amongst the community who
believe the levees will protect them in the event of any disaster. The failure of a high levee
will have a catastrophic effect on the community and there is a real risk of significant loss of
life as the high velocity waters are released in the event of a failure. Having regard to these
matters, the anticipated high risk was unacceptable and the CRG members chose to
deliberate on other options which included lower levels, dredging and other combinations of
options.
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6.

LISTOF OPTIONSEMANATINGFROM THE CRG DELIBERATIONS

6. 1 As requested by Council, the Community Reference Group is pleased to provide their
list of options that the Group believes will provide flood mitigation to the various communities
of the Bundaberg Regional Council area. One of the great frustrations experienced by the
Group, was the inability to advance a significant number of solutions which would protect the
residents of North Bundaberg, arguably the most affected community in the 2013 floods. This
is mainly because North Bundaberg is built largely on an active flood plain.
6. 2 It should be noted that the options as outlined hereunder are NOT in order of priority
but do reflect reasonably closely the order that were filtered and ranked by the MCA. No
assumptions should be made as to the order of priority or importance placed on these
projects by the Group. It should also be noted that the CRG was of the opinion that several
options complimented each other and should be conjoined into one project for consideration.
A notation has been made where this has occurred. Finally, substantial furt:herwork will have

to be completed on the options before they would be viable for presentation for funding. Of
paramount importance in subsequent reviews is the safety of people and that the utmost is
done to protect their property. Any of the options/proposals related to the CRG
recommendations should be subjected to a rigorous safety impact assessment related to
increased risk for riverside businesses, boating, infrastructure, or increased water velocity or
flood height. Risk minimisation strategies must be employed to ensure no collateral
disadvantage or unnecessary loss is suffered as a result of the mitigation process. This
includes further hydraulic and environmental studies, exact geographic location referencing,
risk assessment and appropriately accurate designs and costings of each option.
6. 3

East Bundaberg Levee and Floodgate (Option 2 Weighting 1)

6. 3. 1 Flooding of East Bundaberg and the CBD area consists of back up of water with little
flow and suitable for control by levee and exclusion by floodgates. The assessment of this
option delivered significant benefit in terms of protection of properties and protecting against
economic loss, particularly with businesses. It is further noted that flooding of a significant
number of private dwellings also occurred in the area which caused loss and hardship to
those residents. This option is also noted to be a very expensive undertaking due to the
substantial nature of works including the floodgates required to enclose Bundaberg Creek and
the system of levees to protect the CBD and East Bundaberg. However, it would afford
protection of a substantial section of the CBD including the entire Hinkler Shopping Centre
and a large number of low lying residential areas to the east including an at risk retirement
village.

6. 3. 2 The afflux maps provided are indistinct as to the exact location of the levees at this

point in time. The maps appear to indicate that a number of homes and businesses will be on
the river side of the levee, a situation which causes some alarm and dissatisfaction to CRG
members. It is therefore recommended that considerable care is taken to situate any levee

structure to protect as much property as possible and any structures remaining on the river
side of the levee of a height subject to flooding, be resumed at commercial value as part of
Page?
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this option. Safe anchorage can be found in the mouth of Bundaberg Creek for a small
number of smaller vessels at present, however this option will remove the last remnants of
safe anchorage during flooding in the vicinity. Safe anchorage options are explored in the
CRG recommendations pertaining to the reopening of Skyringville Passage.
6. 3.3 The CRG notes engineers concerns regarding cost, height of levee to contain 2013
levels (3-4 metres) and that infrastructure being roads, electricity supply, water, sewerage and
storm water will require modification. It was noted that water displaced as a result of the
levees situated at East Bundaberg would not impact on other affected areas including North
Bundaberg. It was further noted that the Option regarding work at Millaquin Bend would
reduce water levels in East Bundaberg by up to 60 cm. It is therefore critical that this option
and Option 25/31 be investigated conjointly, as significant reductions in levee height may be
realised by the dredging/wideningof the River option.
6.4

Regional Bridge upgrades (Option 38-Weighting 2)

6. 4. 1 A constant source of frustration for rural communities is the inability to access shops,
town, schools or work due to water levels. The reasons are not necessarily associated with
flooding and rainfall, as evidence by Booyal Crossing in the Burnett River catchment. This
crossing is regularly impassable for extended periods due to releases from the nearby
Paradise Dam. A further recommendation will be made regarding that specific problem later
in this report. See Section 7. 9.

Booyal Crossing 27-01-2013

6. 4. 2 Flooding brings with it exceptional hardship for these communities if roads are cut.

There are risks to life as people attempt to cross flooded creeks and rivers. Community
amenity is reduced because people cannot go to work, resupply or send their children to

school. Rural communities in the Burnett Catchment endure months of disruption due to
flooding and to the decreased accessibility.
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6.4. 3 This option seeks redress to communities in the Morganville/Goodnight Scrub area by

providing enhanced access to their communities by higher level bridges or other similar
engineering solutions. The CRG notes the major issues in that area are Booyal Crossing,
Perry River Bridge and St Agnes Creek. The area suffers from both water traveling
downstream as a result of rainfall in the catchment, and water backing up the Perry River

from the Burnett River and tributaries as a result of more widespread flooding. The
communities were isolated for 2 weeks in 2013, 5 weeks in 2010/11 and 2 weeks in 2008.
Smaller flood events isolate residents for one to three days in addition to these major flood
events. During flood events, residents of the Goodnight Scrub/Morganville community do not
have any alternate evacuation routes available once the Perry River Bridge has been
inundated. In extreme events such as 2013 and also in 2010/11, the St Agnes Creek Bridge

inundation cuts emergency support and access to residents. It is noted that while the majority
of residents face isolation, a number of properi:ies near the Perry River were completely
inundated in the 2013 flood event. Long term residents consider that the problem of
backwater has been exacerbated since the erection of the Walla Weir (Ned Churchwood

Weir). Upgrading of the above mentioned bridges, particularly the Perry River Bridge would
remedy the situation considerably and allow those communities to return to normality sooner.
It was acknowledged that the upgrades would probably not eliminate the risk completely.

hig

10

6. 4.4 The Pine Creek/Givelda/Electra communities are also included in this option. Those
communities have the additional threat of complete inundation of their properties. It was

noted in the Council presentations that some of the properties on the Burnett River were
inundated to depths of 25 metres. Upgrading of the road network together with early warning
systems is critical to facilitation of evacuation of this area should an emergency arise. Long
term residents indicate that the major impact is from flood waters of Pine, Cherry and (to a
Page 9
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lesser extent) Log Creeks which can isolate residents for up to two weeks or longer
depending upon peaks upstream and for longer depending upon the height of the Burnett

River through backup. All three streams become impassible early in a flooding event
preventing egress from the area. Upgrading of the bridges of Pine and Cherry Creek and

culvert over Log Creek is recommended, however it is noted that this may entail substantial
structures across extended flooding areas (it is estimated that Pine Creek would require
bridging/embankments for about 500 metres to fully remedy the situation followed by another
high level bridge over Cherry Creek less than one kilometre away.

6.4. 5 In the event that bridge upgrading is not viable for the Pine Creek/Givelda/Electra area,
the CRG discussed and proposes an all weather access road be developed into the area.
Locals are aware of forest roads, gazetted roads and private property accesses that could be

joined into an all weather road to be used in the event of an emergency like that experience in
2013. A number of CRG members are familiar with the area and the route proposed. It is

noted that there may have to be substantial negotiation with property owners to arrange
access to those areas and the building of large culvert crossings. It is assumed that such a
road would be used relatively heavily during a flood event, however it is proffered that outside

such an event the road would be lightly used as it adds substantially to the journey from Pine
Creek/Givelda/Electra to the Isis Highway and Bundaberg. All things considered the CRG

considers this proposal a viable alternative to the cost of upgrading of the 2 main bridges,
which would be required to facilitate similar access during a flood emergency.

6. 5

Low level North Bundaberg Levees and Evacuation Route Upgraded (Conjoined

Option 10 and 39 Weighting 3 and 7)
6. 5. 1 The conjoining of the above options was agreed to as the levees proposed in Option

10 could be used to facilitate the evacuation routes discussed in Option 39. Option 10 was
raised by a CRG member following consideration of both inflows from the west and back up
water from the east, which inundates North Bundaberg. The option was deemed worthy of
MCA analysis. The proposed use of low levees would not prevent inundation at levels

experienced in 2013, however would provide significant protection to North Bundaberg for
lower river level events (arguably more frequent than the unprecedented 2013 event). Due to
the velocity of inflow to North Bundaberg, the CRG found that high level levees designed to
protect from extreme events would be an unacceptable risk to the safety of people and
property in the event of the over-topping of said levee. The proposal of lower level levees
was more acceptable as it does provide the necessary protection during more frequent
events, but minimises risk to life and property during over-topping.

6. 5. 2 Engineering of the lower level levees would require further study regarding location and
height. It is envisaged that the engineering should include use of the levees to enhance
evacuation routes within North Bundaberg. The building of the routes as a feature of the

levee would assist in stabilisation of the levee in the event of over-topping and reduce the nsk
of failure. Consideration of a higher level bridge to replace the low level section of Hinkler

Ave is also part of this option. This would allow ingress/egress of North Bundaberg for a
much greater period during flood events and probably reduce the need for aerial evacuations
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to the extent experienced in 2013. The proposal for a elevated but open bridge between
Tallon Bridge and the North School hill is to prevent water backing up behind a road
embankment or levee to be used as Hinkler Avenue.
Members
took

particular note of the
passage of floodwater
at North Bundaberg

adjacent

to

the

northern end of the

Tallon Bridge.
appears from

It
the

aerial
photographs
(left) taken at near
maximum flood height
that
the
northern
abutment does form a

barrier to free flow of
water and consequent
water
height
increases. A
conversion to an open

span bridge abutment

should have a positive effect in allowing the water to flow freely in the area and prevent
damming. The above is the opinion of the CRG members based on their observations during
the flooding and local knowledge. It is noted that modelling by GHD indicates the abutment
has localised impact only (approximately 100 metres radius from the structure) of 10-20cm of
water.

6. 5. 3 The above option has received further consideration within the CRG and discussion
with GHD engineer in terms of combination of low levees (option 10), dredging and the
Gardens Channel 2 (option 19) or Millaquin Bend (option 31) widening or both. Option 1, the
North Levee was also considered in the combination discussion. As stated, it is frustrating
that levels and velocities of water does present significant problems for mitigating against

floods in North Bundaberg. The suburb has been the subject of considerable out of sessions
discussion as to whether combining a number of options will produce meaningful

improvement to that community.
There is persuasive argument for combination of these
options which (in themselves) do not necessarily rate well in the weightings, however when
combined, may be more cost effective, manage adverse impacts and provide improved
mitigation. Accordingly, discussions with GHD engineers have progressed and they are
modeling the combinations in accord with the wishes of the CRG members. Additionally, it
was noted in the discussions with GHD that the North Levee (Option 1) is one levee that is
not to the detriment of other areas and like East Bundaberg, controls back water buildup.

Therefore modeling and initial design is being investigated for this option. The CRG members
are thankful for the initiative taken regarding the above progress.
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6. 6

Funding for house raising / restumping (Option 40 Weighting 4)

6. 6. 1 This option, whilst also expensive would enable residents to remain in their present
location and minimise damage and loss in the event of many flood events. It is acknowledged
that a large number of occupants like living in their current location and would be happy to
remain in their suburb, if their houses were raised out of flood waters. Preparation for a flood

would include removal of items under the house and securing the residence until return in the
event of an evacuation. The CRG members have discussed the concerns with this proposal,
including complacency or those wishing to remain in their residence during a flood event and
that the option is not really viable for elderly residents due to reduced mobility up and down
stairs. Additionally, homes built directly on concrete slabs would not have this option available
to the owners.

6. 6.2 High velocity water
experienced in the 2013

floods caused widespread
scouring and building
destruction.
Using this
option in the areas of rapid
water

movement

would

necessitate
thorough
engineering investigation to
ensure

that

foundations

would withstand the high
velocity water.
Some
areas, particularly in North
Bundaberg
may
be

h velocity

ater

unsuitable for this option

due to the location and water velocity. The CRG does concede that the option will be suitable
for a number of locations and therefore has merit as a mitigation strategy.
6. 7

(Selective) Dredging of the Town Reach (Option 23 Weighting 6)

6. 7. 1 Dredging of the Burnett River in various locations will without a doubt improve the
River's capacity to carry additional water and therefore reduce the necessity for floodwaters to
encroach on habitable land. This Option suggests substantial dredging to lower the river bed
by a nominal depth of 3 metres in a large section of the town reach. The CRG has suggested
that this dredging be selective depending upon hydraulic studies as complete dredging would
impact on significant infrastructure including bridge foundations.

6. 7. 2 It is noted that a number of options include dredging of the river to various degrees and
in various locations Selective dredging over a reasonably large area as suggested by Option
23 would be less disruptive than some other options. For example, modeling suggests that
Option 35 could provide reductions in flood levels in North Bundaberg of 60-70cm. Whilst this
would be advantageous and indeed welcomed by that community, the scale of dredging
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required would be 3 to 4 times that of Option 23 without comparable benefits. Option 35
would require reconstruction of bridge foundations and significant removal of the north bank
of the river which would impact on the amenity of businesses and residences in the vicinity

i.e. resumption of land and houses and demolition of a significant part of the foundry situations that are obviously unpalatable to members of the CRG and the wider community.

6.8

(Selective) Dredging and Widening of Millaquin Bend (Conjoined Option 25 and

31-Weighting 8 and 10)

6. 8. 1 Modeling of this option indicates reduction of flood heights by approximately 60cm in
East Bundaberg and 30-40cm in North Bundaberg with no apparent detrimental impacts in
other areas.

Discussions between CRG members, engineers and Council indicate that

Option 25 dredging may need to be extended 300 metres upstream from the area indicated
on the afflux map to remove infill from adjacent to the Caravan Park. Comparison of siltation

buildup over time would also indicate that the widening should include removal of the mud
bank opposite Grunskies complex, and downstream of the Foundry. The northern bank
aspect of the bend including the emerging mud island should be included in this
dredging/widening strategy.

6. 8.2 The CRG members discussed several concerns with the Option including the probable

necessity of resuming land from some residences in Mariners Way (however not dwellings)
and that the option will necessitate river bank stabilisation as part ofthe project.
6. 9

Removal of Fairymead levees (Option 26 - Weighting 1 6)

6. 9. 1 The levees were built over 60 years ago to protect the Fairymead Sugar Mill and some
vulnerable cane growing land from Burnett River flooding. The CRG agrees that the levees
now serve no useful purpose compared with the original intent. The levees were over-topped
in both recent flood events. Removal would enable the floodwater to spread across the

floodplain and possibly lower depth in the immediate area. The CRG notes concerns of
immediate residents and Moore Park residents that believe the levees provide some

protection to their community and therefore recommends some further study regarding the
efficacy of removal. GHD have conducted preliminary modeling of this option which appears
to confirm that the Moore Park area will be subject with higher levels of floodwater.
7

OTHER RECONIMENDATIONS

7. 1 The CRG, in consultation with the wider community sought submissions in relation to
flood plain management and specifically the action plan. During these consultations a wide

range of topics were robustly discussed. Whilst outside the scope of the role of agreeing and
reporting on the 5 options, the matters outlined hereunder in summary were deemed
significant enough to report as recommendations of the CRG. The opportunity is taken to

outline the results of our discussions to Council and the wider community to promote
discussion and action in the areas considered important to community safety and wellbeing,

and the healthy future of the Burnett River. Those recommendations are outlined hereunder:Page 13
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7. 1

Development of a 50 Year Plan for a Healthy Burnett River

7. 1. 1 Much of the discussions relating to the Burnett River Floodplain Management revolved

around the poor state of the river itself. This situation has been brought about by well over
100 years of development, changes and neglect that has reduced the River's ability to repair
itself. Therefore each subsequent event seems to have had a further negative impact on"the

River. The CRG strongly recommends that planning commence now to return the Burnett
River to a more pristine condition, noting the fact that some changes, whether man made or
natural are now irreversible.

7. 2. 1 The CRG as a group, individual members ofthat Group and individuals have provided

substantial information as part of the Action Plan process regarding concerns with the current
state of the River. These include fine siltation and sand deposits, unnatural establishment of
stands of mangroves, loss of natural mangrove forests, movement of the river channels and

reduction in tidal prism as a result of man made obstructions. The city reach has changed
significantly during the time of city development with the main channel moving steadily

southward so that the northern channel adjacent to the bridge structures has all but
disappeared.

7. 1. 3 Long term residents and river users are steadfast in their observations that these

changes are mostly due to human intervention and definitely do not allow the river to cleanse

or repair itself. The CRG therefore believes that further research and action will be required
to stop further destruction of the river environment, protect the community and encourage
return of desirable marine flora and fauna species.

7. 1.4 It has taken almost 150 years to reach the current situation and 50 years to repair the

damage would be a conservative estimate. It is therefore the recommendation of the CRG
that a 50 year strategic plan be established for reparation of the river from the mouth to

Paradise Dam using the finalised flood study, previous and future scientific research, together

with practical local knowledge and wisdom.

Bundaberg

Bridges

circa

1907. Note the significantly
larger north channel, and the
almost complete absence of
the sand mass associated

with Harriet Island

7. 1. 5 The

plan

would
seek
to
address issues such
as siltation, natural
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and man made course diversion and increasing the tidal prism to a more natural flow.

Education of the community with regard to river care and living with flooding and natural
events may be included in the overall strategic plan. It is submitted that the education

program could accompany actual work on bank stablisation, beautification and erosion
prevention by strategic revegetation of the banks of the river. The CRG notes that reference

is made to the advantages of revegetation in Attachment 6. It is the view of the CRG that the
recommended plan should be commenced as soon as possible to commence reparations
before further permanent damage is sustained to the Burnett River.
7.2

Ben Anderson Barrage and BingeraWeir

7. 2. 1 One of the most controversial discussions conducted by the Reference Group was the

relative merits of the BenAnderson Barrage and Bingera Weir and their effect on the health of
the Burnett River. Local knowledge indicates that the Barrage was constructed in the mid

1970's and the Bingera Weir in approximately 1933. Both were constructed for the specific
reason to separate salt from fresh water and provide the fresh water for human consumption

industry and agriculture. Prior to both being built, tidal (salt and mixed) water extended past
the Bingera Weir in normal flow situations. The split to salt and fresh water caused by the
barrage"has resulted in a substantial loss of brackish water from the river system. Brackish
watery (salt and fresh water mixed), is a highly mobile natural chemistry which is not only
displaced, but almost entirely removed from the Burnett River at the Ben Anderson barrage.
Far from being mobile, only a static remnant of this exceptionally rich and fertile river water

remains from leakage of the barrage. It is so small of dimension that it no longer travels with
the tide on most occasions.

Both structures do continue to provide the fresh water

impoundments per their reason for existence and any discussion regarding removal would
spark heated debate regarding efficacy of such decision and substitution of alternative
sources of fresh water supplies.

7. 2. 2 Having regard to this debate, the CRG propose that these structures should be the

subject of further significant review as to their long term existence. It is also noted that there

is discord within the CRG itself regarding the subject however there is agreement that the

Group's concerns be documented for information and further study. Discussions with GHD
indicate that the Ben Anderson Barrage did not have significant influence on the 2013 flooding

and may not be responsible for siltation of the River. Individuals in the CRG dispute these
assertions.

7. 2. 3 Whilst at its ultimate height, the Barrage was over-topped by a significant depth; aerial

photographs of the Barrage clearly show the Barrage continuing to have influence with
relatively'calm water upstream and displaced and choppy flows immediately downstream of
the Barrage, even though the structure had been completely consumed by the floodwaters.
This observation would lead a reasonable person to the view that flood waters of a lower

height (2010/11 for instance) would be influenced by the obstruction and the river flow
patterns would be altered until the Barrage was completely over-topped.
7. 2.4 During times of normal water flow the Barrage clearly influences flows and reduces the
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tidal prism by 40%. Priorto 1933, tidal penetration extended for approximately 56km from the
mouth of the Burnett River. The construction of Bingera Weir reduced this penetration to

42.4km and then to 25. 9km when BenAnderson Barrage was completed (Source: Appendix
J - Estuarine and Marine Ecosystems: Burnett Basin WAMP Report). Fine siltation of the
river has increased visibly since the construction of the Barrage and has led to reductions in

nverchannel depth and unnatural growth of mangroves amongst other observable changes.
The Bingera Weir construction also altered flows to increase siltation and large sand deposits
are clearly visible immediately downstream of what is left of the structured Environmental

damage including disappearance of marine flora species including sea grass was observed

following construction of the Weir. After the 2013 floods receded, extremely large deposits of
sand and sediment were observed (and remain) in the areas immediately downstream of both
structures.. These deposits have made the river a dry bed in places. This physical evidence
leads the CRG members and the wider community to conclude that both structures are
adversely influencing the Rivers ability to naturally cleanse itself.
7. 2. 5 Of course, removal of the structures in the interest of the environment will have

significant impact on fresh water supplies and very substantial investment to replace those
supplies. Accompanying photographs clearly show Bingera Weir to be in deplorable condition
and it is moot whether the Weir actually performs any significant impoundment function in

2013. WhHst the Bingera Weir is arguably not performing its purpose to a large degree, Ben
Anderson Barrage is critical to both Bundaberg water supplies and agricultural water'supplies.
The Barrage is also used to raise water levels for community enjoyment and recreation. All

these factors need to be taken into account to arrive at the relative benefits of the Barrage
compared with the ongoing environmental harm the Barrage is suspected of being

responsible for. It is recommended that further research be conducted to extract the
information necessary to conclusively determine the relative merit or otherwise of both
structures remaining. If such information currently exists then it has not been communicated

effectively to the community of Bundaberg. Photographs depicting the both the sedimentation
deposits and the relevant condition of the structures are contained inAppendix 6
7. 3

Reopen Skyringville Passage (Option 30 Weighting 18)

7. 3. 1 It is recommended that Skyringville Passage be reopened. It is noted that hydraulic
studies discount the option as having little or no effect on increasing the flow of floodwater to

drain the river quicker after an event. Consequently the option did not rank highly in the

rankings. The CRG takes note of those observations, and also the dissatisfaction of the

Gladstone Ports Corporation with a proposed opening due to the influence on their
operations.

7. 3. 2 However, a reopened Skyringville Passage does have benefits to the community and
river health. The Passage would provide some assistance to river drainage following an
event. It would also return the river mouth area to a more natural environment and flow. This
recommendation, together with others in relation to Ben Anderson Barrage and restoration of

areas of the town reach would, in the opinion of the CRG, assist in reducing flood heights at
the Port of Bundaberg. Currents and movement associated with the restored tidal"prism
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would assist with removal of fine sedimentation and sand buildup in the river from the city
reach to the mouth of the river.

7. 3. 3 It is also the view of experienced members of the CRG that the opened passage would

assistwith moving sand deposits northward from the mouth and has benefits in reinstating the
Moore Park Beach area with the displaced sand deposits.

7. 3.4 Additionally, the Burnett River does have large numbers of vessels that are all
displaced during a flood or cyclone event. The number of creeks and sheltered areas have
been diminished by various natural and human intervention over the years, resulting in the

River having no capacity to provide safe anchorage during such events. It is proposed that
Skyringville'Passage would fulfill the role of a safe and sheltered anchorage for vessels of a

number and size that frequent the River (trawlers, yachts, and motor vessels) in times of

emergency. The flood flow gauged by modeling does not appear to be significant enough to
be of"concern and the Skyringville land mass and vegetation provides protection and calming
influences on the area in the event of a cyclone.

7. 3. 5 During the 2013 event, vessels also found calmer waters on the southern bank of the
river behind'Strathdee. This area is adjacent to the Sailing Club and perhaps marina facilities

sited in this area would be a more all weather option than the current position nearer the
mouth of the river at Burnett Heads.

7. 4

Insurance Premium Relief

7.4. 1 Victims of the floods were very concerned with Insurance premiums when speaking to
CRG members. Many victims are not able to move or are unwilling, because they like living

in their particular neighbourhood. Many are content to remain and face the occasional flood,
but are concerned that
insurance for their homes
and contents would be
either unable
to be

negotiated
or
unaffordable. The CRG
members
are
very

sympathetic to the plight
of the victims, and
believe that meaningful
flood mitigation measures
conducted
either
by

government,
the
community or individuals
should have a positive
effect
in
reducing

insurance premium levels. It is recommended that negotiations at appropriate level with
Insurance Council be instigated to brief them regarding mitigation measures and seek
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premium relief for the victims of disaster events and to secure affordable insurance for all

householders including those in at risk areas.
7. 5

Introduction of Compulsory Flood searches

7. 5. 1 The CRG recommends that prospective property purchases be accompanied by
compulsory flood searches in flood plain areas. Whilst this may deter some buyers, history
has demonstrated that prospective purchases can still be found and housing prices stabilise
to an appropriate level eventually. Mandating appropriate searches can allow purchasers to

still enter contracts having full knowledge and basic disclosure in their decision making
process. This initiative can be accompanied by an education program as to what residing in a
flood prone area means to the purchaser. In line with this compulsion, CRG members also

recommend that Council ensure that further development on flood prone areas (to 2013
levels) be restricted to development proven above inundation levels and not adversely affect
flooding in other areas.

7.6

Implement a system of flood markers

7. 6. 1 Flood height markers in strategic locations in both urban and rural locations are an
important education and information tool for the community. The unprecedented nature of the

2013 floods rendered historical information obsolete but is now the precedent for future flood
events.

One of the greatest concerns of disaster managers in the 2013 floods was the

constant comparison by the community with the 2010 levels and the general unwillingness to
accept that the 2013 levels could be higher. Even after the projected levels were made public

on the 27th January and a selfevacuation strategy strongly recommended, people continued
to be of the view that they were not effected in 2010 and would not be in 2013.

7. 6. 2 The result of this complacency was aerial evacuations on an unprecedented scale and
serious threat to the well being of the people affected. It is therefore recommended that 2013
flood level markers be placed on permanent and semi permanent landmarks so that residents
can compare their situation with recorded history and be in a position to make informed

decisions regarding preparation and ultimately timeliness of evacuation depending upon their
circumstances.

7. 6. 3 The CRG discussed relative merits of locations and also possible impacts on the
community.

Suggestions of buildings, public space and utility poles were discussed as

reasonable locations for such information. This is balanced with the issue of possible real
estate and valuation issues with such information being readily visible. Having regard to both,
the CRG believes it is valuable for such information to be visible and in the public domain to
decrease complacency and increase safety.

It is suggested that markers are best located

adjacent to established evacuation routes and on substantial buildings which may be more
permanent, and probably more visible than utility poles and the like.
7.6.4 Tropical Cyclone Tracking Maps are available in the Australian Government Bureau of

Meteorology section of the local phone book It is recommended that consideration be given
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to provision of a map of the Burnett, Kolan and Gregory Catchment areas showing all flood
height and rain fall gauging stations. Members of the community would be able to track river
and flood heights noting same on the maps. Information of this nature can be broadcast using
ABC and the'commercial emergency radio stations on resident's AM/FM radio. This would

complement the early warning system that is being developed at present. It is envisaged that
the map would only show main rivers or streams with gauge locations and major roads for
orientation purposes but not to the extent that it 'clutters' the map.
7.7

Early warnings and response

7. 7. 1 The CRG received many suggestions regarding concerns with lack of warning to

communities (both urban and rural) which resulted in issues ranging from isolation to actual
threat to life and property. The CRG considers that early warning systems being in place
should be considered Council's first priority and are critical to safety and together with

community education, allow people to make informed decisions on what they need to do to

protect themselves. It is also acknowledged that the people requiring protection may not be
part of the local community (backpackers and tourists for example) and therefore not be
familiar with local strategies.

7. 7. 2 Rural demographics have changed considerably as large landholdings are subdivided

into acreage blocks and attracting new residents looking for a "tree change". Authorities at all
levels have to consider that those persons do not possess the knowledge or experience to

heed appropriate warnings and take appropriate action. Similar situations exist in urban

areas as neighbourhood demographics and residents change over time. There are a range of
early warning systems available, which can assist in warning residents of impending events
These include such simple devices as warning sirens and signs, to widespread
communication through existing telephone networks, the Internet and media. All have their
advantages and disadvantages. Failure of technology during events continues to cause
concern regarding early warning Initiatives. Nonetheless, the CRG recommends appropriate

early warning strategies be put in place using methods appropriate for the different
communities.

7. 7. 3 Some rural communities (example is but not restricted to Pine Creek/Givelda/Electra)

require quite a significant lead time for the early warning to enable them to appropriately
prepare and possibly evacuate to prevent safety issues. Therefore the timeliness of the
warning should be carefully considered and a 'one size fits all' approach be avoided.
7. 7. 4 The Goodnight Scrub/Morganville communities also suffer greatly from lack of early
warning of flooding. The communities unfortunately are close to the Paradise Dam so do not
have the convenience or advantage of warning timelines that many other communities enjoy.

The local progress association and Council have worked together since the 2013 floods to
enhance such warning systems using practical solutions including radio networks, notice
boards and other measures which will assist in future events. The community indicates that it

requires river and stream levels upstream ofthe Paradise Dam as far out as Monto to provide

a more informed response to river levels affecting their community.

The CRG recommends
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that Council negotiate with North Burnett Regional Council, Sunwater and any other identities
required to facilitate a system whereby this information can be readily available to the general
community including specifically the Goodnight Scrub/Morganville community.
7. 7. 5 Any early warning strategy has to include education of the public to both heed the
warning and also what measures have to be taken to compliment the warning. This process
also has to consider and include persons who are not permanent residents of the area.

Therefore adoption of a relentless and ubiquitous education program together with a public
information system is recommended to be developed. A significant amount of work has
already been done in this area and the CRG acknowledges the efforts of disaster
management personnel for their efforts in preparing the community for response to an
emergency situation.

7. 7. 6 Early warnings can be addressed using available media, particularly AM/FM radio. It is
acknowledged that the ABC no longer are the only emergency broadcast provider and
commercial radio stations are also providing that valuable service. Nonetheless, the ABC

continues to be recognised by the community, particularly rural communities as being the
emergency broadcast network and consequently is a popular choice during disasters. The
recent floods demonstrated that there are widespread black spots in broadcast
communications, particularly when weather events reduce range. Many rural communities
were without any form of radio broadcast from either ABC or commercial stations, and
consequently could not receive early warning or even updates, so necessary to make
informed decisions.
The same issues were experienced with mobile telephone
communications which also impacts highly on the use of smartphone technology to access
Bureau of Meteorology sites, Council emergency instructions or other disaster assistance

sites. It is recommended that auditing, particularly of the ABC Radio network range and
mobile telephone communication networks be undertaken with a view to enabling great
access to these essential services during disasterevents.

7. 7. 7 In a similar vein, members of the community were frustrated with the extended periods
of time spent without power due to inundation of supply lines. There are a number of
instances brought to the attention of CRG members where electricity supply would have been
restored far earlier but power reconnection was prevented due to electricity isolation points

being inappropriate. For example, power to Burnett Downs was unavailable due to the supply
line across the river being compromised and therefore isolated. There was no ability to
reroute power from the South Kolan line which was reasonably available. A number of
customers were known to contact Ergon with suggested re-routing, which was attended to
very quickly and power restored. Whilst Ergon's efforts were admirable, perhaps an audit of

isolation points within the grid would be appropriate to establish alternative supply which may
be available. Such an audit would be better conducted outside a period of disaster to enable
prioritisation and consultation with the community.
7. 8

Identify evacuations routes

7. 8. 1 Complimenting the above recommendation, evacuation routes need to be identified for
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all at risk communities, whether urban or rural. The routes have to be well known, well
marketed and in some cases, well marked. As indicated in the options discussions, levees or

engineering of high level roadways lend themselves to becoming evacuation routes. Any
planning of those structures should therefore include furnishings and necessities to become
evacuation routes. Other roads and natural features also are natural evacuation routes. The

CRG recommends that these be formalised, mapped and physically marked if necessary to
remove uncertainty. At risk rural communities normally only have one route for evacuation,
therefore this route should be well known within that community by making simple maps
available and local education programs.

7. 8.2 Other communities within the State have quite refined evacuation procedures and

mapping for their communities and may be able to assist with methodology if necessary. The
CRG notes that not all members of the community have access to the internet or confidence

in their technological ability so mapping and education should be available in a number of
forms.
7. 9

Paradise Dam

7. 9. 1 As indicted in the recommendation regarding early warning systems, the Goodnight

Scrub/Morganville communities do not enjoy significant lead time regarding flooding of the
Burnett River downstream of the Paradise Dam. The events that isolate the community of

Goodnight Scrub are frequent and prolonged and include simple water releases of the Dam
and its effect on Booyal Crossing. Such releases are a constant source of frustration for the
residents and greatly increase travel time to visit nearby towns, particularly Childers. It is
noted that Sunwater have a system in place to advise residents on the river of impending
releases. This system utilises the SMS system and has been in place for some time.
Residents advise that the effect of releases is felt on a much wider scale than those on the

actual river and repeated requests to extend the SMS warning system (or implement some
other system) have not been acceded to.
7. 9. 2 It is the view of the CRG that residents in the area under discussion are disadvantaged

unnecessarily by lack of communication.

It is recommended that any resident in the

Goodnight Scrub/Morganville area should have the ability to be placed on the SMS
messaging system not just those residing in proximity of the river. Alternatively, the Group
recommends that Sunwater enter discussions and negotiations with the local Progress
Association to arrive at a suitable compromise solution.

7. 9. 3 It is the view of the CRG that general communications between Sunwater and the

community are of an unsatisfactory nature and would recommend address of this matter. It is
noted that Paradise Dam regularly features in media and predominately in an adverse light.
This tends to confirm to members of the community (in the absence of evidence to the

contrary) that there is something amiss with the Paradise Dam. This in turn leads to
speculation however inaccurate or unconfirmed, that the Dam is not safe and comprises a
threat to downstream communities. There is palpable concern within the community that

featured in many of the community engagement forums and leads the CRG to conclude that,
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at best, the Paradise Dam is a public relations nightmare for its operators.
7. 9.4 The Group makes no assumption or comment on the engineering or safety of the Dam,
as it possesses neither the expertise nor background to do so. The Group is also aware that

Paradise Dam is not a flood mitigation Dam but constructed for water storage. The Group
also notes recent independent studies regarding the dam and Sunwater's release of

information post 2013 floods.

However, in light of the community concerns, the CRG

recommends that Sunwater provide more information in a timely fashion regarding its
undoubtedly effective efforts in emergency planning, maintenance and general information
regarding the dam.
7. 9. 5 The CRG is confident that this strategy, together with more widespread communication
with the immediate communities would address or certainly reduce some of the fears and
concerns currently existing in the catchment community.
8.

WHERE TO FROM HERE

It was the intention of the CRG to compile a final report to be submitted to the Bundaberg

Regional Council for consideration at their meeting to be held on the 17th December 2013.
Final discussion and adoption of the report is scheduled for the CRG meeting on the 4
December 2013, and the report will be presented to Council in a timeframe to enable
examination prior to the scheduled Council meeting. The timeframes for this project are very
contracted, however the CRG is on track to deliver their final report within the timeframes
outlined in the Terms of Reference. The CRG will continue to have an open and accountable
focus regarding its deliberations and dealings with other groups, and therefore requests the
Council release the final report of the CRG to the public as soon as possible to facilitate
informed comment and discussion on the findings of the Group.
9.
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including the results and outcomes of the Burnett Floodplain Study, which were important to
underpin the knowledge and learning of the Group. The Group also attended the public
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consultation meetings and forums together with those individuals and other Council
departments combining to provide a holistic approach to the consultation process. The
activities of the Group also generated significant interest and publicity during the course of
deliberationswhich required the assistance of Brodie Bott (BRC) and Brooke Maki (GHD) with
regard to some media management and strategy.

10.3 The Group also conferred with a wide range of external organisations to access the
expertise required to address concerns and observations.
Consulting engineers, Dan
Copelin and Ben Regan of GHD assisted the CRG with explanation of engineering matters,
including the MCA process and details of preliminary modeling outcomes The Queensland
Reconstruction Authority officials, Deputy Commissioner Brett Pointing, Inspector Kev
Guteridge, Senior Sergeant Grantley Marcus and Sergeant Meg Owens also made their time
freely available to provide background research, information and advice to the Group both at
meetings and out of sessions. The Group would like to place on record the appreciation and
thanks to all persons, including those mentioned above who assisted the Group to achieve its
goals and objectives without seeking to influence or diminish the independence of the CRG
during its deliberations.

10.

CONCLUSIONS

The Burnett River Floodplain Community Reference Group was formed to facilitate a means

of consultation and engagement directly with the community.

The role was to gather

information and be a liaison between the Bundaberg Regional Council and the community it
serves. As a result of the subsequent engagement, together with the knowledge and

expertise of the Group Members, the Group has fulfilled its role in terms of providing Council
with floodplain management assessment criteria and a list of options to take forward to more
thorough assessment and implementation.
The Community Reference Group was of the view that this process afforded a unique

opportunity to present other information to the Council as recommendations for consideration.
Some of these recommendations were directly flood based, and others were of a more long

term nature gauged to enhancethe long term viability of the Burnett River system.
On behalf of the members of the Community Reference Group, I am pleased to provide this
final report of deliberations for consideration and I commend the contents of this report to the
Bundaberg Regional Council as the Group's interpretation of the wishes, concerns and
feedbackof the community residing in the Bundaberg Region.
Signed

Rowan Bond
Chair

Burnett River FloodplainAction Plan
Community Reference Group
4 December 2013
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Terms of Reference

BUNDABERG
RFf. lONAI

rOIINflt

BURNETT RIVER FLOODPLAINACTION PLAN
COMMUNITY REFERENCE GROUP
TERMS OF REFERENCE
1. Background
1. 1 Purpose

The Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan Community Reference Group (CRG) is a group of
interested, voluntary community members established to liaise between Council and the

community to help inform the development offloodplain management options and strategies as
part of the Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan project work.
The Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan will confirm the preferred floodplain risk management
options and strategies to improve flood resilience and preparedness.
This Action Plan is the next step in the process following the completion of a comprehensive flood
modelling and mapping study of the Burnett River floodplain located between Paradise Dam and

the river mouth. The flood study provides vital information to underpin the development of the
Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan.
The first major phase of work involves identifyingthe top five floodplain management options by
December 2013. Some of these options will undergo detailed engineeringassessment in the first
halfof 2014.
1.2 Role
In summary, the voluntary roles of the CRG are to:
. Provide input into the development of the Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan
. Gather the collective thoughts and ideasfrom their respective networks to help to identify
and assess a range of suitable Burneft River floodplain management options
. Communicate information and update their respective networks to ensure they are kept
informed of the project's progress
. Act as a conduit for community feedback on the plan's development to the consultant
(GHD) and Bundaberg Regional Council
. Participate in the project's public consultation program to help encourage the gatheringof
ideas and feedback from the community, in order to confirm a filtered set of options to

.

test during a Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA)
Collectively agree to the floodplain management options assessment criteria and
weighting used during the Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA). The MCA will be the primary
tool used to confirm the top options to undergo detailed assessment if required.
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.

Represent the community by submitting a report to Council in early December 2013
detailing the CRG's preferred list of floodplain management options. This will be facilitated
by the chairperson and require 70%consensus of the CRG members.

The CRG will report and provide feedback on issues raised in the course of the development of the
Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan.
This group will also enable community accessto information on the project as well as supporting
the opportunity for the community to contribute to, and comment on, the development of the
Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan.

2. Community Reference Group
2. 1 CRG Chair
An independent Chairperson/Facilitatorwill be appointed to conduct and manage meeting
proceedings with the objective of ensuring the meetings are run fairly and without bias.
The role of the Chairperson includes:
. Ensuring individual CRG members are heard and can contribute to the process. At times
the Chairperson may have to mediate the process to ensure all parties in the discussion
are heard, actions are summarised and a conducive working relationship is maintained.
. Preparing the CRG agenda in consultation with CRG members and the Bundaberg Regional
Council

.
.
.
.
.

Overseeing preparation of the meeting minutes
Ensuringdistribution of the meeting minutes
Overseeing independent reporting on behalfof the CRG
Attending the community information sessions as part of the wider public consultation for
the project (occurring from mid Septemberto early October 2013); and
Collating issues raised by the CRG and forwardingto Council for a response.

The Chairperson's reasonable fees and expensesshall be met by Bundaberg Regional Council.
2.2 Representation

Voluntary representation on the CRG will be sought from a range of stakeholder groups via an
open Expression of Interest invitation.
The CRG members should be representative of a range of key interests, positions and concerns
and who collectively represent a wide cross-section of the community, including people directly
impacted by the floods, leaders from the education and community services sector,
representatives of groups such as the Human and Social Recovery Sub-committee, environmental
groups, and our business and industry leaders.
It is intended that the CRG would include approximately 10 individuals from a wide geographic
spread.

The final selection of representatives will be at the discretion of Council.
Project Portal Ref: IPS1378. 2011
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Other interested stakeholders that may not be selected onto the CRG will be kept updated and

informed on project progressthrough newsletters, factsheets. Council'swebsite and/orcopiesof
meeting minutes or project reports.

2. 3 Recruitment and Selection of CRG members

Recruitment and advertising
During late August 2013, the Bundaberg Regional Council invited the general public to:
1. Submit ideasto improve flood resilience; and/or
2. Expressinterest to join the Community Reference Group (CRG).

This has beenadvertised in a range of local newspapersthroughoutSeptember2013,appearedon
the BundabergRegionalCouncil website and social media, andwascommunicatedthrough a
variety of other local networks.

Applicationswere availableonline at www.bundaber . Id. ov.au or hard copiesofthe application
form could be collected from Council's Customer Service Centres and submitted by either:
Email: floods bundaber . Id. ov. au

Mail: CEOBundaberg Regional Council
PO Box 3130
BUNDABERG Qld 4670
Applications close at 4.30pm, FridaySeptember 13, 2013.
Selection process

The Council shall select the membership of the CRG giving consideration to their:
Locality (focus areas include North Bundaberg, East/South Bundaberg, Central
Bundaberg, Avoca/Branyan/Sandy Hook, South Kolan/Sharon, Pine Creek,
Wallaville/Bungadoo, Goodnight Scrub)
Representation of stakeholders: Abilityto represent one or more of the above
stakeholdergroups.
Capacityto communicate: Ability to communicate information from the CRG to other
interested stakeholders

Constructive participation: Ability to commit to working constructively and
cooperatively as part of the CRG. They should also agree to fulfil their role as laid out in
the Community Reference Group Charter (refer section 4 of this document).
Interest: Members should be able to demonstrate interest in one or more issues
relevant to the proposed project.

Capacityand skills to contribute: Members should be able and willing to commit to the
role and responsibilitiesof the CRG, and actively participate in the businessof the CRG.
Availability and flexibility: Members should be availableand willing to meet on the
agreed dates during 2013, at a mutually agreed time and venue.
ProjectPortal Ref: IPS1378.2011
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Followingan assessmentof the individualsbasedon the above-mentionedconsiderations,the
Bundaberg Regional Council, will select members to collectively represent a wide cross section of
our community, including:
. people directly impacted by the floods in various locations along the Burnett River

.

representatives of agenciesdirectly involved in flood recovery

.
.

leaders from the education and community services sector; and
business and industry leaders.

The number of community representatives on the CRG will not exceed 10 or to Council's
discretion.

If a member is unable to attend a CRG meeting or activity, a formal apology should be provided to
the Chairperson prior to the meeting.

2.4 Bundaberg Regional Council and GHD Project Team

The BundabergRegionalCouncilTeam for the FloodplainAction Plan involvesthe following
personnel:
. Mayor and Councillors
. General Manager Infrastructure and Planning, Andrew Fulton
.

Manager Design, Dwayne Honor

.

Media and Marketing Manager, Brodie Bott.

GHD consultancy team assisting with project delivery includes:
.

Senior Engineer, Ben Regan

.
.

Stakeholder Engagement Principal Consultant, Brooke Maki
Manager Waterways and Coastal, John Postlethwaite.
2.5 Meetings

The CRG will meet on at least three occasions before the end of 2013 and more often as

determined by BundabergRegional Council in close collaboration with the CRG and with the
independent Chairperson. If a member sees the need for additional meetings, the member can
contact the Chairperson to arrange it.

CRG meeting dates, times andvenueswill be determined at the first meeting in consultation with
all parties.

CRG meetings may involve the Council project support team and GHDtechnical advisorson an as
needs basisor as requested to attend. It is envisagedthat the CRGandthe project's associated
Technical Working Group (the TWG will consist of technical engineering and relevant government

agencyrepresentatives) will interactthroughoutthe duration of the development of the Burnett
River Floodplain Action Plan.SeeAddendumon page9 to viewa timeline summary diagramfor
when the CRG and TWG will meet over the coming months, in relation to the overall project.

Project Portal Ref: IPS1378. 2011
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Meetings will be advertised to inform the community oftheir occurrence and outcomes published.
Bundaberg Regional Council is responsible to assist in the coordination of meetings including
distributing meetingagendas, minutes and reports.
2.6 MeetingAgendas

A set of standing agenda items will be developed at the first meeting based on the scope and
purpose of the CRG.

If anyCRG memberwishesto discussan issueat a meeting, it needsto be raisedand included on
the agenda.

The agendafor each meetingwill be prepared bythe CRG members at the conclusion of each
meeting and finalised by the Chairperson and issued at least one week in advance.
2.7 Reporting and Transparency

CRG meeting agendas and minutes will be open to the public and published on the Bundaberg
Regional Council website.

Reporting will be objective and attempt to capture the views of the CRG members and the
community.

2. 8 Communication with the broader community

CRG members are encouraged to discuss issues and disseminate information about the project
with the widercommunity, includingspecial interest groups.
The CRG may seek to develop content to include in Media Releases to the media, or to adopt
other approachesfor public disseminationof information, howeverthe Chairperson is to ensure
the discussion is balancedand hasthe final veto on the media/publicstatement.
Onlythe Chairperson can actas CRGspokesperson and speakto the media on behalfof the CRG.

Project Portal Ref: IPS1378.2011
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3. Bundaberg Regional Council support
Bundaberg Regional Council recognises that support for the CRG is imperative to its success. The
Council will provide a project support team to assist the CRG process which will involve:
.
.

Project Manager
Administration Officer

.

Communications expertise; and

.

Divisional Councillors.

Council has nominated the CRG Chairperson to be responsible for collating the issues raised by the
CRG and for coordinating a formal response.

The Council-employed project staff will commit to supporting the objectives of the CRG through:
. Regularmeetingattendance as requested/required
. Recognitionof the needto communicate and consult; and
. Appropriately respondingto issues raised bythe CRG.
Any correspondence and or project information will be provided to CRG members as soon as
practicable prior to a meeting. Reports or information will be emailed, printed and posted to
members.

Responses to issues raised within the CRG will be provided in a timely manner once the facts are
available. Issues raised by the CRG which are of a technical nature will be referred to the project
consultants to give advice through Council. Non-technical issues will be referred to Council for
consideration and formal response.

Project Portal Ref: IPS1378.2011
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4.

CRG Charter

All prospective CRG members must agree to abide by the Terms of Reference (TOR) and agree to
these terms prior to meeting attendance and participation. This document is not subject to
alteration at any point in the future, unless agreed to by all parties (including Council).
A copy of the CRG Terms of Reference is available to any party upon request.
CRG members must ensurethey have read and agreedwiththe belowterms in orderto be
considered or accepted as a CRG member.
CRG members should be willing to and agree to:

.

Attend all scheduled meetings. Ifyou are unable to attend a meeting, the independent
Chairperson should be notified with a formal apology and any comments or discussion
points raised by your local stakeholder/community/group should be tabled via email,

phoneor letter to the Chairperson priorto the meeting
.

Review CRG meeting minutes

.

Verbally report to the CRG on communication activities and stakeholderconcerns

.

Review and comment on correspondence and/or project material

.

Provide information to Bundaberg Regional Council on relevant issues concerning their
local community and/or stakeholder group in relation to the Burnett River Floodplain
Action Plan

.

Feed information from Bundaberg Regional Council back to their local community/group;
and

.

Only make comments to the media or in public forums on behalf of themselves or the
stakeholders they represent, not on behalfof the CRG.

Each memberofthe CRGcommits to the followingconduct points:
. Ensureany issues raisedare directed at the organisationsinvolved (e.g. Council,
consultants) and not at an individualor personal level
. Respect and listen to the opinionsof others, includingduring meetings
. Ensure issuesare placed on the agendaprior to the meetingto ensure a prepared
response/comment can be delivered

.

Recognise that active participation in the CRG forum is crucial to the success ofthe grou p

.

Any complaints regardingthe process are raised in the CRG forum to enable the

opportunityfor resolution and/orin writingto the CEOBundabergRegional Council.
5.

Exit Process

The Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan Community Reference Group will no longer be required
once the Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan (expected to be finalised in May 2014) has been
adopted by Bundaberg Regional Council and conveyed to the residents via the CRG community
network.

ProjectPortal Ref: IPS1378.2011
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From mid-September 2013, Bundaberg Regional Council will seek ideas and feedback from the
community to better understand what options and strategies they would like Council to consider
as part of the project. This public ideas collection is supported by the dedicated, independently
facilitated Community Reference Group that will be in place for the duration of the project.
In addition to the public ideas collection, technical inputs from key stakeholder organisations will
be sought at critical points in the process. The ideas and feedback from the public, Community
Reference Group members, and the Technical Working Group representatives will be summarised
in a report and will be fed into a Multi-Criteria Assessment process later this year.
The Multi-Criteria Assessmentwill provide a robust andtransparent tool to refine resilience

strategies informed bythe public consultation by assessingthem against a set of agreed weighted
criteria. By the end of the year, once the options have gone through the Multi-Criteria
Assessment, Council will have the top five floodplain management options and strategies to take
forward.

a) Multi-Criteria Assessment process

The Multi-Criteria Assessmentwill determinethe top five optionsthat will undergofurther
engineering assessment before being determined for incorporation into a floodplain management
action plan.

The MCA process will objectively consider options based on the feasibility, effectiveness, social,
environmental and economic advantages and disadvantages of each. Council will be seeking 70%
consensusof all CRG members on the weightingsgiven to eachofthese criteria before
commencement of the MCA process.

The main function and benefit of implementing this approach is that it provides a robust and
transparent tool in which options can be measured and if not viable, can be discounted so that
Council can explore the more viable options in a more comprehensive and timely manner.
This is an interactive approach which, with input from Council and relevant stakeholders, will
provide a holistic understandingof constraints and opportunities.
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b) Consultation Timeline

CONSULTATION Tl ELINE
Week
commencing
2 September

Week
commencing
16 September

23-28
Septemoer

4-11
October

Wee)'
commeitctng
21 October

ulti-Criteria
Assessment

fMCA)

Early
Decembe'

Decembe'
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Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan

Thesuccessofthe Burnett RiverFloodplainActionPlanwill be determinedthroughnot only high
engagement with the community, but also by the amount of accurate, positive coverage by media
outlets. Giventhe technical nature ofthis project, there is a riskthat project informationwill be

confusingand unclear, resultingin inaccuratereporting. Thiscan be minimisedbydetermininga set
of media protocols where only approved spokespeople speak with journalists. This protocol is
designed to provide Bundaberg Regional Council with guidance in responding to information
requests from the media to ensure factual information is disseminated.
Approved spokespeople
Spokesperson

Topic

Communityconsultation process (community info sessions,CRG& TWG)
Mayor*

Top 5 options
Project funding
Political information

Community consultation process (community info sessions, CRG& TWG)
Deputy Mayor*

Top 5 options
Project funding
Political information

Dwayne H / Ben
CRG Chairperson Rowan Bond

General updates on project progress
Technical information about project aspects

Offthe record, background briefingsabout project elements
CRG meetings and outcomes
Development and delivery of CRG report
Promotion of Community Information Sessions

*lf the Mayor or Deputy Mayor are unavailable, the BRC media team can speak on their behalf.
Content management and approvals

.
.

Mayor should officially speak on behalf of the Council about most aspects ofthe project
At times the Deputy Mayor or one ofthe BRC media team may be designated depending on
the type of enquiryandthe spokesperson'savailability

.

If a journalist requires technical information that is not covered in the factsheet or FAQ

document, the BRCProject Directorand/orGHD Project Directorcan be given approvalto
background briefa journalist withthe BRCspokesperson in attendance.

ed'a
.
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Anytechnicalinformationprovidedtojournalists should not bequoted- it should begiven
as backgroundinformation purelyto providegreaterunderstandingaboutthe project.

What to do if...

... an unapprovedspokespersonisapproachedbya journalistata communityinformationsession
or a public consultation event?

They should decline speaking to thejournalist and instead refer them to the Council
spokesperson.

Theycouldsay:"I'msorry, but I'm notthe right personto speakaboutthe project, however
let me get the number of the person who can help you."

... a journalist doesn't identifythemselves andspeaks to an unapproved spokesperson and runs
their quotes in a news article?

BRC's mediateam should contactthe media outlet's COSand reiteratethe importanceof

ethical reporting. Dependingon howmisleading/inaccuratethe article is, it would be
appropriate to askfor another story to bewritten to ensure the facts are reported.
... a story is reported inaccurately dueto lackof understanding about the project?
BRC's media team should contact the media outlet and offer another background briefing to

ensurethejournalist hasa full understandingofthe project.
Media toolkit

Use

Communications material
Media release/s
&

Social Media Channels

Key messages / supporting facts
Factsheets

Media Q&As (internal doc)
Frequently Asked Questions
(external doc)

New announcements
Reactive statements

Reissuingto journalists askingabout project information
that's already been released

Inclusion in media responses, media releases, speeches,
website content, newsletter content

Hand out at community information sessions
Uploading to the website
For media responses and media interviews
Technical information about project written in plain

Englishfor residents, media and other interested parties

PPE 3
Complete List of Submissions

Resulting from

Community Engagement Strategies
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Wort!needstobedonehtWwenlewRoadto MbhneraWayto .stopthebuild-upofwutwInMtrinets
Rwnow debtte from tfr Burmtt Uwr and crwks whkh rutrlrt the flow of www.

Remove .IIIniileaandtramtftte IntheFerrpnwdawa theyTBrestrfcUngflowofwrtwtotht
flooddrttaandS to ItePwuBft.
No Infrwtrunurt hulk

River Road.

NorthSkfthivllePwwtt*houldheiwpenedasthhwat .nwjorouttelforftoodwatersbrforc
bringcloaml off.

Tantifta ridgeneeds prolertton from wnd mlninBai ItIttheonly aieathat may protect Bundabwa
from . Tturwml
hwtSS

eaffcctatrffliwdkf

duetoinftKtructurcnMrRoundScnibwidKlr

sWafl.

PoWuteddrainswhkhrunfromnearBundymillefllutnt pnndto RUbyanruCreekneedMtentlonand
e effluentpondnctttsmnodngout oftheflood plain.
Stacked up sand alona rim bank un River FTm down from Brbv't Wdl brtwem Glib Road anil

RubynnaCrwkthoUldbermnovri«th«vT«ft>frmiB<lew andwflrtop*. riwrftowInthr
eventcffuturefloodhiaandthnheadl»ndatonith*riywthrthasbeendtgradedbyfamimachlnerv
andtractnrauilnaripptt*InthftTM shouldberrinstotedwithwwtatton .ndtutobleripaftanworta
ihouldb«don»»

notonlyftlsarubutallriVBrsandCTwta.

Inotd«tofduccthB.fluodhd(htInOUTdtyofBundabwg .ndtheturraundhigsarwtbyttyS
mrtru . II ttwt k nMded b a "'Dtetrlbut. rv [Irmrf- or ''Nvcritw> Channrt- cut kilo the side of the

Burwtt Nwrrt . hdehtofl5 mrtrtt Tlita -astri&utwv Ch*nn*r would thannd d»ma6ln< ftood
wrtm hita the i^ipu-rochtt oftht EHtott Rtwr onhf hi extrem* Hood eventa uich M 2011»nd H)13.
Ihii Channel wituM nwd to bt wldt and long tfloueh to accommod»teUicvokim» of wiuitw to r«ach
theothtr*kleofGoo<hw<>droadtro*ringwhnet»ieh
htuftheEllhrttFUvwliSmt,

Mrtt prowskm foradequate andwcunt* wamlnp and upttMM mid promunrftffertiw mcurtiwi route* [.».
HhtkhrAv&TalonBrid .)
Maartuunceofpowerfor .* hrng .* pouible(maifreq^rcreneworwheretetftottonpdnbaretocaudwithinthe
netwofk & ability to switch to altmuUw wArtrttom)

Provbfonofahiddu

formmnimittethat

beteotottdaiHlwilnwdfudfwsi'.eratms.
Review ofthe

A more reliablecommunicrttom twlcm

TheidEiitifhiflon ofewKUrtton cenrtm w Infrntruchtfa (water. cDDkingandtoHet fadltle*) th*t It . Meto copewith
mucMncrMttd numbtn.
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ttrurtum
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APPENDIX 3

Pro

Modtfterttoiu

Hood Mo«Bflurttont

Commant
Wtowtotals wdl w SESrtaffto participateIn cvacuathinprocedurw.

Ipi rtonlnwlyw

ftomFoundr to ftrn Facto

areas

(eg ItefldaK* Flat*

Ewcuation eentret - ToNets and Shawcra -The In-hause residents, that a evervone on tltc. shouM be made aware of
what fadDtlw ar» awitabto Infte wyof toilet* and dwwm These focHltiw need to be iupTviied from ttroutartto

ensuretheyaredcanandslDdsoftoiletpaper,bandtowriandhandwasharcnotwasted,[Keventlngmtttand
bk>cknHlnthe*ewa(e*vst""Tohawawrittenrorter. withididkrtedpWtoninrtfnitancBsupB

niBtrtgthB

tiautlon Atl»neSheetthrttetltkedofftofndkatethefadNtyha*bwnchtdiadwouldgoatortiwylnnwMgkigthe
toilets,as doneinthe aiiporlt.

Ewcutttonewtits .Hindwishlng-Ahealthprofasfonalto glwa phvtkaldemonstraBononjuithowtowashbanck
andtheuseafchwnlcalsanWzin.

ThhtetU

ortedwlth

|nar<. "'byaflocafi:"t.

Evacuattonccntrn- SlgnagelndlcatliiB*atfruithatnotbtenwwhe-iandthatlndhiiihiabshouldwashb*for«
coftiumlnato prevent the spread of dteease. Posiihly uima *<. * r"i"n dlF'. M ->Mton*.

EvacuatlunCentrw .To .llevlate^w*UIe .llowindWduahtoreffllwt<rbottlesatdtiinitedrtatkm.
EvacuationCmlrn - SuperAencvdlngh rdrttontoteparttonuffbodwntcfromplartfc/pa3 er/tlattr

labltt.

Evatuattoncentrw- Havepublk:nobccbaarditotharecommunication*._
Ewciwttoflcentrw-Alan

unaffected residents to provida

Evacuatlonttntow-Have

hontrechar

Inrdattontoprovidln-

accwio(tatton, fcodetc.

rtition* which provide an array of chafes and nnihi: Iecha

Evacuathmtentres-lfKkidefeclUttMandproAionfM

n

nte.

eBttrCwindlcoutdtagdotsasthevdoWhenthtVTelon.

Where mhfents provide accomodaHon far disptaced Inditfidutb/lamltlw, mtar tnlo . *lmple rni Initfal ttflflmtr
agrwmentwwboth
rtlwar*
ted.
Build bdow grountt bo»nw wfth . wtentght mwiiie lit
flood water cint
In. act M "storm tdlara"
Purchasettoveraraftfarewcuattonufu to200pwplantaflme
PurchaseArmyDutkttoewcutteIOOp

krtaUme
1 Attplvmoderntwnporaryb*rri<r>vitcmslnkevlo(.

land north of Airport teiw taonid tor tand Ut* >ud» »
reowtwn thiswouldobo allowlandto be us«»swattr
itt»ntkm bairn.

1 Buddwm or

aroutid tand north of

1 Dctwmfnewhma

attoni

art Drwft.

rhitetofwateiMWifc.

teviefndflood

K.

1 httalll* CKIWI umpsat appropriatelocatton*.
1 Removedan

oustren that nuy tail durin ttonn.

1 WrterliHcdpwtuhm

which act a* w*ter turnw - .Itenwtiw to *»nd baggint,

I DrMitgetherhmlOmetTMd
I UtBthedred

*tf*

irndwwideas

Ible.

mittflaltobuitda tDmttrelwwrowdthBriwr.

D»(anewdunndfromFairvmeadtothesea20mtrtM deepwthaswtngfcrihlptanda rockbi
1 on both mlh.
1 Rmnon. lttand-tDonTdtonBrldifr,

expenseto raise hoi

1 Widwlh» nver and hulM levee b*nk*.
Ifbodb
1 Ttf

M. h<nnri*lnth*Fai

nd ftticnt and dinimttrwm flood lan,

dlrBundabwtSupTLewe

ImproveemcuatkniwmhiFandprotedun,eipwldlyforVhmInFiiryinwdm ItIsbritewlthevdidnatgrt
approprlrte wrnln ttmm.
Usa mlnlnit gwr to provide new di
1 more efnciml drain* n .I

p? channrit aiay from and around fowtyni arwi. and ft)
Bth>.

Council to prowdt KRM wrth dat* nhtingtothf
eorwtiuttkmoffwn inthe BRCare*to inform DERM's
futtNf t
uwrv frtmmwrk
dnmageto welude bickwrtw and prortert CBO,
rovbwn of Lwa) 6ovEmm»nt
litton Strtkro ?8 to 32

htMI hwn and whwd

1 and Char
CMMDfwk»frnwntApptuwli .n tow-lwjftowlplain .nd

fund throughSpMfl ntM

1 IlntomnungicwMiiton rimbankand lantroNnofoatiw1i»nbphindfltenM oveforMTs.

wetland area

1 Dred

and wnd«nth»nw frodi thitown rwchtotlrnmhaad.

1 Remomthe Bm AndmunBain and BhiawaWrir.
1 FttP*r»di«»D»mwrthwrtiTr<.

l»>uttood w

lh*t*lll« w i » and back Rowwhmsor flood
I hstallta wpipnattheEredti»rtenettt
1 Roodmfti

ttirt

MitMcLo/*Creekin B»a

n work .t Cotoflial Cow,Winflrid.

1 PiouldtSuit fidwrnmmt withflood m
1 Emptoy en nmln co . n to

t»t*tHnhe*r Wtlrtm \

1 Cr-f

^.cfc andruocrte flood .ffetted rnidNft

n.

Road.

am.

crnwdhydraulkiiups and data.

on tanfm-BundtbBTgNorthandEatt

101rt*mfundjn from StateandFedralGowmment.

Dr*d|efte(nwbtwwnth»ok)roadbni^aanda pkxrtwhwthfrriw»B<inh»fMpitrtytoKtfrt
1 flood watw.
1 UeinoutSattwfrCreelrndrcaBgn
1 Rcmcnicfnan
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the mouth trftheCrtdttoflowifownatrMm.

westhathawfwmKttttrKuKoftheMirotiucUonuftheBenAndereanBarra
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APPENDIX 3

Fk-dllulffiaUon Comnrnt
1 Retnowthtistandihfrtliformfn
1 In

north of Out Street eaat and School Lina.

etestti »nd purehwln Rood Barrier TechnDkw.

1 Erect tocrtbrld

and fkiod

1 Constnirt teme bmte . t ^k

1 Bundaher Deefc.
Cntk.

1 Drttd ctheBurnrttRtver.

Use the UHF radto repeater at Mt Perry (Channd I)to dirtnbute ftood related wanibigs for upstream ireas,
msswcs could te nlmd each hour lo updf proplewltll what Ishapplnl. Uptiadethe npauru, to
rdlatrieduringa disaster,atpresentItsnot.Ma[»ypeoplecantirtABCradiocnveTageandonlyaccessIsUHF
radto netwftric.

E«,uat»« plani . re rn]ulr«d llound Pin. Cm* a«<lnuriu b« . ny deir, fctlbk . id eally prtntld troin
councils webslte. Forcxamplc. State Gowmment Property maps ofassessable wgetatton [PMAVs) un be
completedonlinebylandownersbutwhenyouprintthemtheyareunreadable.Mapsmuslshowudastral
pareets and roads. LccalfloodlnB over roadt should also be constdered tnthe maps (not Just rh/wtne). The
routes need to (fctermlne whether you can retmat byftxrt, caror bytractw. Some reslctenb were trying to
esca

anthetrtractorabuttheftoodwatwwatoo

Flood warning forecasts shoukl be made at pnttetwminea times over ABC radio ifurinR anevent for key gauge
tocatians. Fur example, people can b* out preparing forthefloods and arent aMeto connantlv listen tn the
radto As an example, ifthey knew that warnines wouM be broadcast on the hour (wery hour»they could
cams backto their radha to Nsten for cridcal data. Gauges Include Paradfee Dam, Walla and Bundabwi
lctions.
ABC local radio has wiy poor

recepdon

and In somecases

nun

cxlrteirt covcraBe for upE traam

areas

Includtng

Goodnight Scrub, Morganville, Wallanrille and men areas such as Sandy Hook. Peopteoftm have no electrklty
ort

ones . nd would Itketo r

an ABC radto throu, -h transfrtor radto butth » unt KCSW thes

at.

Totem pote orflood markcra shouU beestablished at key road crossints and tocrtftiiu that wereftooded fn
Janua«y between Paradbe Dam andthe river mouth. ZiHman Road at wallavflle and the Pmy Rhmrhridje
werespcdffcallyrecommendedand .HOWStheuinmunltytokeepa watchonrherrise.Thbfndudestotem
pels InNorthandEastBundlbtnthltihenn onlyhlstorfcllftoidhlWlBathll locuton.butalsothe
estimated Icvds tiiat could be

based

on

Walla

andPwadbe

Dam .

L.; ...

ui .. i rNm.

Fine Creek area request fordKlenated fud drop off points for resupply ofgCTcratora, resfitents can onlv keep
Int wouU be adwanrt. 'iseous for TW... ^--.

Dredge and reopen Paddys Creek (Western side of Padc^r's telandl to see tfthb will drop flood
waters fn North Bundaber ,

Need to know bridge ctosuretfma in North BundabeiBforthe old SumettTraffteBrfdtee andthcTalton
BrUte mb could b«d . ipumc Bundlbtfl Gaui. Lnd . ndwc. uld altow [«)]>li to pnpan thunselv and
evacuate

riortothdfdose.

Sufficicntwamln

timebnttded.

iFortoihcfrclose.

Break narth Bundaberg Into dtfference zones, could bebased on street blocks and stagger the encuattons so
that not everyone tetrying to feaw at once. Properties couM becolou' coded so red igne gws at different
tlmeto

reen ions and could be different evacuation routpf<"-«ich.

Ifincrementalpugemapsanusadaspartofwacuatfonmaps,thentheyshauMbea littlecunsCTthreto
enure people have enDueti time tn packthw essentiab and»o. E.G. 0.5m incremuit priorto them Betting
wet withiiriftctent time between.
r^undte flood search databaseshouM abo Include a
tot tpeclffc level of the ParAdbe Ram bwak analysis
to when I bulk! my home I can make turn it* above
1 that lewl.

The dam break Inundatton mapfor Paradtfe Dam shoukj bepubllcally availaMe so evCTybodv do¥nwtream can
understandthe [m

to them.

Peoplertniggletounttentandhowhighthrir
propcrttet are above the rtwr bed kvri. Simple

InfomnotonshouUbeprwltfedto clf^rtifthmwthe
depth and rh/er limb that can cxpwtcd across their
property, this should alw include thefrgiou nd
1 contouis. Pco
do not know how to . cces* thti,,
Funding assistance needs to be made auailabtefar

landowneisto repairbankrtabllsattonthattethreatening
theirhomes.Currentlvonlvfarmenandruralpropertiescan
accessthb. but not If youJusthavea housethat's at risk of
fall! IntortKrtwr.
Manning schcmeihoukl gh/e consldt>r»Uon to rtwr
bank (teabfllsatlon and risks of building homes ckwe

tothem.SomehousnanctotetofdUlniintoth^
1 rlviT A a mutt of Hood da

e to the bank*.
Floodtearch cwttflcatlots for
Upload flood anfnnatfons from the Inrmmattontwstoi "

propleu. undeisfndtherhw
WKuaUom simply from thb ff

behaviourw It rhct andfallsacrosstheftoodplaln.Peopleun was theb-own

Doa directmailoutto [ndh/idualpropenteswhenal)oftheemefgcncyroutemappingandIncrementalflood
ma

n teco

edtolctrBldentsknowttsavaltableanrilrpa^touse.

Coundk taebool luge fc« 8««1 »a| u snid Infomnllc. n nlltu tht commurt,. [u>l n8SS«es on this |a8e
*vhm the flood ma

Coundl Flood search to MentHy flood level. noor levels and a
havearefattonshl toUiefncrementalflondma. .

beam

IDantaHowdev

cd.

1 the oundtrom Council and orSES
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2

Commant
Incremental maps to attow easy Idcntrflcatlon of bts The
hard copy Is to big a scateto know wherea lot te rdathetB
the flood,

3

Evacuation

1
1

Radio b the best souree ofinfo but which radiostation and critical iTifo at set times

Educate
etohel themsetvesvlathefloodma w : t*-dtcoundl »^-ovldin
Foodandfudsvanabil forout In areasthatarecutaT- rloodwatw._

terelathretDlncrementelfloodnna

Ftezonlngof flood prone lindto (and uses such as open space and
recreation.
Uroit dwetapmmrt approvals on flood prona Iwitt. in partitiutar
rwldmtlalbndusei.

Better coordhationofSESandwhinttryStaff, potrib . central ar scnmr contact

Or

Improved irilnln ft»T5ESrtaffinrriatfontouMOfboatsdurinetvacu»tlon.

lm«n rttrtcctcd tacatairw throughout

the Burnttt Rlw andrelatedcrwhi,
the catchnnerrt*M».

Allow kiwi*wtthboatttoairiirt In ewcuationprocerfurw.
Im row) wmi

w

bsuchasuscoTUHfandmorede

ChandnBclcctrkrtvlsalatlonpolntssoaiiomettwnmunm
EirflTmimtn

inr

^fcmitiorr.. InCDuncHand W

trrwhave owerwherepossible.

rdtonKuatwnlimes.

Lhe UM Radtos fDTcommunlcatton

'trentoslowfloodwaten
redevelo menttnftoud

More reliable means of communlcatin

In

ffood wamln

Earllerwamin for evacutalon
miri
n«dtob»dewh>

evscu. it >. "<
SIrlow

uithri

ofrtwnMdtob*

Botlto n«*i m rim impri^g Itow should b. widwwd
Mouth of wir thodd b* wdmd to allow Mrtif win and Rood mt«r to wwpe n»f quh*fy

TtwwcptrinflofSkyrirw'atona»^«wouldh^>wthfloodwtortopingmanqufcWy1 lt»mouth
ofrtmr
RwnowlofdbmbantoandnhdtnmlnwtnlhiFaiiymwdw

RunowlofBanAndmonB«mg*w ftretMan*andBrnBli*B*nW«irw »cond»t»g».Iht**°>*«
dow b^hr flaw d wriar thnutfh lh» rtvar aytotn hafrlng Wth Uf mminw) «1 und buM up and wMd
bn
UwroiromMntrihMlhofUrnw.
Runa
lmto»iUwWdhWTorPamfc»D«mtw
Water from Mondimn Dwn wuM b» chuimhd to lirifptwa on Morth rid* o( rfwr

Bypwschamwlliult»ketheyhwaInotharcounlriwwhKhwdt«k«mtwto UwEBotWvarwhen
BunwttnKhwcwtrinba
No mwa nfrutouchim ofanytyp* to tx h
Itottd im

ht

Pmpttwdndamttonwwfwandth*buWnoofa nwpwtTMonlh*Narth«m*kt*cfth*wlrtng
BtidAwgPtartb«putonhoUirf th*<fhcttofsuch .dwtopnrrtwnuUcauuuprtnamCNIb<
Lm»bank*wNnotworkh <h*BundabwgM th*tornta«pn<»wrtobigan .n«imflk*town*wch i
ChaihvllrndStGw

butma wrkln

Ika Nhxm Rartt

Ral*»PanyRMTBrtdtrtoitwwacwttAiringmine*- m«UumflmxtnatonduwIbaaxtontof
iwtotton ttw OBodrigrt Scrub and Maiifwn* cammwwty >uff»r an a no*r b««h

Admncadfloiriwamkttyrtm b«ImptomtrMtoQaodri^Sen*amiNtornamhCtmmiritywhichtocor^^
rataW and rtvw tovab ftam «s hr n Mnrta ta Ineww ft* mtnhwl warning tfmw to 24 tnuta ooUw

Incnwed .woimtoMlybySunwrtrto (»mmunlca^waterntoauafromPandit*Damtodowmbwmpropertfw
whichaffKitaccwt .CTDMBurwttR(malBwylCNiamwvid backingupofwatertoPNIVRhw
H po^bto tocnrtah w^r »^ taportrt hm tundbx* dWbu^ to «TM ofrui-th Bu'KtmiiB - Baifcw Stmd & nwr by
itndtimtMdof

to . tUrlrown.

Siren
On ha North Sida. laud

apadtwt.aandbw,

turn*

«ffichll09otouMtoh»t>dB

WtiNto tha kicab »*m in bortt.

putfbiVswmrmi^dudn. SESnmwfdflflanonth*northrid*. Art>rprevl<hhr<»imrfonli>Ttocab«iff«*dbynwlbiu(,
bmuw tKrtWNyoo* buy» . NWB^paror Bstms toth* rafc. WhydUth* R lan DhUh^ towwwhrt rt^
twin affected but no CM alrdd. Mttrwti&n»d»«ffwt»d*houMhw»

tod Flood Rmwwryuilt^ni^x

them,rotI youmadh»k>wakthwn. I wtt iftodKl,I tadtodun iv btfwaUnbridgawwnpanadandIhwtI hritago
bwhtowork. TmwporttoU»southshtawhenwcoukl. Too*iowandUmtyringtogrtbncl(toht>m»(northBi(te»lnthft
wmttoga and N tiUno 2 hr to crt boim.
OpTliwlwrtrafwPultaiASES,Secura

AQC th.

N»d «nnrty wmhig lyrttn K> m cm WKU«to mm th. brhtga ASAP.
ictfaff. SMSmn*<». nolilhct»db)
Wamkn«yrtm tf: tinn*. wpN *By H dow tawcWnfinot an opUon -1
r cute.
Tmourt Wlthmptwi>TandnaphormlhB<nh>mi«Uonmuitewn»bySMS.
EartywamlnBaandotwrfngirfbmwtienftpO
-

ABCradoto
u*
and .>r<.Chwk BOMritB_j^Elg^ _,
fUtanypwptoh ouranadondhw mobtophon*r<Mpti(»athBr*»niSMSwarning*TBofnauwtoIN Would»uwwt
ABCndto,
C«T)mirilir«wmnBwmfl«itn(|pBraonalBlhc(aw<*»Meanb»k>nat«(m ArortwsyatmitBhB^lhBcommunttyiot

aNdoMirtcom»atonc«. H»hoi*ib»daBfl«m) WemrolnwdetodwtthhBkith*tintfmthv andthannothing Hdp
thnddba

adoA

klwa-RadhartricahagedhBMnauptodrtaMto.ffiSnMdadynwNlskihkibDUlu»tos*r»n*iapp(im;hto
Inltoodnbx'.
emilt H^^n

kK nd «*iN Bundaberg nn^iA <mp*da^ atNa»th} d hhtummw lorwtwm walher towsaate

ABC ndo rial^ to broriert »*^

from Cnwcl andbcalniktonb

an bringsftK ^
cmcontKtfhw

ims

un

t^ rivir 2^ r^k .yrtm> wtt biformrtori

pnnrtdwl

Ordrntowwi^ ttoihBunAb^tht^ helud*Inbuetorafar^ron, Caiti»n^,Mmriw^
kltttl...
aindbw >Uto» hlul n»d . BM«l>n« b«. u» b»«» limit, . nmn. ir. nliwn'ny ~"*TO >. ><! ."".th
rtCuundlWMdtlwndbythtn*>. .ocw«routwwrealrudy'luo'lBd(TanMtoRori .na rwfdtnbwuhfn-tfliln
awwatoMnfcagt-accwnutotWtW
bn
wuringproewndalwm*

(fwtodj

lereRdJ-itfTiBhtens
PtWkto In* furi stofag* (. n Gfwbta Slat* SchooO uid d^ld* <lta

uth>n quMiUfaa

Improv brwdcnUro of flood kAmnricfi (to MM ctakn* of dun burattna)

tmltfvlwri flood mwkwa
P|M» make 1W* WonnaUon avaidbto to al f6dd«tt
Pt»a»iw»»thatnot»wiyb<Ktifhmth9iritomBt.
andBUwirdD 'w^ww.

v^tww^uwVttoys^

FloodgaugaonP»nyRhnrtoprovfifa-rtywarningtoOoodnlgNScrubcwnmimty
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Comnwnt

nxKlMlKlMixkn, Comm. nt
ll andhiplwmntEwf/WnmhgSyatwn
fhh n*> contad and Mnfrd ana

il. E4*llh«nnii«>f-(i.m««c«l«»)
Chai zontng of . tmtB - wtataB that b«v not bim
. fhdad but hme Imled »». » an khnttlhd to b»
. bto to return to honw.

A*t» rwhtontoofhvbtakwortheirproparty. (».
Immdattontovl fton at aachymyo doortnthe
Lakaa RftUnmanl \flB»g«
. wNdow.

abo what hvl tha Titon

CounclIm upwnwparwhoThndlie Grantham.
Tlk to LodyrR^lonl Could Mwr- Sfi
Jonr.

Bifct aof pwpto that want
bnfct nd mtocrtton of honw».

to

p«rtlctpB t»

In

LandUM- Planning- Razanlntf?
new ptam thouU Incfadt wtorhvhfor buddlngt
W»don'tnwd .newfaridg*,th* paophof
a»dn]gMnud .duathBh nitun]dtatton.
W&uM b» hnady I SunwtT wouM advha when tftay
ntof wrtwOVTUn cauMwylyanrroundtor
traffic not

Hood thwn.

No mon rtupid wJbdbWom Itea Marirw &».
EtttUUi kmt term dnriopmwrt plinnlnc so w don't
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BURNETT RIVER FLOODPLAINACTION PLAN
C

UNITY REFERENCE GROUP EETING
MONDAY 23 SEPTEMBER 2013 - 4PM

FUNCTION ROOM BUNDABERG MAIN ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 190 BOURBONG STREET BUNDABERG

NUTES
Attendance:

Rowan Bond (Chairperson), Kay Amsler, Helen Dayman, Chris Hardy, Rob Marshman, John
Olsen, Barry Ehrke, Mark Pressler, John Lee, Jon Carman, Andrew Fulton (General Manager
Infrastructure & Planning), Dwayne Honor (Manager Design), Shane booth (Development
Planner) AND Robyn Laing (Administration Support).
Apologies:

Apologies were tendered for Steve Cooper of Coopers Hardware and John Bailey from
Wallaville.

Introduction and Welcome:

Chairperson, Mr Rowan Bond welcomed CRG members to the Meeting and referred to the role
of the CRG to represent the community.
Brief Project Overview - Dwayne Honor:
Dwa ne Honor presented an overview of the project, Burnett River Floodplain Action Plan. He

advised that the Burnett River Flood Study commenced after 2010/11 Flood. Ex-tropical
cyclone Oswald was unique in that it parallelled the coastline and headed inland to Sydney
creating very high rainfall in the Burnett River Catchment which resulted in a significant flood
event for Bundaberg. Approximately 16, 500 cubic metres of water flowed down the Burnett
River every second during the heights of this flood. To put this in perspective, he referred to

such quantity of flow being similar to almost 7 Olympic swimming pools every second. The
Burnett River has one of the largest river catchment in Queensland and the amount of scouring
associated with this flood was unique. Urban Search and Rescue crews at the time of the flood
recorded 50 homes with catastrophic damage; 448 homes severely damaged; with a total of
837 homes with flood damage. He referred to Back Electra Road area where rural residential

properties were flooded with depths ranging from 5. 5m to 25m in depth. The largest depth of
flooding that occurred in the Bundaberg Region was just less than 27m above ground level near
Ned Churchward Weir.

CRG Member, Kay Amsler told the meeting that her home in the Back Electra area experienced
very high depths of flooding. They were in great peril before Bundaberg City experienced the
flooding and the Pine Creek / Givelda / Electra residents didn't know this amount offloading
was coming. Residents of the said area experienced extended isolation.

Dwayne Honor advised the Meeting that flood surveying was done to record peak flood levels;
many were marked by locals who live alongside the river. This information is used to calibrate

and refine the flood model. The river bathymetry (river bed cross sections) were also surveyed
for the Burnett River from Paradise Dam to the river mouth. The CRG's attention was drawn

to the presence of two large, naturally occurring holes in the river bed; one at the Isis pump station
and one just downstream of Mt Lawless.
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Dwayne Honor showed the Meeting a comparison of the river bed level after the 2010/11
flood versus the 2013 flood. This comparison showed deep scouring of the river bed and

some sedimentation areas along the River. He stated that approximately 3, 500, 000m3 of
sediment had been removed from the river bed between Ben Anderson barrage and the Port as
a result of the 2013 flood causing significant bank slumping and destabilisation; some sections
are now much deeper.

Dwayne Honor further stated that the flood modelling allows us to measure flood depths,
velocities, hazards and shear stress to show where scouring might occur. It shows breakouts,

bypasses and backwaters for different flood scenarios. The model is calibrated with data from
peak flood levels of actual historic flood events of 1942, 1971, 2010, 2011 and 2013.
CRG Member, Helen Dayman stated that 2008 flood was missing from the calibration. This
flood may not have had much affect in Bundaberg City but it had affected her area at Goodnight
Scrub. Since Paradise Dam was built there has been frequent flooding. She explained the

periods of isolation for different flood events; from 2 - 3days for small floods and up to 3-5
weeks for the 2010/11 and 2013 flood.

She pointed out that these smaller floods are

insignificant by the time they reach Bundaberg City but it is important to take into consideration
the affect these smaller floods have in her area.

There was discussion regarding the areas quick to flood ie Perry River Bridge, Booyal

Causeway, St Agnes Bridge, Currajong Creek area. It was noted that there was no historically
recorded peak flood level data for the Perry River from the Bureau of Meteorology. Dwayne
Honor further stated that if the flood model can replicate the bigger moderate to major floods

then it should be able to replicate the lower floods that are affecting these rural areas. The Mt
Rawdon area had very high rainfall and additional gauges and upgrades will be done in this
area in coming months.

CRG Member, Jon Carman referred to the affect of river flooding on the boating community.

Dwayne Honor likened Paradise Dam to a giant measuring jug which tells us what is coming our
way. Burnett and Kolan River floodplains join at Moore Park. Council learnt after 2010/11
floods, that it needed to acquire an understanding of the relationship between rain gauges at

Paradise Dam and Walla and the respective flooding to the City which led to regression analysis
to determine this flood level relationship of key river gauges to Bundaberg. Council has also

developed mapping to show at what point on the Bundaberg gauge the flood affects individual
properties. He also stated that on average it takes 24 hours for flood waters to reach the City
from Paradise Dam and 17 hours from Walla.

CRG member, Kay Amsler pointed out that her area at Pine Creek / Back Electra had less
warning time before flooding and that her community needed to understand this. Her

community needs to not only understand the relationship between gauge levels and flood levels
of the properties but also the roads for evacuation purposes.

She stated that phones do not

work in her area and that there is no access to help other than what they can do for themselves.

There is no help from emergency services owing to isolation. CRG member, Helen Dayman
stated that it was the same in her area at Goodnight Scrub and that residents had to take note
of the rainfall at Monto and Mundubbera which provides approximately 24 hours notice to
prepare for evacuation or isolation.

On the lower Burnett, the flood warning system will be upgraded from Woongarra Pump Station
to Mt Lawless, St Agnes, Perry River in November 2013 ready for the next wet season.

Currently, there is no redundancy ifTelstra IP networks fail. With the proposed upgrade the rain

gauges will be linked to the Bureau of Meteorology's ALERT technology which is a VHF radio
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network. All information will be streamed real time to the main administration building of
Bundaberg Regional Council at the same time as the Bureau of Meteorology. An additional 6
rain gauges will be installed in the lower Burnett River catchment as part of this upgrade. This
upgrade will help with flood warning across the lower Burnett and also includes the Paradise
Dam gauge.
Dwayne Honor further advised the Meeting that the flood model accurately predicts the
behaviour of flooding in the lower Burnett and allows Council to undertake 'what if scenarios.
The flood model is now ready to assess flood risks and impacts to assist with identifying the top
five flood resilience options to be submitted to the State Government by December. Detailed
engineering assessment will be undertaken in the first half of 2014 on these five options.
CRG Member, John Olsen pointed out that there were two different issues to be considered:
risk of life and property; and flood resilience options.
Dwayne Honor stated that Council's window of opportunity to acquire funding support for flood

resilience options was closing by the month which is why Council is running all aspects of the
project in parallel to meet the State Government's December timeline. The five options could

include projects like raising of homes, communication and upgrades of early flood warning
systems and infrastructure to improve flood resilience.

CRG Member, Kay Amsler asked if Council was undertaking 'what if models of Paradise Dam
failing and Dwayne Honor stated that a State Government report was expected soon on the
Paradise Dam. Andrew Fulton stated that one of the options to be investigated was whether
Paradise Dam could be extended to act as a flood mitigation dam. The meeting noted that
Paradise Dam was on a permanent release as there are no flood gates on this dam.

CRG member, Rob Marshman asked regarding the capacity of Paradise Dam and Dwayne
Honor advised that Paradise Dam had a capacity of just over 300, 000 ML and that about % of
Paradise Dam's total storage capacity was reached in one hour of inflow during the 2013
disaster.

CRG member, Barry Ehrke pointed out that the Government may not fund what we identify as
the top five options. Chairman, Rowan Bond stated that it was unlikely that both the CRG and
the appointed Technical Working Group was going to come up with same top five options.
Andrew Fulton advised the Meeting that the Minister was aware that this CRG had been
appointed and its purpose. Rowan Bond further stated that this CRG will submit a report to
Council in December 2013 clearly identifying the community's top five flood resilience options.
Individually, he stated, we have a responsibility to interact with our community. Any option is
considered however, left field ideas will naturally fall off as we go through this process. Barry
Ehrke asked that it be made very clear to the community that this report is only the community's
recommendation of what the top five options should be and not necessarily what is submitted to
the Government for funding.
Proposed Timeline:

Chairman, Rowan Bond stated that he would like the third meeting to be held in mid November
and call a fourth meeting for December so there is clear direction from the CRG for that final
report to Council.
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A Media Statement outlining to the community the various members comprising the CRG was
passed around for perusal by the CRG Members.
Terms of Reference:

Chairman, Rowan Bond asked if everyone had closely read the Terms of Reference and sought
discussion on the role of a CRG member. He referred to his role as the Chair and asked for

general agreement or proposed changes.
CRG Members, Jon Carman and Helen Dayman moved that the Terms of Reference, as
tabled at the Meeting, be accepted.
The motion was put and carried.
Media Protocol:

CRG Member, Helen Dayman referred to the tabled media protocol and asked how this worked
with passing information back and forth between members of the community and the CRG
members. She sought clarification to see if there were any restrictions on what the CRG could
give out to the community.
Chairman, Rowan Bond stated that the intention of the media protocol was to ensure a standard
message goes out from this group. Should any CRG member wish to make media statements,
it should be made clear that it was a personal statement and not a statement of the CRG group.
He clarified by stating that our main role is to get information to and from the community via our
networks (ie using community newsletter) and that there were no restrictions on seeking
information from our community. If there is descent within this group, then that discussion
should be within this group, not with the media.

CRG Members, Chris Hardy and John Olsen expressed concern regarding the media protocol
preventing them from speaking as they saw fit. Chris Hardy raised the matter of resigning from
the CRG. Chris Hardy referred to her efforts on the flood mitigation group and the Chairman,
Rowan Bond asked Chris Hardy to submit this information collected from the recent meetings
and other information gathered since the 2013 flood to this CRG for inclusion in the community
consultation process. He stated that this was valuable information that the CRG should

process. CRG Member, John Olsen stated that he would resign immediately if he could not
speak his own personal opinion and Rowan Bond assured CRG members that everyone would
have a fair say in this meeting and that he encouraged everyone to speak. He further stated
that the CRG would be operating independently from Council.
CRG members, Jon Carman and Rob Marshall moved that the media protocol be
accepted.

The Motion was put and carried.
The Chair allowed further discussion to take place during which various CRG members

encouraged Chris Hardy to refrain from resigning and remain on the CRG. Chris Hardy stated
that she represented the people who tried to make a difference from 2002. Chris and her
friends have already submitted their flood ideas and it is well known what they want. Chairman,
Rowan Bond stated that this CRG really needs your input in view of your extensive community
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network. CRG Member, John Lee stated that you are one of the most valued members of the

CRG but this Action Plan represents the whole catchment not just North Bundaberg. CRG
Member, Barry Ehrke stated that you can have your own views in the media but you just don't
say it is the views of the CRG. The Meeting was advised that Minutes of CRG Meetings would
be posted on the Council's website along with technical reports.
Community Information Sessions:
Chairman, Rowan Bond referred to the community information sessions to be held around the
region during the week commencing 24 September 2013. Dwayne Honor stated that the
sessions would offer a range of static and interactive information. A brief overview of the flood

study will be delivered by GHD's Flood Engineer. The attendees will divide into groups to view
various information stands on the history of Burnett River, Early Flood Warning System
Upgrade, information supplied by the Bureau of Meteorology, Incremental Flood Mapping which
shows the relationship between the gauge readings at Paradise Dam and Walla to properties in
the Burnett River catchment. Questionnaires will be used to gather information form the
community and Council asked all CRG members to assist Council in collecting this information.

CRG Member, Helen Dayman stated that her community obtained approval to erect community
noticeboards for isolated areas and that a voluntary database of vulnerable residents was being
prepared which would include GPS coordinates of their location and document who is on

medication.
This model of community self help was supported by Council's Disaster
Management Officer, Matt Dwyerwho would like to see other communities use a similar model.
The Meeting was further advised that the 'Get Ready' campaign was coming up and the
community information sessions will be sharing some of this information. By request, Dwayne
Honor offered to join Helen Dayman in a community information meeting in her area at
Goodnight Scrub. Chairman, Rowan Bond also offered to attend if he was available.

In answerto questions raised by Helen Dayman, Andrew Fulton stated that it was reasonable to
ask if paradise dam could be augmented so that it offers some flood mitigation.
Multi-Criteria Assessment Process - MCA:

Dwayne Honor stated that the MCA facilitates consideration of economic, social and
environmental impacts. A key action of this CRG is to review and adopt the criteria and
weightings prior to it being used for assessment. This tool will process the ideas for flood
resilience. The Agenda for the second meeting will include a draft of this MCA for discussion at
the next Meeting.
At the suggestion of Rowan Bond, the Meeting agreed to create an independent email
address (and small website if possible) to facilitate communication between CRG
meetings.

Next CRG Meeting:
It was decided to hold the next CRG Meeting on Tuesday, 8 October at 4pm in the
Bundaberg Office.

This concluded the business of the Meeting at 6. 10 pm.
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COMMUNITT REFERENCE GROUP MEETING
TUESDAY8 OCTOBER2013 - 4PM
COMMITTEE ROOM BUNDABERG MAIN ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 190 BOURBONG STREET
BUNDABERG

INUTES
ATTENDANCE:

Rowan Bond (Chairperson), Kay Amsler, Helen Dayman, Rob Marshman, John Olsen, Barry
Ehrke, Mark Pressler, John Lee, Jan Carman, John Bailey, Steve Cooper, Rob Calligaris

(Council's Design Team Leader), Dan Copelin (GHD Flood Consultant), Robyn Laing
(Administration Support).
CONFIRMATIONOF MINUTES:
>nd
CRG Member, Kay Amsler requested that page 1, 2na
last paragraph be amended to show,

"Pine Creek / Givelda / Electra residents" and, "the CRG's attention was drawn to the presence
of two large, naturally occurring holes in the river bed;".
CRG MEMBERS, JOHN OLSEN AND BARRY ERHKE MOVED that the minutes of the first

CRG Meeting held on 23 September 2013 be confirmed subject to inclusion of the above
amendments and that the amended minutes be made available on Council's website.

The motion was put CARRIED.

At this stage, CRG Chairman, Rowan Bond advised the Meeting that a resignation had been
received from CRG Member, Christine Hardy and that with the agreement of the Meeting; it was

proposed to leave the position open in case Ms Hardy requests to re-join the CRG. The
Meeting unanimously agreed to leave the position unfilled and retain Christine Hardy in CRG
email listings so Ms Hardy receives all information and was able to rejoin the CRG later in the
process, if desired.
CRG MEMBERS, JOHN CARMAN AND HELEN DAYMAN MOVED that Christine Hardy's
position on the CRG be left open.
THE MOTIONWAS PUT AND CARRIED.

REPORT ON COMMUNITY CONSULTATION PROCESS:
CRG Chairman, Rowan Bond stated that he felt there had been a positive outcome to the
recently held community information sessions.

Rob Calligaris presented a report from GHD outlining preliminary results from the community
consultation process held to identify and assess preferred floodplain risk management options
that builds flood resilience and fosters community preparedness.
Comprehensive
communication, public consultation and stakeholder engagement was undertaken as follows to
File No IPS1378. 2011
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educate the community on the flood model and Floodplain Action Plan and seek their input to
assist Council identify the top five floodplain resilience options:
CRG expressionsof interest soughtand confirmed
.

.

Media interviews on ABC Wide Bay, 4BU and Seven
BRC website content updates - prominent location
Dedicated email floods@bundaberg. qld. gov. au
Stakeholderbriefings and presentations
Advertisements in 3 local papers to promote CRG and Info Sessions

Email update to over 10,000+individualsand organisationsto encourageparticipation
Speaking role at TAFE on 22 August
Info Session Posters across community touch-points
Facebook posts and Tweets reaching 4, 000+ people
.

Factsheets x 3
YouTube videos and animations

During the above consultation process, the community was invited to submit their ideas to
improve flood resilience to dedicated email addresses: floods@bundaberg. qld. gov. au or
floodplaincrg@gmail. com; talk to a CRG member (who were present at community information
sessions); and complete a Community Questionnaire. It was noted that 280 or more residents

attended 10 community information sessions held at 6 different locations across the region.
These sessions outlined the outcomes of the 2013 flood study, gave an overview of the

floodplain action plan process, issued invitation to make submissions, provided mapping and
information stations and also gave the opportunity for community members to have one on one

discussion with Councillors, Council staff and GHD representative (flood consultant).
Steve Cooper advised there were individual businesses with ideas but had been reluctant to
submit their submissions as it would look like they were furthering their own business. The
Meeting agreed that CRG Member, Steve Cooper and CRG Chairman, Rowan Bond would

consult with the Bundaberg Chamber of Commerce regarding the possibility of Steve
Cooper representing them and taking a submission for flood resilience ideas.

The preliminary report presented at the Meeting showed early analysis of the feedback received
from the community indicating that the majority favoured flood response/warning
mechanisms/evacuation

plans (49%) and response

modifications

including

structural

modifications/infrastructure (48%). It was noted that this result would alter when GHD updated
their findings with the latest submissions.

It was further noted that the wording of Sharon/South Kolan is to be amended to read, "Pine

Creek / Givelda / Electra / South Kolan / Sharon" where it appears in the GHD report.
CRG Member, Mark Pressler attended the Meeting at 4. 20pm

Andrew Fulton (General Manager Infrastructure & Planning) and Dwayne Honor (Manager
Design Services and Project Manager), Ben Regan (GHD Flood Consultant) joined the meeting
via telephone conference facility at 4. 45pm to discuss the Multi Criteria Analysis spreadsheet

which had been emailed to the CRG for their perusal. Andrew Fulton stated that the weightings
for the criteria were to be determined by the CRG. The CRG were requested to give
consideration to the likely funding available when determining rankings for some of the options.

CRG Member, Helen Dayman referred to the recently released Review of Dam Safety
Management Actions for Paradise Dam (Flood Event of January-March 2013). The Meeting
agreed to forward a copy of this report to Council for Andrew Fulton to read.
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This concluded the teleconference with Messrs Fulton, Honor and Regan and the Meeting
returned to the order of business, continuing with GHD's presentation on the preliminary
findingsof the community consultation process.
CRG member, John Olsen tabled a list of questions (attached to minutes) for flood consultant
GHD to answer and thus authenticate the outcome. CRG Members, Barry Ehrke and Rob

Marshman also had questions regarding the flood model; some of which were answered at the
Meeting and others were referred to GHD consultant, Dane Copelin to answer outside of this
Meeting via ema\\:

floodplamcrg@gmail.com.

John Olsen stated that the Burnett River had been modified beyond the level of responsible

management and that he was concerned that information on the natural level of the Burnett
River was not included. There was discussion regarding the lack of tidal flow in the river and

stagnant sections upstream. CRG Member, Jon Carman stated that there is a much lower tidal
prism since installation of the Ben Anderson Barrage. He referred to compacted sediment in
the vicinity of the Burnett River Bridge and Millaquin and stated that the problem was fine
siltation rather than sand and that the Burnett River was slowly moving south. He further stated

that Harriet Island was growing in size and that it hardly existed prior to 1942 flood. There was
discussion regarding removal of Ben Anderson Barrage to improve tidal flow and reduce
sedimentation and John Lee stated that he had observed more sedimentation now than in

previous years. CRG Member, Mark Pressler pointed out that the Ben Anderson Barrage had
been installed to provide irrigated water to farms in the Woongarra system and stated that the
recent drop at Ben Anderson Barrage to 2. 2m (to carry out repair work) had put approximately

35 irrigators out of action. Without this barrage, there will be no farms on the south side. CRG
Member, Rob Marshman referred to LiDAR imagery taken at the peak of the 2013 flood and

stated that the floodplain area at Fairymead was the natural diversion for high flood levels and
that the levee construction was dictating the water levels in the city.

Dan Copelin (GHD Flood Consultant) drew the Meeting's attention to the large size of the
Burnett River system and stated the 2013 flood of the Burnett River was something like 4-5
times the volume of the 2011 Brisbane flood.

Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) Weightings:
GHD Consultant, Dan Copelin advised the Meeting that this tool was a method of assessment
often used to evaluate different criteria and that it gave the CRG an opportunity to give meaning
to what criteria they felt was more important.

There was some discussion and amendment to the criteria proposed by GHD. The attached

draft criteria and weighting was resolved at the Meeting; noting that the MCA (as amended at
the Meeting) would be forwarded by email to the CRG for further review. CRG members were
asked to advise the Chair no later than 10 October 2013 of their agreement or propose
additional amendment.

The CRG requested that all flood submissions be collated in one database and emailed to CRG
members for review for the purpose of eliminating unrealistic submissions. It was noted that
this amended list was also required by 10 October 2013.
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Next Meeting Date:

It was resolved to hold the next CRG Meeting in the Bundaberg Office on Thursday 31

October 2013 at 4pm.

This concluded the business of the Meetin at 8. 05 m.
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Modelling questions

FROMJOHNOLSEN...
I personally have questions to ask before being convinced that the scope ofthe modelling is
sufficientlyrigorousto coverall bases.

. Doesthe modelling datefrom a period where natural conditions occurred, and before
impoundmentschangedthe river?

. Ifthe modelling does not do that, then the results could well be skewed in relation to rainfall
volumev riverheightreachedduringfloodeventspastandpresent.
Why?

. Because the river heights of a natural system are the base line factor. They have become elevated
duetothe influencesofthehumanactivity.Weneedto know,(asbestwecan),to whatextent
human activity haselevated river heights duringfloods, andto what extent the duration offlooding
has changed.

Other modelling concerns aiid questloiis.

. Hasthe modelling accounted for cm capacityof river narrowing caused by the installation of
training walls? How much water capacity has been displaced bytraining walls?
. The model needsto considerthe changedtidal influences at play sincethetrainingwa\\s were put
in place across the mouth ofSkyringville Passage. Skyringville pass wasthe natural northern
entranceofthe river. Thetrainingwallshavechangedthe exhaustdirectionofthe river.
. It seems implausible that were the northern entrance re-opened, that the silt level deposits in the
Port Bundabergsealeadsareawouldnot besignificantlyreduced.
. Thisis becausethesedimentarydriftofsiltetc iscarriedinthe directionthewaterisflowing.
. Therefore,whilsta simplisticexample, it followsthatwerethe northwall breachedto permitsay,
30% ofthe tidal flowto escape in its natural water course, then approx. 30% lesssilt should build up
in the Port sea leads. At the very least, dredging should be reduced bya comparative margin, and
shippingaccesscould beachievedat anearlierdate, andat a lessercost.

. Someteamedlocalsaresayingthat Moore parkbeachiserodingawaybecausethewatercarrying
the sand which used to be carried bytide from the river through Skyringville Passage no longer
replenishes the beach front because the tidal flow has been modified. The sand now finds it's way
eastinto the sea leadsandsettles there, insteadof beingtransported northwardto replenishthe
Moore Park beaches.

. Doesthe modelling take into account the creeks and streams which were filled in and subjected to
development over time?

Thesestreams werenature'sdrainagesystem, the system which helpeddrainageoccur atthe
earliest possible period after rainfall.

. Interms offlood relief, the CRGcould identifyspecificproblem areas.Someofthesewill be
mentioned in publicsubmissions,whilstothers may not.
It would be helpful to identify solutions as well. Again I stress that necessary items such as early
warning systems are a must However they in no way relate to flood level relief.

BURNETT RIVER FLOODPLAINACTION PLAN
CO

UNITf REFERENCE GROUP EETING
THURSDAY31 OCTOBER2013 - 4PM

COMMITTEE ROOM BUNDABERG MAIN ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 190 BOURBONG STREET
BUNDABERG

UTES
ATTENDANCE:
Rowan Bond (Chairperson), Kay Amsler, Helen Dayman, Rob Marshman, John Olsen, Barry
Ehrke, John Lee, Jon Carman, Steve Cooper, Andrew Fulton (General Manager Infrastructure &
Planning), Rob Calligaris (Council's Design Team Leader), Robyn Laing (Admimstration
Support) and Snr Sergent Grantley Marcus, (QPS Liaison Officer between Disaster

Management and Minister for Local Government, Community Recovery & Resilience, Hon
David Crisafulli).

APOLOGY:
An apology was tendered for John Bailey, Dwayne Honor (Council's Design Manager and
Project Manager) and Mark Pressler.

CONFI

ATION OF INUTES:

CRG MEMBERS STEVE COOPER AND JOHN OLSEN MOVED that the Minutes of the CRG

Meeting held on 8 October 2013 (as tabled at this Meeting) be confirmed and made
available on Council's website.

The motion was put CARRIED.

ULTI CRITERIA ANALYSIS (

A):

CRG MEMBERS, HELEN DAYMAN AND STEVE COOPER MOVED that the amended

criteria and weightings for assessing the flood resilience submissions (as tabled at this
meeting) be adopted.
The motion was put CARRIED.

FLOOD RESILIENCE SUB ISSIONS:
Dan Copelin (GHD Flood Consultant) joined the Meeting via teleconference to provide
explanation on the tabled flood resilience options summarised from community consultation
(copy attached to these Minutes).
Andrew Fulton attended the Meeting at 4. 15pm
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The Meeting discussed in detail the additional flood resilience options tabled at the Meeting by
CRG Members, Jon Carman, Barry Ehrke and Rob Marshman. Dan Copelin offered support for
the idea from Jon Carman (Option 10) to construct levees to reduce the depth and velocity of
water in North Bundaberg in the event of major floods; noting that such a large volume of water
as experienced in the 2013 flood event, cannot be kept out of North Bundaberg all together
without causing adverse effects in other areas with regard to increased velocities and peak
flood heights.

CRG Member, Jon Carman referred to the idea of raising the North Perry Railway Line (Option
14) and Dan Copelin advised that a levee could be built along the rail corridor instead of raising
the railway line. He discussed the method of using concrete infill panels in the rait corridor and
also temporary lift-in panels on roads to provide flood resilience.

CRG Member, Barry Ehrke outlined the reasons for his proposal to open up Skyringville (Option
30) and stated that from his experience, you always start at the mouth and open it up first. In
reply, Dan Copelin advised that preliminary modelling had shown that removal of certain

restrictions in the river had a greater effect than opening up the mouth. The recent dredging
undertaken at Port Bundaberg had been included in the model. Preliminarily testing (for a 2013
flood event) of diversion channels and re-opening the Skyringville passage (as described in
options 30 and 21) only provided a benefit to the area around the Port of Bundaberg and offered

no benefit to the populated areas further upstream. He further stated that widening the river at
Millaquin Bend (Option 31) offered a substantial benefit to the city area. Whilst the river mouth
is a constraint, there are so many places for the flood waters to release, that widening the
mouth does not provide much relief to the flooded areas of the city.
CRG Member, Jon Carman enquired about the extent of benefits to be received from the

proposed Rubyanna diversion channel (Option 20) and Dan Copelin advised that early
preliminary testing had shown that the benefits depleted upstream of Paddy's Island.
Andrew Fulton asked if Option 31 to improve the restrictions in the river in the Millaquin area

increased the backwater flood levels. Dan Copelin advised that preliminary testing in the flood
model showed that the widening of the river at Harriet Island (Option 35) and Millaquin bend

(Option 31) decreased the quantity of backwater experienced in East Bundaberg and also
offered improvements to North Bundaberg and upstream areas. As all the flood water rejoins
the river down near the Fairymead levee, no significant increase was modelled for downstream
areas. Dan clarified that whilst substantial benefit was modelled from widening the river at the
Millaquin bend, greater improvements were modelled when the river was widened from Harriet
Island to Millaquin bend.

In reply to questions raised by CRG Member, Rob Marshman with reference to Option 31 , Dan

Copelin advised that preliminary modelling had shown that dredging works at Millaquin bend
had potential to reduce flood levels in East Bundaberg in the order of 600mm. Further, the east
Bundaberg levy (option 2) would prevent backwater in East Bundaberg without affecting the

flood heights elsewhere. As some properties in East Bundaberg flood regularly, widening the
river at Millaquin would assist in all events not just major events; which was a matter to be noted
for consideration.

With reference to Option 19, Dan Copelin advised the Meeting that structures to prevent flood
waters breaking the bank at Perry Street caused increased peak flood heights and velocities in
other areas of North Bundaberg. If the levee was continued to Mariners Way the peak flood
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heights on the southern side of the river increase in the order of 1 - 1. 5 metres. Dan Copelin
confirmed Rob Marshman's comments that efforts to prevent flooding of North Bundaberg
resulted in adverse affects somewhere else. It was noted that more benefit could be received

mitigating against flooding that happened every 20-30 years, than the one major event that
happened once every 100 years or more.

Option 10 would provide additional time for evacuation in a major flood event and whilst flooding
would still be experienced, this proposed levee would provide immunity for medium flooding;
which is experienced more frequently than the 2013 event.

Helen Dayman drew the Meeting's attention to option 38 to upgrade regional Bridges and
enquired about the modelling undertaken to date. She stated that whilst the community would
like Booyal Crossing upgraded, given the width and velocity of flood water, she did not think it
would be realistic to construct a bridge. However, raising the crossing a couple metres above

regular flood height and heights experienced during Paradise Dam releases, would offer great
benefit to the community. It was noted that Pine Creek, Cherry Creek and Log Creek should be
included. Dan Copelin advised that he could make a preliminary recommendation on what

heights the bridges/crossings should be subject to additional hydraulic work and agreed that
there would be substantial benefit received from modest upgrading of bridges/crossings in these

regional areas. At this stage, the Meeting discussed the possibility of upgrading a road through
the State Forest and private property via Promiseland Road to be used in times of evacuation in
lieu of upgrading bridges/crossings over Pine Creek and Cherry Creek.

John Olsen spoke regarding this proposal to remove Ben Anderson Barrage (Option 28) and
tabled additional information (attached to these Minutes). In reply to John Olsen's comments,

Dan Copelin clarified his comments of 'major implications for water supply' by stating that he did
not mean it was impossible but would incur high costs to secure and deliver an alternative water

supply. Dan Copelin also pointed out that securing a supply of water in drought years would
need to be considered. John Olsen reiterated previous comments that modelling should be
undertaken from a pristine state of the river to fully understand the elevated state of the river
since construction of Ben Anderson Barrage. At this stage, Dan Copelin referred the Meeting to
his email circulated prior to this Meeting, answering the concerns raised by John Olsen (copy

attached). To address the first issue, he stated that preliminary modelling showed the removal
of Ben Anderson Barrage to offer a reduction of1 -2 cm in flood height during a 2013 flood
event. Whilst it looks like a large imposing structure, the barrage has a crest level of about 2m
and the flood level in 2013 was approximately 14 metres. The structure is low compared to
2013 flood levels so it is not exerting an impact on peak flood levels upstream or downstream of

the barrage. He further stated that this does not mean that the barrage would not have an
affect in smaller flooding. He reiterated previous comments by stating that restrictions other
than the barrage (such as Millaquin bend) were driving the high flood levels rather than other
structures built in the river. The second issue raised by John Olsen was the affect on flood

levels caused by increased rate of sedimentation upstream of the structure. Dan Copelin
agreed that it was probably true that the barrage had caused sedimentation upstream of the
structure and referred to previous studies undertaken after the barrage was built. These
sediment transport studies found that the barrage did not substantially contribute to reduction in
river depth. It was noted that sedimentation occurs naturally and that sedimentation may have
built up even if the barrage had not been constructed. Currently, the barrage is likely holding
back sedimentation upstream of the structure and it can only be concluded from our limited
knowledge that the barrage is not contributing to sedimentation downstream. The hydraulic
studies undertaken in the 1980s and 1990s are not clear about a moderately silted up river
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flooding to higher depths given that flooding scours sediment anyway. Dan Copelin stated that
the removal of Ben Anderson Barrage was omitted from the list of proposed flood resilience
projects in view of the preliminary modelling results, the findings in the 1980s and 1990s

hydraulic studies and major implications for water delivery and security of supply in drought
conditions.

John Lee asked Dan Copelin if the barrage had any impact on the flow of the river in the 2013
event and Dan Copelin replied stating that the barrage is located on a straight reach of the river

and had no affect on direction offload waters. Whilst there is evidence of the river meandering
in the lower reaches throughout time, there is no evidence of this happening in the stretch of
river where the barrage is located.

Rob Marshman referred to the flow velocities in GHD's email dated 31 October 2013 (copy
attached to these minutes) and stated that many of these recorded velocities seem to be less
than what was observed at the time of the 2013 Flood. Dan Copelin explained that the surface
velocity is higher than the average velocity taken in a cross section and that whilst some of
those surface velocities were excessively high; such velocities will not be shown in GHD's
results which only reflect averaged velocities.

Rob Marshman referred to Option 25 and asked regarding the frequency of dredging at
Millaquin bend. Dan advised that all dredging and widening has yet to be determined after

receiving input from Bundaberg Port Authority.

Rob Marshman raised further questions

concerning costings and Dan Copelin advised that only the highest order costing would be
utilised in assessing and comparing these flood resilience options.
Helen Dayman asked questions regarding the proposed levees in North Bundaberg (Option 10).
The Meeting was advised that the proposed levees would offer flood immunity for a flood
greater than the 2010/11 event but smaller than the 2013 event. Historically, flood levees have
been built to the height of the last flood but the height of a flood levee can be built to offer flood
immunity for smaller flooding such as a one in 50 year event.
The Meeting discussed the benefit of combining flood resilience options. Dan Copelin
confirmed that the reduced flood heights from Option 31 - Millaquin bend would greatly reduce
the height and engineering required for the East levee in Option 2. It was noted that the homes
and properties benefiting from the North levee proposed in Option 2 only came into effect for a
2013 flood event and that these properties did not flood below this level offloading.
Dan Copelin agreed with comments by CRG Members that widening the full reach or just

Millaquin bend and raising evacuation roads seemed to make the most sense at this early stage
of the investigations.

The CRG Members were asked to comment on the Wallaville levee (option 12). Dan Copelin
stated that it might be better to address evacuation routes rather than leave a small community
isolated in a flood event.

Helen Dayman asked if Paradise Dam had been modelled in the event of a failure. Snr Sergent
Grantley Marcus stated that he was expecting a report from Sunwater on this matter and that he
would put forward a submission to provide the CRG with some sort of appreciation of those
questions. Dan Copelin stated that modelling had been undertaken for the Probable Maximum

Flood which would be greater than a dam break. He further stated that upgrading Paradise
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Dam to a flood mitigation dam would require a tripling of the dam's volume to reduce the current
100-year flood to the equivalent of the current 50-year flood.
CRG Chair, Rowan Bond referred the Meeting's attention to Option 38 - regional bridge

upgrades. It was agreed to include Pine Creek, Cherry Creek and Log Creek (at the end of
School Lane / Pine Creek Road) as these roads are cut off with frequent minor flooding. It was
noted that there are a number of creek crossings that require upgrading to maintain access

during minor to medium flood flooding and the Meeting suggested that these crossings be
identified for submission to Council to commence a program of upgrades. Upgrading of
alternative access routes in lieu of bridge/ crossing upgrades was discussed at length.
CRG Chair, Rowan Bond thanked Dan Copelin for his time and concluded the teleconference.

The Meeting resolved to adopt the summarised list of flood resilience options prepared

by GHD for assessment with the agreed multi criteria and designated weightings subject
to the following amendments:

Option 12 - Open up the Wallaville Ring Levee to protect those properties flooded in the
2013 event.

Option 20 - Rubyanna Diversion Channel would significantly reduce safe anchorage for
boats.

Option 21 - Amend to include an option to take a channel from the apex in the bend of
the river at Fairymead across to Skyringville.

Option 26 - Include the option of removing a 5 metre high ridge separating Fairymead
from Skyringville to encourage flood waters to flow to Skyringville.

Option 25 - Clarify area of dredging at Fairymead Bend in the vicinity of Rubyanna Creek
and the old Fairymead Molasses Wharf.

Option 27 - Amend to include responsible removal of mangroves from the town reach.
Option 29 - Seek clarification if Perry Island is Paddy's Island and whether this option is
for the removal of sedimentation only.

Option 36 - Amend to include removal of part of Harriett Island - being the southern
bank above Tallon Bridge to straighten the flow path.

Option 38 - Amend to include Pine Creek, Cherry Creek and Log Creek (in the vicinity of
Pine Creek Road / School lane) and/or an alternative evacuation route for Wallaville
Bridge.

OTHER ATTERS:
Paradise Dam:

Snr Sergent Grantley Marcus offered to arrange for a Sunwater representative to present

emergency plans for Paradise Dam to CRG. It was noted that notification of releases from
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dams was now compulsory and that Paradise Dam was to be upgraded with sensors to give
warning of impending failure.
Removal of debris from banks of Burnett River:

John Olsen referred to the build up of debris in the Burnett River and reported the following sites
for attention:

1. Rubyanna Creek (near Millaquin pond)
2. Kirbys Wall Boat Ramp - just past the wash out
3. Finemore Caravan Park, Quay Street

NEXT MEETING DATE:
It was agreed to make a tentative date of Tuesday 19 November 2013 to commence at

4pm in the Bundaberg Office for the next CRG Meeting. Meeting Date to be confirmed by
the CRG Chair

This concluded the business of the Meetin at 8. 15 m.
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To

Rob Calligaris

Copy to

Dwayne Honor; Robyn Laing

From

Daniel Copelin

Tel

0733163608

Subject

List of Options for Multi Criteria Analysis

Job no.

41/26909

In consultation with BRC, GHD have prepared a list of options for the multi criteria analysis (MCA). The
list has been compiled based on feedback received from the community, direct input from the Community

ReferenceGroupand consultationwith Councilofficers.Thelist representsa rangeofpotentiallyviable
large-scalefloodplainriskmanagementoptionsthatwill betakenforwardforconsiderationinthe MCA,
witha viewto establishingthe"topfive"optionsby December.A total of40 itemsarepresented in Table
1 below, with24 ofthoseto be considered in the MCA.Wherean option has been excludedfrom further
consideration, preliminary justification is provided. Further detail and explanation will be provided as part

ofthefinalOptionsReport. A schematicmapofeachoption, showingpossiblealignmentsandextentsof
works, is also attached.

Theoptions in Table 1 aregenerallylargeandcomplexprojectsthatwouldrequirea substantial
commitment of resources. The high-level MCA process will help to rank these large projects, so that a
smaller list can betaken forwardfor more detailed investigation. Future detailed investigations into the
most favourable options will include cost-benefit assessments and other investigations in project
constraints and risks.

Thealignmentandextentoftheworksare preliminaryandsuitablefor high-levelassessmentonly.
Furtherinvestigationmay revealthat, forexample, only a partofa levee is requiredorthatanalternate
alignment is more appropriate.

It is noted that a wide range of other options and suggestions have been tabled as part of the community

consultationprocessacrossthe broadcategoriesofProperty ModificationMeasures, Development
Controls, ResponseModificationMeasuresand Flood ModificationMeasures. Manyofthese
suggestions (such as improved flood information for residents, flood warning systems, additional rain /
stream gauges, andbetter provisionsfor recoverycentres) arerelatively simpleand lowcostorare
alreadyplannedfor implementation, and havehencebeenexcludedfrom thecurrent MCAprocess.
Theseothersuggestionswill bediscussedas partofthe overarchingFloodplainRiskManagementStudy
to be completed in 2014.
Regards

Daniel Copelin

41/26909/453421
GHD 1'15 Ann Street Brisbane QLD 1000 GPO Box 668 Brisbano OLD /!001 Australia
TB1 7aB1H;KKX) F 61 7;i31633;^ Ebnemail@ghd. RO-n Wwww. ghd. com

Table - List of Options for Multi Criteria Analysis
ID
1

Type
Levee

Name
North Levee

Description.

A levee extending north along the hig-hground from North School hitl,
protecting parts of Bundaberg North and low lying areasin Gooburrum south

Include in MCA (Yes / No)
Yes

ofTantithaRoad.Theleveecould beconstructedto protectagainsta major
flood (2013 or greater).
2

Levee

East Levee & Floodgate

A levee along Quay St East, and extending north past the mill. The flood
protection system would include a flood gate at Bundaberg Creek. The levee

Yes

could beconstructedto protectsignificantareasin BundabergEast,Southand
Central againsta majorflood (2013 or greater).
3

Levee

PerrySt to MarinersWay Levee

A leveealongPerryStreetextendingto MarinersWay,to preventfloodwaters

No. Severe adverse hydraulic

breaking out of the river into Bundaberg North during a major flood event.

impacts, includingon river stability,
safety concerns (levee subject to
high velocities, increases in flood

hazardelsewhere, consequencesof
Leve

levee failure).
North Bank and East Levels

A levee alongthe north bankofthe town reach, combined with the East Levee
and floodgate option. The leveesystems would constrain all flood flowsto th:

Yes

river corridor.
5

Levee

North and East Levees

A levee along the high ground north of North School Hill, combined with the
East Levee and floodgate option. The levee systems would constrain all flood

flowsto the rivercorridor,whileallowingbreakoutflowsacrossPerryStreet
during a major flood evsnt.

41/26909/453421
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Yes

6

Levee

West Hinkler Ave Levee

A leveeto protect partsof BundabergNorthfromthefull impactofhigh
velocity flood waters.

No. Severe adverse hydraulic

impacts, includingon river stability,
safety concerns (levee subject to

highvelocities, increasesin flood

7

Levee

Perry & Wilmot St Levee

A leveeto protect partsof BundabergNorthfromthefull impactof high
velocity flood waters.

hazard elsewhere, consequences of
levee failure).
No. Severe adverse hydraulic

impacts, including on river stability,
safety concerns (levee subject to

highvelocities, increasesin flood

8

Levee

Perry St & Hinker Ave Levee

A levee to protect parts of Bundaberg North from the full impact of high
velocity flood waters.

hazard elsewhere, consequences of
levee failure).
No. Severe adverse hydraulic

impacts, includingon riverstability,
safety concerns (levee subject to

highvelocities, increasesin flood

9

Levee

Hinker Ave to Cameron St Levee

A leveeto protect partsof BundabergNorthfromthefull impactof high

hazard elsewhere, consequences of
levee failure).
No. Severe adverse hydraulic

velocity flood waters.

impacts, includingon river stability,
safety concerns (levee subject to

high velocities, increases in flood

10

Levee

Low Level North Bundaberg Levpes

A systemof low-tevel I veesto protect partsof BundabergNorthfrom flood

hazard elsewhere, consequences of
levee failure).
Ys

eve ts smaller than the 2013 event. The first levee is along Perry Street and

wouldactto preventthe breakoutofflowfromthe river, andthesecondlevee
betweenMount PerryRoadand MarinersWaywould preventthe ingress f
backwaterflooding.
11

Levee

Port of Bundaberg Levee

A levee or sea wall along the river bank in the urban area at the Port of

Yes

Bundaberg.
12

Levee

41/26909/453421

Wallavitle Levee

A ringleveeto protectthe urbanareasin Wallavillefrom majorflooding.

Yes

13

Levee &
Channel

West Hinkler Ave Levee & Gardens
Channel 1

A combined levee and channel option to protect parts of Bundaberg North
from the full impact of highvelocity flood waters, while providing additional
flow conveyancecapacity.

No. Adverse hydraulicimpacts,
safetyconcerns(levee subjectto
highvelocities, increases in flood

hazard elsewhere, consequences of
14

Levee &
Channel

Rail Levee & Perry St to Cameron St
Leveewith Gardens Channel 2

levee failure).

A combined levee and channel option to protect parts of Bundaberg North

fromthefull impactofhighvelocityfloodwaters,whileprovidingadditional

No. Similarto other options.

flowconveyancecapacity.
15

16

17

Levee &
Channel

GardensChannel2 with Adjacent
Levee

A combined levee and channel option to protect parts of Bundaberg North
from the full impact of high velocity flood waters, while providing additional

No. Levee offers no additional
benefits compared to channel

flow conveyance capacity.

alone.

Yes

Levee &

North Bank and East Leveeswith

A levee along the north bank ofthe town reach, combined with the East Levee

Channel

Gardens Channel 2

andfloodgateoption anda largebypasschannelnearthe botanicalgardens.
Theleveesystemswouldconstrainall floodflowsto the rivercorridor,while
the bypass channel would provide relieffor floodwaters -iuring a major event.

Levee &
Channel

North and East Leveeswith Gardens
Channel 2

A levee alongthe high ground north of North School Hill, combinedwiththe
East Levee and floodgate option. The levee systems would constrain allfloo'

Yes

flows to the river corridor, while allowing breakout flows across Perry Street
duringa major flood event. The bypasschannelwould provide relieffor
floodwaters during a major event.
18

Channel

Gardens Channel 1

A 100mwideand2m deep(nominaldimensionsonly) flood bypasschannel
constructed nearthe Botanical Gardensto provide relieffor flood waters

No. Limited hydraulic benefits
compared to cost.

during a major flood event.
19

Channel

Gardens Channel 2

A 250m wide and 2m deep (nominal dimensions only) flood bypass channel
constructed nearthe Botanical Gardensto provide relieffor flood waters

Yes

during a major flood event.

20 Channel

RubyannaBypassChjnnel

A 500mwidediversionchannelwithan invert lcvel of-2mAMD(nominal
dimensionjonly) to improveth.; floodcarryingcapacityofthe riverin the
Rubyanna area.

41/26909/453421

Yes

21

Channel

Fairymead Diversion Channel 1

A 200m wide diversion channel with an invert level f -3m AMD (no-inat

Yes

dimensionsonly), to allowfloodwatersto bypassthe criticalconstrictionat the
Fairymead Bend. The channel discharges to the sea nearthe mouth of
Skyringville Passage.

22 Channel

Fairymead DiversionChannel 2

A 200mwidediversionchannelwithan invert level of-3m AHD(nominal

Lowerthe river along the town reach by a nominal 3m by dredging.
Lower the river between the barrage and the port by a nominal 3m by

23

Dredging

Town Reach Dredging

24

Dredging

Barrage to Port Dredging

No. Divertstoo muchwater

dimensions only), to allow floodwaters to bypass the critical constriction atthe towards Port, increasing flood
Fairymead Bend. The channel reconnects with the river downstream ofthe
levels, without significant upstream
bendoppositetheport.
benefits.
Yes
Yes

dredging.

25
26

Dredging
Floodptain

Selective dredging at foundry, Miliquin
Bend and Fairymead Bend
Removal of Fairymead Levees

28

29

30

31

Removalofexistingleveesat Fairymeadto allowfloodwatersfrom the riverto Yes

River

Removal of mangroves from town

Removalof riparianvegetationalongthetown reachto increasetheflood

works

reach

carryingcapacityofthe river.

River
works

Removal of Ben Anderson Barrage

River
works

Removal of sediment from north bank,

River
works

Reopen Skyringvilte Passage

River

Millaquin Bendwidening(north bank)

works

41/26909/453421

Yes

escape over the floodplain to the north and west.

works

27

Selectivedredging(deepen river bya nominal3m) at criticalconstrictionsat
the Foundry, Millaquin Bendand the FairymeadBend.

Removal of Ben Anderson Barrage to directly reduce peak water levels during
a flood event.

Harriet Island and Perry Island

Removal of accumulatedsediment (to a nominal depth of0.5m) alongthe
north bankofthe town reach, but allow mangroves to re-establishon the
inter-tidal mud flats to help preserve river bankstability.

Yes
No. No significant hydraulic
benefit, major implications for
water supply.

Yes

Removalofthenorth seawall oppositethe Portof Bundaberg,anddredgingof Yes
the old river mouth to a nominal depth of 5m to reopen Skyringville Passage.
Targeted excavation of material to widen the river at a critical constriction,
thereby improving its flood carrying capacity.

Yes

32

33

34

River
works

EdinaStwidening(north bank)

River
works

Foundry widening (north bank)

River
works

Fairymead Bend widening

Targeted excavation of material to widen the river at a critical constriction,
thereby improving its flood carrying capacity.

Targetedexcavationofmaterialtowidentheriverata criticalconstriction,

River
works

Town reach widening(north bank)

No. Shiftsproblem downstream,

thereby improving its flood carrying capacity.

needs to be combined with all
town reach widening.

Excavatethe north bank ofthe Fairymead bend to a nominal depth of 5m to

No. Diverts too much water

improve the flood-carrying capacity of the river at a critical constriction

towardsPort, increasingflood

location.

35

No. Shiftsproblem downstream,
needs to be combined with all
town reach widening.

Removalofsedimentandexcavationofgroundalongthe north bankofthe
town reachto improvetheflood-carryingcapacityofthe riv«-r=.nd 'emove

levels.

Yes

ritical constrictions.
36

River
works

Remove Harriet Island

Remove Harriet Island by excavating to a nominal depth of5m.

No. Limited hydraulic benefits,
shifts problem downstream.

37

River
works

Deepen and widen north channel at

Undertakedredgingandexcavationto deepenandwidenthe channelto the
north of Harriet Island. Nominal width of200m and nominal depth of5m.

Limited hydraulic benefits, shifts
problem downstream.

Road/
bridge
upgrade

Regional Bridge Upgrades

Targeted upgrading of key bridges in the regional Burnett Riverfloodplain to
keep evacuation routes open for longer periods in major flood events, and

Yes

Road/
bridge
upgrade

Bundaberg North Evacuation Route
Upgrades

Property

Fundingforhouseraising/ restumping Provisionoffundingforresidentsto rai.e andrestump homesinhighlyflood

38

39

40

Harriet Island

otherwisereducethe frequencyand duration of isolation.

Selectedraisingofroadsin BundabergNorthto keepevacuationroutesopen
forlongerin majorfloodevents,andotherwisereducethefrequencyofroad
closures dueto flooding.
prone areas.

41/26909/453421

Yes

Yes
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Description:

A levee extending north along the high ground from North
School hill, protecting parts of Bundaberg North and low
lying areas in Gooburrum south of Tantitha Road. The levee
cou[d be constructed to protect against a major flood (2013
or greater).

(SH'w. r.i?)

Disclaimer

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

A levee along Quay St East, and extending north past the
mill. The flood protecton system would include a flood gate
at Bundaberg Creek. The levee could be constructed to
protect significant areas in Bundaberg East, South and

Central against a major flood (2013 or greater).
Dlsdaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forwaid, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extentofworksareto be expected.
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Description:

A levee along Perry Street extending to Mariners V\fay, to
prevent flood waters breaking out of the river into Bundaberg
North during a majorflood event.

(snmm

All information shown on this map (induding the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

&53S3

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
A levee along the north bank of the town reach, combined

with the EastLeveeandfloodgateoption. The levee systems
would consfrain all flood flowsto the rivercorridorduring the
designflood event.
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Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nahjre and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
A levee along the high ground north of North School Hill,
combined with the East Levee and floodgate option. The
levee systems would constrain all flood flows to the river
corridor, while allowing breakout flows across Perry Street
during a majorflood event.
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Disdaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk I
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

A levee to protect parts of Bundaberg North from the full
impactof high velocity flood waters.
Disdaimer:

All information shown on this map (induding the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
prowde only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to

further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent ofworks are to be expected.
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Description:

A levee to protect parts of Bundaberg North from the full
impact of high velocity flood waters.
.
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Disclaimer

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
A levee to protect parts of Bundaberg North from the full
impact of high velocity flood waters.
Disclaimer

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nahjre and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

A levee to protect parts of Bundaberg North from the full
impact of high velocity flood waters.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (induding the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken fonward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

A system of low-level levees to protect parts of Bundaberg
North from flood events smaller than the 2013 event. The

first levee is along Perry Street and would act to prevent the
breakout of flow from the river, and the second levee

between Mount Perry Road and Mariners Way would
prevent the ingress of backwater flooding.
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Disclaimer

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map

£S5SS^

should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain n'sk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
A levee or sea wall along the river bank in the urban area at
the Port of Bundaberg.
Disdaimer:

All information shown on this map (including ttie nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
A ring levee to protec the urban areas in Vtellaville from
majorflooding.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subjed to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
A combined levee and channel option to protect parts of

Bundaberg North from the full impact of high velocity flood
waters, while providing additional flow conveyance capacity.
Disdaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

A combined levee and channel option to protect parts of

Bundaberg North from the full impact of high velocity flood

waters, while providing additional flow conveyance capacity.
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Disdaimer:

All information shown on this map (induding the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and

provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to

further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
A combined levee and channel option to protect parts of

Bundaberg North from the full impact of high velocity flood
waters, whileprovidingadditionalflowconveyancecapacity.
Disdaimer:

All information shown on this map (induding the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

A levee along the north bank of the town reach, combined

withthe EastLeveeandfloodgateoptionanda targebypass
channel near the botanical gardens. The levee systems
would constrain all flood flows to the river corridor, while the

bypasschannelwould providereliefforfloodwatersduring a
major event.
Dlsdaimer:
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All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the natureand extentofworks areto be expected.
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Description:

A levee along the high ground north of North School Hill,
combined with the East Levee and floodgate option. The

levee systems would constrain all flood flows to the river
corridor, while allowing breakout flows across Perry Street

during a major flood event. The bypass channel would
provide reliefforfloodwatersduring a majorevent.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

A 100m wide and 2m deep (nominal dimensions only) flood
bypass channel constructed near the Botanical Gardens to

provide reliefforfloodwatersduring a majorflood event.
Disclaimer

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Hoodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extentof works areto beexpected.
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Gardens Channel 1
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Description:
A 250m wide and 2m deep (nominal dimensions only) flood

bypass channel constructed near the Botanical Gardens to
provide relief for flood waters during a major flood event.
Disclaimer:
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All information shown on this map (induding the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
A 500m wide diversion channel witti an invert level of -2m

AHD(nominaldimensionsonly)to improvethefloodcarrying
capacityof the hverin the Rubyannaarea.
Disclaimer:

(SrtEI^j)
All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put

forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Stady, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the natureand extentofworks areto be expected.
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Description:
A 200m wide diversion channel with an invert level of -3m

AMD (nominal dimensions only), to allow floodwatere to
bypass the critical constriction at the Fairymead Bend. The
channel dischargesto ttie sea nearthe mouth of Skyringville
Passage.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

\

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward ft>r consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the natureand extentofworksareto be expected.
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Description:
A 200m wide diversion channel with an invert level of -3m

AHD (nominal dimensions only), to allow floodwaters to
bypass the critical constriction at the Fairymead Bend. The
channel reconnects with the river downstream of the bend
opposite the port.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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along the town reach by a nominal 3m by
fiftmm

shown on this map (induding the nature,

alignment and extent af any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

Lower the river between the barrage and the port by a
nominal 3m by dredging.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support lor or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain nsk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Flood'plain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changesto
the nature and extent ofworks are to be expected.
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Description:

Selective dredging (deepen river by a nominal 3m) at critical
constrictions at the Foundry, Millaquin Bend and the
Fairymead Bend.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put

forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nahjre and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

Removal of existing levees at Fairymead to allow flood
waters from the river to escape over the floodplain to the
north and west.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map

should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Flood'plain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further invesUgation and design and substantial changesto
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
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Removal of riparian vegetation along the town reach to
increase the flood carrying capacity of the river.

\

Disclaimer

All information shown on this map (induding the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

Removal of Ben Anderson Barrage to directly reduce peak

waterlevels during a flood event.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (induding the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and

provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map

should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

woiks shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the natureand extentofworksareto be expected.
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Description:
Removal of accumulated sediment (to a nominal depth of

0. 5m) along the north bank of the town reach, but allow
mangroves to reestablish on the inter-tidal mud flats to help
preserve river bank stablity.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nahire and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

Removal of the north sea wall opposite the Port of
Bundaberg,and dredgingofthe old rivermouth to a nominal
depth of 5m to reopen Skyringville Passage.
Disclaimer

/

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and

provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to

further investigation and design and substantial changes to
tie nature and extent ofworks are to be expected.
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Description:

Targeted excavation of material to widen the river at a critical
constriction, therebyimproving itsflood carrying capacity.
Disdaimer:
I

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Ftoodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:
Targeted excavation of material to widen the river at a critical

constriction,thereby improving itsflood carrying capacity.
Disdaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nahjreandextent ofworks areto be expected.
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Description:

Targetedexcavationof materialto widenthe riverat a critical
constricUon, therebyimprovingitsflood carrying capacity.
Disclaimer;

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
prowde only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the
woiks shown. Floodplain risk management options put

forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

Excavate the north bank of the Fairymead bend to a nominal

(^iflp^T^)

depth of 5m to improve the flood-carrying capacity of the
river at a critical constriction location.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent ofworks are to be expected.
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Description:
Removal of sediment and excavation of ground along the
north bank of the town reach to improve the flood-carrying

capadty of the river and remove critical constrictions.
Disclaimer:

All infonnation shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

Remove HarrietIsland by excavatingto a nominal depth of

5m.

Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Shidy, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nature and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

Undertake dredging and excavation to deepen and widen
the channel to the north of Harriet Island. Nominal width of
200m and nominal depth of 5m.
Disclaimer:

All information shown on this map (including the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put

forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
the nafcire and extent of works are to be expected.
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Description:

Targetting upgrading of key bridges in the regional Bumett
River floodplain to keep evacuation routes open for longer
periods in major flood events, and otherwise reduce the
frequency and duration of isolation.
Disdaimer:

All infomfiation shown on this map (including the nature,
alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be constmed as support for or endorsement of the

works shown. Floodplain risk management options put
forward for consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk

Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
further investigation and design and substantial changes to
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Description:

Selected raising of roads in Bundaberg North to keep
evacuation routes open for longer in majorflood events, and
otherwise reduce the frequency of road closures due to
flooding.
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Disdaimer

All information shown on this map (induding the nature,

alignment and extent of any works) is preliminary and
provide only for discussion purposes. Nothing on this map
should be construed as support for or endorsement of the
works shown. Floodplain risk management options put

forward f6r consideration as part of the Floodplain Risk
Managmenet Study, if taken forward, will be subject to
furtherinvestigationanddesignand substantialchangesto
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Rob n Lain
Dan Copelin
Thursday, 31 ctober :
Rob Marshman; Rowan Bond
<^ya=fc8 ifl§7=R©b^8lltg8H8i DWBffW-ttO T

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

«n,

RE: FW:VolumeandVelocityRecordsof Burnelt River Flood

Subject:
Attachments:

CRG_XS(2).docx

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Rob,
Revised sections on a consistent x-axis scale, plus the new section through Millaquin Bend (XS 7) attached.
Regards,
Dan Copelin

Civil Engineer - Waterways & Water Resources
GHD
V.'ATER | ENERGYS R3SCI TIC?S \ ?NVIROI:MENT| PROPERTY& BU^D^Gp | TRANS''OR-AT|OM
Please consider our environment before printing this email

From: MarsCEL

Sent: Thursday, l

ctober

To: Dan Copelin; Rowan Bond
Cc: Rahynillfling; Rob l^illi@a
Subject: RE: RfV; Volume and Vetocity Recordsof Burnett RiverFlood
Cheers maie, I'll have a look at this and ta'te it to the meeLing this afternoon.
Regards
Rob Marshman
B. Eng,RPEQ,MIEAust

MarsCEL civii/stmctuiai
Asp company,wevaluecustomersatisfaction,andore continuallyseekingto Improveow sen/icedelivery;
therefore we request that you please provide feedbach regarding our services?

From: Dan Copelin

Sent; Wednesday,30

5

To: MarsCEL; Rowan Bond

Cc
Sub ect:

;

: VolumeandVeoaty Recordsof Bumett River Flood

Hi Rob,
As requested, we have extracted the crcss-sections in those locations. We also Iiave included the peak v;ater level
surFace and peak velocities from our calibrated 2013 event moriet.
Regards,

Dan Copelin
Civil Engineer - Waterways & Water Resources

fflfiIEB I E. NEBGYAAESQUBEES I EMVIRQNHEIIT | pkOPERTY & BUILDINGS j TRANGPORTATION

Please considerour environment before printing this email
From; Mars

Sent! Tuesday,
To: Dan Copelin

ctober

1 1 :1

Subject! RE: FW: Volume andVelocity Recordsof Burnett River Flood
Dan

Could you provide this information.
Regards
Rob Marshman
B,Eng.RPEQ,MIEAust
/Structural

Asa company, wevalue custor. wr satisfaction, caidare continually seeking to Improve our service delivery;
thereforewe request thatyou pleaseprovidefeedbackregardingour services?
From: MarsCEL

Sent: Tuesday, 29 October 2013 11:55AM
To
Cc: owan ona

Subject; fW: FW: Volumeand Velocity Recordsof Burnett River Flood
Dwayne

Duringyour presentationsof the flood modelling investigations,you mentionedcouncil hadsurveyed river crosssection at various locetions of the river. Would it be possible to compare some of those cross-sections for a visual
indication of the potential impacts various mitigation options may have.

Thereseems to be a lot ofspeculationamongstthe group this mayjust helpto gaina better i nderstandingof the
flood even^and I am unableto get accuratecross-sectionsfrom Google Earthor the counci;interactivemapping(it
appears as i^all contoiirs have been removed from the intersctive mapping from below the flood waters in the areas
of interest.

Regards
Rob Marshman
B.Eng, RPEQ,MIEAust

MarsCEL ava/stwtwai
Asa company, wevalue customer satisfaction, anrfars continually seeking tc Improve our service delivzry;
Sherefarev.'erequestthrt youpleaseprovidefeedbackregardingow services?
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Dwa ne Honor
From:

Dwayne Honor

Sent:
To:

Thursday,24 October20135:32PM

Subject:

Robyn Laing

RE:VolumeandVelocityRecordsof Bumett RiverFlood

Hi Robyn,

Theflowrateforthenorthernbreakoutaspermapbelowisabout2,725m3/s(1%AEP)to4,854m3/s(0.5 % AEP).TheJanuary2013eventissimilarin magnitudetothe 1%AEP.
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VelocitiesarecomplexinNorthBundabergbutinordertobetterunderstandthefactorscontributingtoscour,local"nested'20hydraulicmodelsweredevelopedtosimulatetheimpactoflocalfeaturessuchasbuildingsandfencesonlocalflow
patterns andvelocities. The below table isthe statistical analysis from the nested model:
Description

Velocity

Property Maximum Velocity Mean

3.46m/s

Property MaximumVelocityStdDev

0.95 m/s

Lowest Property Maximum Velocity

1. 82 m/s

HighestProperty MaximumVelocity

5. 77 m/s

Isigma

4.41 m/s

2sigma

5. 35 m/s

Table 1 - Statistical Analysis of Flood Velocities, North Bundaberg, January 2013
The above information can be shared with the CRG.

Regards

DWAYNEHONOR
Manager Dislgn
BET<Crm.> BBA

BundiibergReglonilCouncil
POBox3130

BTdabersQLD4670
Tel: 1300 8X3 699

Fax:(07) 41505410
http://bundaberg.qld.gov.su/

BUNDABERG

Ben Anderson Barrage- Flood Elevation
To. RowanBond, CRGmembers, Robyn Laing.

Subject: Memorandum, Table 1.Subject No28"Rrver Works", BenAnderson Barrage.
(Dated 28 October 2013).
Sentto RobCalligaris.
From GHD.
Issue of concern:

Subject28."Removalof BenAnderson Barrage".
Rowan,

theGHDresponse tothis subject matter, "Theremoval ofBenAnderson Barrage", doesnotreally
addresstheareaofmyconcerns,whichiselevated riverheightsduringtimesofflooding.
GHD claim:

"Nosignificant hydraulic benefit, major implications forwatersupply".
Interms ofthesecond pointfirst, there isadequatewatersupply intrainthrough the Paradise
Dam/WallaWeirimpoundments.

The only obstacle isdelivery ofthe water, (which iseminently achievable), anda longentrenched
regional mind set focused on why we cannot do without the Barrage.

Intermsofthefirstpoint, "nosignificanthydraulicbenefit",I believethattheGHDmodellingstudy
is incomplete in that it primarily focusing its attention on the 2010-2013 periods.
Thestudy does not model the river from the base line asa pristine river. This isfundamental to
gaugingwhetheror notthe BenAndersonBarrageelevatesflood levels.
I contend that it DOESelevate flood levels.

Aflow meto explainwhy.

Firstly, bytheir very nature, ALLdams and weirs elevate the water levels from one impoundment to
the nextaswe progress upstream.

Ifnot, then they cannot function as independent impoundments.

InthecaseofBenAnderson Barrage,(asinthecaseofBingeraWeirbefore BenAndersonwasbuilt),
there isa salt water estuary on the downstream side, fresh water onthe up river side.

It is absolutely vital underthese conditions, that the tidal salt water cannot enter the fresh water

impoundment,orthe impoundmentanditsentire watercapacitybecomesundrinkableand
unusable for most crop irrigation..

Sothe wall to wall cementstructure muststand proud and abovethe springtide level.

Forthe Burnett, the highestastrologicaltide, (summer), occurredon 12/1/2013, 8:57ata 3.52m
tide. Duringwinterthe highesttide wasa 3.44m tide.
So Ben Anderson has to have been built above these levels or it cannot function in a useful way.

The height of the structure protruding from these spring tide levels, to the top ofthe barrage itself is
the elevated level offresh water upstream ofthe barrage.
Unfortunately, my computer is in the sickbay,so I am unableto researchthe levelsJust now.

A secondaryexamplemight beWallaWeir,whichI believeisfurtherelevatedthan BenAnderson?
My rationaleisthateachimpoundmentintidalwaters,on the upstream side,hasanartificially
elevated waterheightabovethe hightidelevelscausedbythestructure installationitself.
It cannot function were it to be otherwise.

I contend this elevated river height cannot lessen duringflood periods,and must in factincreasethe
water levels, compared to a pristine system.

This, and not basing the model on a pristine river system, isthe component that I believe is missing
from the GHD findings regarding Ben Anderson barrage.
However there are a number of other salient points and ways that Ben Anderson Barrage

contributes to flooding. I am happy to prepare a briefon these when my computer is fixed.
I am preparing a couple of very simple sketches to crystallise my point.
John Olsen
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From:
Sent:

Thursda 31 October2013 1:42PM

To:
en nderson barrage

Subject:
Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Rowan

Our Flood Consultants, GHD have supplied the following informitiop in response to removal of Ben Anderson
Barrageasa Flood mitigation proposal.
Regards Robyn.

ROBYN LAING
Business Systems Facilitator

(NFRASTRUCTURE& PLANNING
BundabcrgIlegionalCouiici!
PO Box 3130
Buiidabci-g QLD '1670
Tel: 1300S83fi99

BUNDABERG

Fax:(07)41505410

It LCI 0 M A L

COUNCIL

litlp://biindab2rg.qld.Eov, nii/

From: Dan Copelin

Sent: Thursday, 31 October 2013 12:07 PM

To:n<<bCLilliyuiUjnubjiiLuiiiy
-cn-njuiiuil

iv^yw,

u. >ujn iw i iwi. wi

Subject: BenAnderson barrage

Members of the CR6,

I wishto provide the following information to contribute to the discussion onthe BenAnderson barrage. Youwill
note in my memo outlining the list ofoptions forthe MCAthat the barrage removal option will not be taken forward
as part of GHD's MCA. We made this decision primarily based on hydraulic modelling ofthe impact of the barrage.
Wewill havetheopportunityto discussthis informationfurtherduringtoday'smeeting.ThisinformationIsprovided
for discussion purposes only andfurther detail andexplanation will be provided inthe final Floodplain Risk
Management Study Report.

In terms ofthe barrage's direct impact on water levels during a significant flood event:

As part ofthe Burnett River Flood Study (refer to Section 11oncethe report is available), GHDconducted a
sensitivity test on the hydraulic model whereby the BenAnderson barrage (aswell asthe bridges inthe town reach}
wereremovedfromthe model.Thechangeinflood levelforthe2013eventwascalculated.The belowIs a
screenshot ofthese results, where the points are labelled with the change in flood level in metres:

.

0.01

0.01

.

.

0.01

-001
.
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002

.

-002

-0, 02

.

0.02

As seen, the removal of the barrage (and bridges) only reduces flood levels by 1 or2 cm. This is not a significant
effect, and is not aneffectivemethodfor mitigatingflooding.Theprimaryreasonfor thisverysmalleffect isthatthe
barrageis a relatively lowstructure (crest level 2. 1mAHD)andthe 2013flood level atthe barragewasabout 12m

higherthanthetop ofthestructure (flood level ~14mAMDatthat location). The barragewastherefore completely
drowned and exerted no significant impact on peak flood levels. This is true for all significant floods. The barrage
would have a more pronounced impacted during minor river flows (where the water level downstream of the

barrage is not much higherthan the crest), however these flows aregenerally below the threshold of damaging
floods and reducing water levels in these situations will not deliver benefit to the community. The below figure from
the flood study shows this effect, where only a minor perturbation in the water surface is evident at the barrage. Far
more significantarethe locationscircled in red,whereconstrictionsin the river causea significantincreasein flood
levels upstream.
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and sediment transport studies using modern computer simulations that model the flow of water in 2- or 3-

dimensions and include fine silts and muds) would be necessary to conclusively determine whether removing the
dam,weirsandbarrages(orsomecombinationthereof)wouldindirectlymitigatefloodingin populatedpartsofthe
Burnett Riverfloodplainbyreducingthe accumulationofsediment.Thisis becausethe processesthatgovernthe
mobilisation and deposition ofsediments (gravels, sands, silts, muds, etc. ) are complex, anda change fn one part of
the rivermighthaveboth positiveandnegativeimpactson the capacityofthe riverin otherlocations.
However, basedon the currently available evidence described above it is not anticipated that the barrage hasany
significantimpactontheaccumulationofsedimentthroughthetown reach.Conventionalwisdomandexperience
at manyotherriver impoundmentssuggeststhatthe mostsignificantimpactonsedimentationisactuallyupstream
ofthestructure,wherereducedflowvelocitiesare likelyto increasethe rateofaccumulation.Giventhisfact,the
removal of the barragemay havedetrimental effectson the town reachand belowdueto the release of this
accumulated material.
Other issues:

The other side of this issue, which isn't discussed here, is the potential cost of removing the barrage, which would

haveto beweighedagainstits benefitsandthe costvs benefitsofthe otherviableoptionsunderconsideration.The
substantialcostswould includesourclngan alternatesupply andconstructing infrastructureto deliverwaterto

Bundaberg, andsourclng additional supply to maintain the current level ofwatersecurity during droughts. With the
negligible benefits described above, we are confident that removal ofthe barrage is not a viable option for directly
mitigating damaging floods.
Regards,
Dan Copelin

Civil Engineer - Waterways & Water Resources
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BURNETT RIVER FLOODPLAINACTION PLAN
C

UNITT REFERENCE GROUP EETING
TUESDAY19 NOVEMBER2013 - 4PM

COMMITTEEROOM BUNDABERGMAINADMINISTRATIONOFFICE 190 BOURBONGSTREET
BUNDABERG

UTES
ATTENDANCE:
Rowan Bond (Chairperson), Kay Amsler, Helen Dayman, Rob Marshman, John Olsen, Barry
Ehrke, John Lee, Jon Carman, Steve Cooper, Andrew Fulton (General Manager Infrastructure &
Planning), Rob Calligaris (Council's Design Team Leader), Robyn Laing (Administration

Support), Kevin Guttendge (Queensland Reconstruction Authority Inspector) and Snr Sergent
Grantley Marcus, (QPS Liaison Officer between Disaster Management and Minister for Local
Government, Community Recovery & Resilience. Hon David Crisafulli).

APOLOGY:

An apology was tendered for Dwayne Honor (Council's Design Manager and Project Manager),
and Mark Pressler.

CONFIR ATIONOF INUTES:
CRG MEMBERS JOHN LEE AND KAY AMSLER MOVED that the Minutes of the CRG

Meeting held on 31 October 2013 be confirmed subject to inclusion of Pine Creek in the
2nd paragraph on page 5 referring to Option 38 - Regional Bridge Upgrades and these
amended Minutes be made available on Council's website.
Rob Marshman attended the meeting at 4.08pm
The motion was put CARRIED.

BUSINESS ARISING FRO THE. NUTES:
Sunwater Notification - Paradise Dam:

It was agreed to note the following recommendation for the CRG Report to Council:

1. Broaden the catchment of residents they currently notify when releasing water
from Paradise Dam; and

2. Further promote the warning system both for both operational dam releases and
catastrophic failure.
Sedimentation:

It was agreed to note in these Minutes that, "a huge amount of sedimentation

downstream of Ben Anderson Barrage and Bingera Weir had significantly further

reduced the tidal prism thereby reducing the affect of the flushing of fine sediments from
the tidal section of the river.
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CRG Member, John Olsen had observed that the sedimentation and sand deposits
upstream of Tomato Island is probably in the order of 1. 5 metres higher than pre-flood. A
number of other CRG Members commented stating they had witnessed this
sedimentation."

CORRESPONDENCE FR

UDIA:

The Meeting noted that this correspondence mostly supported the current process being
undertaken by the CRG. Rob Marshman stated that some members of the UDIA supported an
upstream diversion channel and requested that a valuation on this option be prepared so he can

provide an explanation to UDIAand ensure them that the CRG had considered this option.
Andrew Fulton (General Manager Infrastructure & Planning, Bundaberg Regional Council)
attended the meeting at 4.35pm.

DAN COPELIN, GHD Flood Consultant joined the meeting by teleconference at 4. 40pm.
Following discussion amongst CRG members, the Flood Consultant agreed to provide an

explanation for elimination of all flood options (including the diversion channel to Elliott River).
GHD Engineer, Dan Copelin agreed to provide a plan showing the route that such a diversion
channel would likely take, high level costings and the size that would be required to drive flood
water into it. It was noted that a very large sized channel was needed to convey only 3, 000
cubic metres per second and that this option offered low benefit for the high cost involved. At

the request of a CRG member, Dan Copelin agreed to provide a brief description of the output
end and what that might mean for another stream or the community that lives in that area.
With the assistance of GHD, the nfleeting resolved to provide a brief explanation for
excluding flood resilience options from all ideas collated in the CRG Report to Council in
December.

CRG Member, Kay Amsler referred to the Memo from GHD (dated 15 November 2013 and
circulated separately to the Agenda) and the Meeting noted that the second sentence, "For

the Givelda/Electra area, consideration needs to be given to an 'all weather' emergency
only vehicle route through State Forest and private land in lieu of the Pine Creek Road

crossing upgrades" should be deleted from Option 39 and included in Option 38

Regional Bridge Upgrades in Table A1 - List of Options for Multi Criteria Analysis Appendix A. It was further noted that ifthe all weather access was not feasible, that this option
would consider bridge upgrades.

Dan Copelin sought information from CRG members regarding the length oftime these regional
bridges over the Burnett River and Perry River were cut causing isolation. It was noted that
regional bridges/crossings were cut for extended periods of time when flood waters from the

Perry River combined with the Burnett River. The regional communities have had minimal

access to Booyal Crossing during the last couple years. It was further noted that this crossing

was untrafficable after releases from Paradise Dam.

Grantley Marcus left the meeting at 5pm.
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CRG Member, John Bailey confirmed that Booyal Crossing had a history of flooding and

required larger pipesto improve access. Andrew Fulton stated that preliminary designwork had
been undertaken to upgrade this crossing. It was noted that Dan Copelin would contact

Andrew Fulton regarding the preliminary design work already undertaken for upgrading
this crossing.

Steeve Cooper referred to Option 2 - East Levee and Floodgates ranked as number 1 in the
multi criteria analysis. Dan Copelin briefly outlined some of the difficulties to be overcome with
this option such as maintaining access to properties with the height of levee required on Quay
Street East. This option also includes relocation of services and possibly land resumptions.
The matter of Saltwater Creek providing safe anchorage for boats was discussed. CRG
Member, John Olsen stated that prior to construction of the rail/walking bridge across Saltwater

creek, boats would tie up in Saltwater creek to provide protection against medium flooding and

cyclones. This reduced safe anchorage has displaced something like 15 boats and the only
area left upstream of Port Bundaberg is an area near Rubyanna behind Strathdee's (located
between Fairymead Ferry and the Sailing Club - ^ km south of the residential area at the Port).
The existing marina facilities do not provide cyclone anchorages. The Meeting acknowledged
that the marinas were quite busy. CRG Member, Barry Ehrke stated that Skyringville Passage
could be opened up to provide safe anchorage.

The application of rankings to the listed options was discussed and Dan Copelin explained that
some options ranked lower even though they provided greater benefit because of the financial
implications involved (ie Option 35 involves property resumptions and bridge footings). Some
options did not provide increased benefits in line with rising costs.
CRG Member, Rob Marshman stated that there is a strong community argument for Option 35

(Town Reach widening - north bank) and it was noted that GHD would provide an explanation
for eliminating this option.

CRG Member, John Carman stated that when the old Burnett River Bridge was built, the
Burnett River was 1. 5 spans wider than it is today. Reference was made to the build up
downstream of Bundaberg Slipways. He suggested that the dredging associated with Option 31

(Widening at Millaquin Bend) may need to be extended. Dan Copelin advised that one of the
main restrictions in the river is the land on which the Bundaberg Foundry occupies. John

Carman asked if the flood mitigation works currently proposed for Bundaberg Foundry should
be considered in conjunction with this study. Dan Copelin advised that it would require

demolishing part of the main structure to achieve any benefit. Option 33 (from earlier GHD
Memo dated 4-11-13) to widen the bank at the Foundry demonstrated modest benefits in

reduced flood heights for North Bundaberg and caused adverse impacts elsewhere; hence its
removal from the revised list of options.

Kay Amsler referred to the location of the Bundaberg Base Hospital and asked regarding levee

options to raiseflood immunity forthe hospital. The Meeting wasadvised that manysmall levee

options could be developed to help small areas of housing or the^undaberg Base Hospital and
that this project was concentrating on community wide options. The options to widen Millaquin
Mill and dredging at the town reach will both reduce flood levels at the hospital. CRG Chair,
Rowan Bond"stated that people are concerned that Tallon Bridge is holding flood water back
and increasing flood waters at the hospital. People are forgetting that the hospital was
evacuated because the flood had impacted on their ability to deliver services and the operation

of the hospital rather than evacuation of flooded hospital rooms. Dan Copelin commented by
stating that the removal of Tallon Bridge in the flood model did not provide much benefit in flood
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heights for a 2013 event. The removal of the abutment of the bridge changed the pattern of
scouring and helped the surrounding properties only. However, Tallon Bridge may affect flood

heights in a flood greater than 2013 should the flood water breach the bridge deck. During this
discussion, CRG Member, John Lee tabled a photograph showing flood water swirling on the
western side of Tallon Bridge.

CRG Member, Barry Ehrke commented on Option 2 (constructing a levee on Quay Street East)
and stated that the benefit of this option is that the East levee would not be pushing floodwater
somewhere else and that the East levee can stand alone as a flood mitigation project.
However, the East levee on its own would not help anyone on the North side. It was noted that
none of the levees on the North side are very good options (if not combined with other flood
mitigation projects). The only levee that makes sense for the North side is Option 1 (North

School hill) and this option would only offer benefit for a 2013 flood event or greater flood
inundation. With regard to Option 10 (system of low level levees), whilst it would help with
flooding up to a 2013 flood event, it may be detrimental in flooding events larger than 2013.
CRG Member, Rob Marshman referred to the equation of calculating the occurrence of a 100

year flood and stated that the use ofterminology, 1 in 100 years or 1 in 50 years, is misleading.
Dan Copelin agreed stating that whilst this terminology is used in the industry, his report will
refer to probability percentages.

Rob Marshman also pointed out that these options are

considering peak flood heights and not flow velocities and that most damage was caused by
scouring. He also raised the matter of weather patterns and whilst Dan Copelin agreed that
climatic cycles influence flooding, it was beyond the scope of this project to deal with this sort of
thing. He stated that a levee that is frequently topped is not something he would recommend as
an engineer. Rob Marshman expressed concern regarding the complacency of the residents

living behind the flood levee believing they were safe from flood inundation. Dan Copelin
agreed with these comments stating that this was a significant risk.

Other members

commented on the merit of the North and East levee options.

With regard to Option 38 (Regional Bridge Upgrades), Dan Copelin advised that the cost of
raising and lengthening bridges/crossings verus the level of protection provided for such cost

would be taken into consideration. A bridge upgrade to achieve 10 year immunity along Pine
Creek Road is expensive and the suggested alternative route may be a better option.

Andrew Fulton advised the Meeting that house raising (engineered to resist scouring) in Option
40 would offer some benefit.

CRG Member, John Lee felt that most of the North Bundaberg residents are prepared to rebuild
but the main concern is home insurance and he asked what action could be taken to lower the
risk to reduce house insurance premiums.

The probability of offering buy backs was discussed with Andrew Fulton and the Meeting
acknowledged the logistical difficulties in implementing such schemes whilst CRG Members",
Kay Amsler and Helen Dayman pointed out that there were a lot of homes upstream who would
be just as entitled to this assistance.

Andrew Fulton stated that there was a responsibility to ensure North Bundaberg continues to be
a liveable community.

CRG Members expressed preference for raising the flood evacuation route from North
Bundaberg.

The Meeting noted the Bundaberg Region's communities had benefited from

improved education and awareness and that the information gained from this Flood Study would
assist people to make better decisions and enable them to self help in future flood events.
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Andrew Fulton suggested that the GHD Report include comment on the potential for Paradise
Dam to be raised to provide some flood mitigation potential.
The CRG Chairman thanked Dan for his assistance and concluded the teleconference at 7pm.

RECO

ENDED FLOOD ITIGATION OPTIONS:

1. Option 38 - Regional Bridge Upgrades (or alternative access routes)
2. Combination of Option 39 - Bundaberg North Evacuation Route Upgrade and Option 10
- Low Level North Bundaberg Levees

3. Option 2 - East Levee & floodgate

4. Combination of Option 31 - Millaquin Bend Widening and Option 25 - Selective Dredging
5. Option 40 - Funding for house raising/restumping
6. Option 23 - Town Reach Dredging
7. Option 26 - Removal of Fairymead levee

RECO MENDATION1:
Council take steps to initiate an Overall 50 year Strategic plan for Rehabilitation of the Burnett
River.

REC

ENDATION 2:

Council initiate investigations for the removal of Ben Anderson Barrage and Bingera Weir
REC

NDATION 3:

Council liaise with Sunwater regarding the release of emergency plans for a catastrophic failure
of Paradise Dam and extending and improving the notification of such warnings (including
operational dam releases).

REC

ENDATION 4:

Council consider river works to reopen Skyringville passage to provide safe anchorage and
possibly replenish sand at Moore Park (Option 30).

RECO

ENDATION 5:

Council approach the Insurance Council regarding the availability of affordable house insurance
for properties within the Burnett River floodplain.
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REC

NDATION 6:

Council make representations to the State Government to reintroduce compulsory flood

searches when purchasing properties.

REC

NDATION 7:

Council take steps to restrict development of flood affected areas unless proven to be above
flood inundation and not adversely affect flooding of other areas.
REC

ENDATION 8:

Council request the State Education Department to introduce subjects in the school curriculum

to teach children how to live with nature.

RECOMMENDATION 9:
Council undertake as its first priority, early flood warning mechanisms and evacuation plans
including the successful communication thereof.

It was agreed to provide the CRG with a copy of GHD's final report to Council.

NEXT EETING DATE:
It was agreed to hold the final CRG Meeting in the Bundaberg Office on Wednesday 4
December 2013 at 4pm.

This concluded the business of the Meetin at 8. 30 m.
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RIVER FLOODPLAINACTION PLA
CO MUNITY REFERENCE GROUP

EETING

WEDNESDAY4 DECEMBER 2013 - 4PM
COMMITTEEROOM BUNDABERGMAINADMINISTRATIONOFFICE 190BOURBONGSTREET
BUNDABERG

UTES
ATTENDANCE:

Rowan Bond (Chairperson), KayAmsler, Helen Dayman, John Olsen, Barry Ehrke, John Lee,
Jon Carman^ Steve Copper, Andrew Fulton (General Manager Infrastructure & Planning), Rob
Calligaris (Council's Design Team Leader), Dwayne Honor (Manager Design), "Valerie

Andrewartha (Administration Support), Kevin Gutteridge (Queensland Reconstruction Authority
Inspector)

Rowan thanked everyone for attending and applauded them on reaching the target set in the

Terms of Reference of having a report to Council byearly December.

Cr. Mal Forman presented Certificates of Appreciation to the members of the CRG and thanked

them for their hard work and dedication during the process.
APOLOGY:
Rowan Bond tendered apologies for Snr Sergeant Grantley Marcus, (QPS Liaison Officer

between Disaster Management and Minister for Local Government, Community Recovery &
Resilience, Hon David Crisafulli) and Rob Marshman, noting that Rob had submitted some

points of discussion.

CONFIRMATION OF INUTES:
CRG MEMBERS BARRY EHRKE AND HELEN DAYMAN MOVED that the Minutes of the

CRG. M®.®.?ng. h®.ld °" 1.9 November 2013 be confirmed, subject to the changes below -

and the Minutes be made available on Council's website.

Kay requested that the numbering of the recommendations be altered so that the current

Recommendation 9 was moved to Recommendation 1. Kay requested that record be taken that
she strongly supported the prioritisation of the early flood warning mechanisms and evacuation
plans recommendation.

Andrew Fulton advised that GHD has been engaged to undertake a study with respect to this
issue He advised that the report contains recommendations with respect to this issue with

additional work to be undertaken on this issue upon presentation of the final Report in May
John Olsen raised concerns regarding levy walls and persons who live on the river. He wanted
to ensure that these people were not left out of the issues/fixes.

It was moved that Recommendation 9 be moved Recommendation 1 . Kay Amsler moved this
motion with no seconding motion - the motion failed.
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John Carmen requested that on Page 1 under the heading 'Sedimentation' that the paragraph
read as follows:-lt was agreed to note in these Minutes that, "a huge amount of sedimentation
downstream of Ben Anderson Barrage and Bingera Weir had significantly further reduced the

tidal prism thereby reducing the affect of the flushing of fine sediments from the tidal section of
the river.

The motion was put CARRIED.

GENERAL BUSINESS

Telephone conference call madeto Don Copelin and Rowan opened the floorto questions.
John Lee

..

_ . .

concerned about backflow back into North Bundaberg; was its Dans opinion
water eventually all goes back out to sea.

Dan advised that additional modelling has been undertaken in this respect and advised
that the east levy is not pushing water elsewhere in any of the scenarios. Dan also
advised that the'option of dredging the river further downstream have been investigated,

including dredging from the portto the barrage. Ultimately, significantvolumes of

materials would need to be disposed of. An alternative option may be the widening ofthe

Millaquin bendwhichwould provide a better outcome than dredging thatareaofthe river.
John Carmen

s

questioned whether the garden chanel, low level levy and widening of millaquin bend
would increase the flooding in areas like Perry Street.

Dan advised that it would, however is currently running models with these types of
scenarios. Dan also advised that if 2 or more of these options were constructed at the
same time, some cost savings could be provided.

Andrew Fulton advised there some costings have been provided and are currently being
reviewed, with the aim to have all outstanding costings provided by next week.
KayAmsler

wanted to know what the environmental impacts would be of the Skyringville opening.
Dan advised that there is some discussion in his report on this topic.

John Olsen

?

discussed the removal of a section of rock at Skyringville to allow water to make its way

naturally through and how he felt that the first major rain event would achieve a

significant difference in the sediment level. John believes that this area could potentially
resolve some significantsafety issuesforboaties andthe like (especially in the case of
tidal surge) during flood events.
Barry Ehrke

does not believe that undertaking works at Skyringville passage would cause significant
environmental issues due to the fact that the wall was man made in the first instance.
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Further discussion regarding the Skyringville passage and options was undertaken.
John Carmen

would the Skyringville passage have anyeffecton flood waters reachingthe sugarstock
piles.

Dan suggested that itwould make a difference ofapproximately 0. 3 metres.
Helen Dayman

how much consideration was being given to the weighting as opposed to cost values; are

other issues such as environmental and safety being taken into account as much as
costing is.
Dan advised that generally it is cost versus benefit.
Rowan Bond on behalf of Rob Marshman

Rob questioned that if weightings were to change, what effects would it have on the

over?1 l?ict^Jre- Forinstance, ifenvironment wereto increaseto 5%orpersonal safetyto
receive higherweighting but not more than economic impact, would there be wholesale

changes to the options as a result.

Dan responded by advising that weightings do not necessarily determine priorities, but
had ran models with some altered weightings and reported same in his report to the

group.
Rowan Bond

advised the group that there was some concern in the media that the MCAratings are
priority ratings, to which he has confirmed is not the case.
Helen Dayman

further MCArankingsafterweightingswerealtered - discussion undertakenwith respect

to projects thatcontinued to rate in the top 8, in particular rural bridges. Danadvised that
rural bridges to not contribute to flood reduction, only to movement ofpeople etc.
Discussion was also undertaken with respect to rural evacuation routes and

construction/maintenance of same.
Rowan Bond

raised concerns with respect to businesses and homes outside ofthe east levy with

regard to the velocity ofwater coming down from the levy.

Dan advised that there would be nominal increases in water levels but little change in

velocity across the face of the levees.

Rowan, on behalf ofthe CRG thanked Dan for his time, professionalism and patience durir

this period.

Barry Ehrke

wanted it notedjhat he_had no issuewith anycorrespondence from him being made a
public record. Rowan Bond advised the same.

Andrew Fulton advised thatthe CRG report would bedistributed to Councillors confidentially

nextweek and with same to meet on 16 December to discuss. Rowan invited members ofthe

group to attendJhis meeting Members were also welcome to attend Council's Ordinary
Meeting on 17 December 2013 where the report would be formally adopted by Council."
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HelenDaymanenquired astowhenthe resultscanbereported backtothecommunity- Andrew
Fulton advised that this could occur once it has been adopted by Council (after 17 December

2013).

Itwas noted thatthe Report will be forwarded to the Minister as requested, after adoption by
Council.

Helen alsoquestionedwhetherfurthercommunity meetingswould be undertaken, towhich

Rowan advised that it is anticipated that these should occur end January/Februry next year.
CRG REPORT TO COUNCIL:
Rowan Bond tabled the report and opened the table to feedback.

KayAmsler questioned why7.7. 1 (earlywarnings and responses) did not mention 'first priority'
It was moved by Kay Amsler and

Seconded byJohnCarmenthat7.7. 1 (Page19)ofthe reportbealtered to read:7. 7. 1

The CRG received many suggestions regarding concerns with lack of warning

to communities (both urban"and rural) which resulted in issues ranging from

isolation to actual threat to life and property. The CRG considers that early

warning systems being in place should be considered Council's first priority
and are critical to safety and together with community education, allow people

to make informed decisions on what they need to do to protect themselves. It is

also acknowledged that the people requiring protection may not be part of the
local community ( backpackers and tourists for example) and therefore not be
familiarwith local strategies.

KayAmsler moved that the amendment bejnade.
John Carmen seconded the motion. PASSED

Barry Ehrke moved to that the report be adopted (with changes above)
Steve seconded motion to adopt report as amended.

Itwas unanimously agreed to adopt report withthe amendment noted above.

sSS Cooper read a thanks to Rowan for hissupport andworks undertaken. Thegroup agreed
and thanked Rowan for all of his hard work and dedication.

Rowan thanked and acknowledged the support of Council Officers during this process.
Andrew Fulton advised that both he and Council were very happy with the performance and
outputs ofthe Group and thanked them on Councils behalf.

KevGutteridge spokeon behalfofthe Ministerandcommended thegroup asa wholeand
Rowans leadership of same. Thanks was given on behalf ofthe Minister.

Itwas noted thatthe electronic copyofattendance sheets areto be removed from thewebas
they contain signatures.
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This concluded the business of the Meetin at 6. 25 m.
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4. Revegetation
Introduction

Riparian vegetation can contribute many beneflts to a watercourse, including erosion
control, bank stability, buffer zones, a food source, the control of light and heat, the
provision of shade and shelter, the management of unwanted aquatic plants and the
provision of essential habitat.

Riparianvegetationplaysanimportantrole in stabilisingthestream banksand preventing
bankerosion. Bankvegetationdecreaseswatervelocities nearthe bankand dampens
turbulence by suppressing eddies. However, to be effective, the vegetation must extend
to at least the low water level, otherwise flow will undercut the root zone.

Grassesandsedgesareeffectiveat both lowandhighvelocities, beingcapableof
withstandingmuch higherflow velocities than woodyspecies such astrees. Plant roots
also increase the shear strength of the bank soils.

Riparian and floodplain vegetation acts asan effective buffer between developed lands
and their associatedwatercourses. Riparianvegetation functions as a source of leaves and
small and large woody debris. However, in urbanised areas of Brisbane, street tree

plantings include deciduoustrees such asJacaranda(Jacarandamimosaefolia)and

Golden rain tree (Koelreuteria elegans). Widespread planting of deciduous species and
the reticulated stormwater systems in urbanareasconsequentiallyresult in a significant
increase in the volume of leaf litter being transported into Brisbane's watercourses.

Shadingproduced by treesassistsin the control of heatand lightandcanalso be used as
a management strategy to control the growth of aquatic plants. However, it is noted that

it maytake fiveto ten years for a canopyto be developed over a creek. Obviouslythis
depends on the tree species and the width of the creek. During this canopy development
time extra maintenancesuch as weed control may be required.

It is importantthat local politicians, interestgroupsandthe local communityare all aware
that duringthis often long canopydevelopment phasethe revegetated channel may look
messyand weed infested. Natural Channel Designshould alwaysbe seenasa long-term
management technique, not a short-term fix.

The provision of habitatbyriparianvegetation is a key benefitfor aquaticand terrestrial
organisms. The vegetation may be of periodic importance as a refuge habitat during
occasions of environmental adversity as well as function as corridors for wildlife movement
between forest remnants (Arthington and Catterall 1990).
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Interaction with Natural in Natural Channel Design, the long-term stability of the channel is primarily related to the

Channel Design

suitability ofthechannel geometry tothegivenhydrological conditions. Inmajor
watercourses, such as river systems, the channel and overbank vegetation may only play a
minor role in the long-term stability of the channel. However, in minor creeks and streams,

vegetationcansignificantlyinfluence both the short-term and long-term stabilityof a
watercourse.

Natural Channel Design is primarily concerned with two aspects of vegetation; the
revegetation phase immediately following the channel construction, and the long-term
maintenance of channel and floodplain vegetation. The key to the appropriate integration

of a natural channel into an existing developed or urbanisedvalley is the development of
a watercourse that has long-term stability with minimal maintenance requirements, i. e. self
maintaining.

Watercourse maintenance usually relates to the following factors:
(i) weed control
(ii) flood control
(iii) fire control
(iv) habitat management and conservation

Occasionally,vegetation maintenanceisrequiredforhumansafetyand pestcontrol reasons.
Relating vegetation

density Manning's
roughness
Significance of
vegetation type

Manydifficultiesexistwhentryingto relatethe desiredplanting densitiesto the hydraulic
engineering roughness (termed Manning's n or Manning's roughness). To assist inthis matter,
reference may be made to Appendix C - 'Manning's Roughness', in particular. Table C.5
There are basically five types of vegetation that can be used in and along a watercourse.
Each of these forms of vegetation have different characteristics that affect soil erosion and
waterflow in differentways. To design and maintain the vegetation along a watercourse it
is important to understandthe features of each form of vegetation.
The basic vegetation types are listed below in Table 4.1

Table 4. 1

Vegetation types and characteristics

Vegetation type

Erosion control

Bank stability

Hydraulic effects

Aquatic plants

Provide good stability to

Can assist bank stability

Usually cause little flow

the low flow channel

by protecting the toe

resistance if the water depth

of the bank

is greater than the plant

height, i.e. plant height
These plants can become

is less than the bank height.

inflexible as plant density
increases. This can cause

Thick stands of reeds can

channel flow to be deflected

effectively block a channel

into the channel bank

and aggravate upstream

causing bank erosion.

flood levels.
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Table 4. 1

Vegetation types and characteristics (cent)

Vegetation type

Erosion control

Ground cover5

The most effective form

Usually ineffective in

Generally have little effect

of soil erosion control.

the provision of bank

on flood levels.

These plants control only

stability

Bank stability

soil scour (erosion of the
surface layer), not the mass

These plants usually have

Hydraulic effects

Some plants, such as
Lomandra, can grow to a

movement of soil resulting

a shallow root system and

height of around 1 metre,

from bank failures.

thus can only provide stability

and thus may choke small

to the surface soil layer.

channels.

To be effective, ground cover

They can help to stabilise

plants should be flexible and

the bank during the early

continuous. Isolated, clumped

stages of revegetation

plants can aggravate soil
erosion.

Plants with a matted or

fibrous (hairy) root system
are the best, especially in
sandy soils.
Shrubs and

Can provide effective erosion

These plants can significantly

These plants have the

woody weeds

control if the branches

increase bank strength

greatest potential to affect

prevent high velocity water

depending on the height
of the bank and the depth
of the root system

watercourse and increase

the edge of isolated plants

Unlikely to prevent

Avoid the planting of

caused by flood waters

undermining of the bank

shrubs in areas where

accelerating around the

unless the shrubs are located

flood control is important.

plant.

close to the toe of the bank.

from contacting the soil.

the hydraulics of the
upstream flood levels.

Soil erosion can occur around

Single trunk trees

Usually provide little

Trees provide the main

Grouped trees can

protection against soil

form of bank reinforcement.

significantly affect flood

They are needed to

than 5 times their trunk

Some plants have root

stabilise the bank, especially

diameter

systems that survive when

when toe erosion occurs and

erosion.

levels if their spacing is less

exposed to air. The root

when the bank becomes

Generally well-spaced

system of these plants

saturated during a

trees with branches above

can control toe erosion.

flood event.

the flood level provide little
hydraulic interference.

Multi-trunk trees

As for single trunk trees

As for single trunk trees

Grouped trees can significantly
affect flood levels.

Well-spaced trees with
branches above the flood level

can still provide significant
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Channel vegetation

Thereare limits to the role thatvegetation alonecan play in controlling erosion. Although
vegetated watercourses in the natural environment appear to be stable and experience
extremely lowerosion rates, it should be noted thattheseconditionsof stability have
evolved over many years.

The long-term objective ofvegetation asan erosion control measure is the establishment
of a ground coverthatwill be self-maintainingandthus be ableto provide long-term
(sustainable) erosion control. Ideally, plants should be native to the area, must be good
soil binders, crowd out weeds, and form a good ground cover. Unfortunately, in urban
areas, some of the most successful erosion control plants are weeds!

Channel vegetation can be divided into four categories (Figure 4. 1);
(i) in-stream or aquatic vegetation
(ii) toe vegetation
(iii) middle bank vegetation
(iv) upper bank vegetation

Medium sized plants with good
root systems and larger canopies
which shade the stream

Low-growing, multi-trunked
plants with matted roots to bind
the toe. Best species for

Larger trees with deep
root systems.

erosion control.

Stream
v

Figure4. 1 Categoriesofchannelvegetation
Speciessuchasreedsandsedges,with a densenetworkoffibrousor matted roots, are
more efficient in the control of soil erosion than those with a sparse network of woody roots.

Iftrees are removed from a steep or high bank, then appropriate consideration needs be

givento the long-termstabilityofthe bank. Itmaytakearoundfiveyearsbeforethe old
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tree root system within the bank begins to deteriorate. As the tree roots lose their

strength, sheer stresses in the bankcan fracturethe roots resulting in sudden bankfailures
(land slips).
If, due to flood control reasons, the trees or shrub that were located on or near the
watercourse bank cannot be replaced, then the bank may need to be benched or batter at
a flatter grade to compensate for the long-term removal of the essential root
reinforcement of the bank.

Floodplain vegetation

The impact oftrees on the hydraulicroughnessofa floodplaindependson the flow
velocity; the shape and size of the trunk and canopy (if below flood level); and the

number, arrangement, and spacingoftrees. Whenthe flowvelocity ishigh, an
obstruction such as a tree exerts a sphere of influence that is much larger than the width
of the obstruction becausethe obstruction affectsthe flow pattern for considerable
distance on each side.

Thesphereof influenceforflowvelocitiesthatgenerally occur in channelsthat have
gentle to moderately steep slopes is about three to five times the width of the

obstruction. Therefore, if the trees are spaced more than five times there truck diameter,
then they gradually begin to act as independent obstructions. At a spacing of around ten
times the trunk diameter the trees may be considered as totally independent obstructions.

The impact oftrees on flood levels dependson the depth of water. Ripariantrees located
in relatively deepwateralongthe edgeofthe channelcan havea muchgreater impacton
flooding than trees planted along the outer edges of the floodplain.

A summaryofthe hydraulicrequirementsfortrees in floodplainsis provided in Table 4. 2.
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Table 4. 2 Vegetation in floodplains
Vegetation type

Floodplain planting requirements

Ground cover plants

Suitable in most areas of a floodplain.

Shrubs and woody weeds

Avoid in flood control areas.

May be used in backwaterareasand in areasof tree groupingwhereflood flowsare
mainly designedto flow around the vegetation not through it.
Trees

In flood control areas use smooth, single trunk trees with branchesabove the flood level.

Tree spacing lessthat 5 times the trunk diameter:
Considered as group plantings. Likely to have high restrictions to flood flow. Trees
should be planted in rows parallel with the flow direction to minimise hydraulic affects.

Tree spacing between 5 and 10 time the trunk diameter:
Questionablebenefitof plantingtrees in rows unlessflood control is critical. Soil erosion
may occur around individual trees if located in high velocity floodplains. Erosion may be
controlled with selected planting of sedges around the base of the tree.

Tree spacing greater than 10 times the truck diameter:

No hydraulicbenefitobtained by planting in rows. Soil erosion likelyto occuraround
individual trees if located in high velocity floodplains. Erosion may be controlled with
selected planting of sedges around the base of the tree.
Grouped trees

Treespacing lessthan 5 timesthe truckdiameter, or trees at widerspacingsurrounded by
shrubs.

In flood control areas, grouped trees are only suitable in backwaterareas, or adjacentto
open, grassed floodplains where floodwaters can readily bypass the trees.

Planting patterns and
hydraulic constraints

In urban areas of Brisbanethere may be conflicts between ecologically preferred

re-vegetation andflooding issues. Thishas leadto restrictions being placed on the
revegetation of some floodplains.

It is generally shrubspeciesand multi-branchtreesthat havethe greatest influenceon
channel roughness and that may constrain the ecologically desirable planting pattern. The
following discussion illustrates some general principles to address these issues.
When making estimations of hydraulic roughness, it is necessary to include consideration

for regrowth ofvegetation on cleared channel sidesand overbankareasbecausethis can

significantlyincreasethe resistancefactorwithinoneortwogrowingseasons, Understorey
vegetation grows readily after removal of any shade-producing canopy.
A row of trees roughly aligned with the current can offer much less resistance to flow than

perpendicular blocks of vegetation yet retained much of the shade and visual harmony of
an uncleared bank. Further reduction in flow resistance may be obtained by pruning limbs
that protrude below normal flood height.
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The desired planting pattern would closely relate to the natural vegetation community
structureforthearea,withtailtrees, anunderstoreyofsmalltreesandshrubsanda sparse
herb layer. Where the canopy does not over-hang the stream bank, reeds, rushes and
sedges could be planted.

Inareaswhere hydrological constraints do not allow rehabilitation with densevegetation,
alternative planting patterns are planned.

Brisbane City Council (1995) detailsthatthe spatial patterns ofspecies distribution follows
two strategies. One strategy is planting parallel to the stream bank. This conforms with

plant-waterrelationsand producesleastimpactonwaterflow. Thesecondstrategyaims
for plantinginclumpswithsparseconnectionsbetweentheclumps. Clumpingvegetation
hasthe effect of increasing the number of habitats for wildlife and allows migration

betweenclumps. Thelocationoftheseclumpswill needto takeaccountofthe probable
high flow paths to minimisetheir hydraulic impact.

Plansfor rehabilitation, while using these twostrategies asfundamental to the plan, also
should considerthe following points:

(i) Maximisethe availability ofhabitat byconsidering the topography ofthe stream bank,
floodplainandsurroundingbushland,e.g. Melaleucawetlandscould be plantedon
lowlands aswell as point bars or where the channel bank slopes gently into the
channel bed and would be subject to frequent inundation.

(ii) The stream morphology mayconstrain planting, e.g. in a meander, it may be
necessaryto stabilise one bankwith sedges and shadethe opposite bank.

(iii) Problemsdueto pondingandappropriateselectionofspeciesforsuchareas.
(iv) Proximity to bridges. Trees with root systems which are susceptible to being undercut
such as Eucalypts, should not be planted in such locations,

(v) Proximityto stormwater drains. Discharge ofstormwater requires a consideration of
water velocity and water quality. Use of a discharge structure and wetland filter may
be required.

(vi) Access for maintenance equipment.

Group plantings

Group planting may be considered to be trees with a spacing less than 5 times the truck

diameterortreesata widerspacingbutplantedamongstshrubsandotherunderstorey
plants.

Grouped trees can provide significantly more ecological benefitthan theequivalent
number of widely spaced trees located across the floodplain. Ifthe watercourse channel

flows approximately parallel with the flood flow, then where hydraulically allowable,
groupedtreesshould be locatedwithinthe riparianzoneaswell asthe high bankareaas
shown in Figure 4. 2.
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Ifthe watercourse channel meanders acrossthe floodplain, then care should be taken to

avoidgroupedplantingsin areaswereHoodwaterspassfrom onesideofthechannelto
the other, as shown in Figures 4. 3 and 4. 4,

Floodplain vegetation should be selected and landscaped so asto require low
maintenance. This would include group placement and sufficient density of shrubs and

treesto avoid mowing. Whengrasslandsare providedthatrequire mowing,theyshould
be placed in large enough areas and interconnected to permit easy mowing.

Planting around major
hydraulic structures

In critical flood control areas,vegetationthat may interferewithflood watersshould not
be located within the following areas:

(i) upstreamofa bridgeorculvertwithina radiusequalto thetotal bridgeor culvert
opening width;

(ii) downstreamofa bridgeorculvertwithinthe zonedefinedbya 1 in 4 expansionofthe
outletjet and for a distance equal to three times the flood water depth:
(iii)betweenthe bridgeor culvertopeningandthe bypassfloodplain;
(iv) any areasjudged necessary by hydraulic modelling.
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ies for revegetation Given the previously identified constraints associated with riparian vegetation andthe
in Brisbane

effect on channel roughness and consequently flood frequency, the following section
providesan analysisofthosecharacteristicsofvegetationthatarerequiredasto have a
minimal impact on the effect ofthe roughness coefficient and subsequently the flooding
frequency.

Thespeciesdescribedinthefollowingsectionwereassessedashavingthe potentialfor
use in waterway channel and floodplain rehabilitation projects in Brisbane. Assessment
was based on:

(i) the influence of vegetation on channel roughness and hydrology;

(ii) abilityto withstandand rapidlyrecoverfrom inundationbyfloodwatersand battering
by bed load and gravel;
(iii) ecological validity;
(iv) form of root system;

(v) ease of propagation by seed or division, and growth rates;
(vi) growth habit;

(vii) physiological adaption to flooding and to soil type;

(viii)appropriateness to various locations and problems within Brisbane; and
(ix) dominanceof the specieswithinthe riparian zone.

Along undisturbed streams there is a diversity of riparian species present ranging from
groundcoversand shrubsto trees, all ofwhichhavedifferinghabitsand root structures
and contribute in various waysto stream stability. Riparian floristics also vary at
catehment-wide and local scales.

Whilstthe majority of the species detailed are both common and widespread in Brisbane,

previous land use practices haveseverely restricted theircurrent distribution. However,
speciesdistributionneedsto beconsideredbeforeundertakinganyrehabilitationworkso
that those species best adapted to a particular site and indigenous to that part of the
catchment are used, Locally collected seed should be used, where practicable, to
maintain genetic integrity.

Thefollowingspeciesare divided into principal locationswithinthe riparianzone,
obviously species occurrence and vegetation community composition is dependant on
numerous more parameters thanjust proximity to mean water level within a given

waterway. Forexample,a floodplainareamaybe predominatelycomposedofMelaleuca
woodlandcommunitywith patchesof standingwatersurrounded by Carexand Juncus
speciesor alternativelya closedforest notophyll-type community.
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Speciesofvegetationwhichhavebeendeterminedassuitablefor plantingonthe bank
toe (Figure 4. 1) within Brisbane's Waterways are detailed in Tables 4. 3 & 4, 4.

Thespeciesofvegetationwhichhavebeendeterminedassuitablefor plantingon the
middle bank area (Figure 4. 1) are detailed in Tables 4. 5 & 4. 6.

Thevegetationsuitableforplantingon level groundatthetop ofbankandthe upper
section of the bank (Figure 4. 1) are detailed in Tables 4. 7 & 4. 8.

The vegetation suitable for planting on lowlands where flooding is expected and water
may be retained are detailed in Tables 4. 9 & 4. 10.

Whilstthe keyobjective of waterwayrehabilitationprojects isto establisha mixtureof
vegetation forms i. e. ground covers, climbers, shrubs and trees to give maximum

structural diversity, this is not always achievable in flood sensitive locations. In general,
planting schemes should be kept simple with a view to establishing ground cover/herb
layer and a dense tree canopy.

Table 4.3 Emergent/Herb Layer plants suitable for planting on bank toe
Carex appressa

Philydrum lanuginosum

Crinum pedunculatum

Themeda triandra

Echinochloatelmatophila

Triglochin procera

Juncus usitatus

Triglochin striatum

Lomandra longifolia

Table 4.4 Trees suitable for planting on bank toe
Acmena smithii

Leptospermum polygalifolium

Callistemon viminalis

Waterhousia floribunda

Table 4.5 Herb Layer plants suitable for planting on middle bank area
Crinum pedunculatum
Lomandra longifolia
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Table 4. 6 Trees suitable for planting on the middle bank area
Acmena smithii

Ficus fraseri

Alphitonia excelsa

Ficus macrophylla

Aphananthe philippinensis

Flindersia australis

Araucaria cunninghamii

Flindersia bennettiana

Argyrodendron trifoliolatum

Flindersia schottiana

Castanospermum australe

Grevillea robusta

Casuarina cunninghamiana

Jagera pseudorhus

Cryptocarya glaucescens

Mallotus philippensis

Cryptocarya triplinervis

Melaleuca bracteata

Dissiliaria baloghioides

Melaleuca quinquenervia

Elaeocarpus obovatus

Melia azedarach

Eucaltptus microcorys

Polyscias elegans

Eucalyptus siderophloia

Toona australis

Eucalyptus tereticornis

Waterhousia floribunda

Table 4.7 Herb Layer plants suitable for planting on level ground at the
top of bank and upper section of bank
Cymbopogan refractus

Lomandra longifolia

Dianella caemtea

Themeda triandra

Table 4. 8 Trees suitable for planting on level ground at the

top of bank and upper section of bank
Alphitonia excelsa

Eucalyptus tereticornis

Aphananthe philippinensis

Flindersia australis,

Araucaria cunninghamii

Flindersia bennettiana

Argyrodendron trifoliolatum

Flindersia schottiana

Castanospermum australe

Grevillea robusta
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Table 4.8 Trees plants suitable for planting on level ground at the
top of bank and upper section of bank (cont)
Casuarina cunninghamiana

Hymenosporum flavum

Corymbia citriodora

Jagera pseudorhus

Corymbia intermedia

Lophostemon confertus

Corymbia tessellaris

Lophostemon suaveolens

Cryptocarya glaucescens

Mallotus philippensis

Cryptocarya triplinervis

Melaleuca quinquenervia

Dissiliaria baloghioides

Melia azedarach

Elaeocarpus grandis

Polyscias elegans

Elaeocarpus obovatus

Toona australis

Eucalyptus microcorys

Waterhousia floribunda

Eucalyptussiderophloia

Table 4.9 Herb Layer plants suitable for planting on lowlands,
where water may be retained
Carex appressa

Themeda triandra

Crinum pedunculatum

Triglochin procera

Cyperus difformis

Triglochin striatum

Echinochloa telmatophila

Philydrum lanuginosum

Juncus usitatus

Scirpus mucronatus

Lomandra longifolia

Table 4.10 Trees suitable for planting on lowlands, where water may be retained
Callistemon salignus

Lophostemon suaveolans

Eucalyptus propinqua

Melaleuca bracteata

Eucalyptus tereticornis

Melaleuca quinquenervia

Leptospermum polygalifolium
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Plants used for
erosion control

Some herbaceous species within Brisbane can provide erosion protection by forming a

mat-likeroot system that physicallycovers creekbanks. Individualspeciesaresuitablefor
differing locations where the plants have access to groundwater. Table 4. 11 details those
herbaceous species that have been recorded in Brisbane waterways with these
characteristics.

Table 4. 11 Herbaceous species with attributes for bank protection
Carex appressa

Lomandra longifolia

Cyperus difformis

Phragmites australis

Juncus usitatus

The matrush Lomandra longifolia is a very effective stabiliser. It grows in clumps and has a

dense branchingrhizomesystem whichactsas a soil binderand promotes soil stability.
The matrush is hardy, both in directsunlightand shadeand can be plantedto preventsoil
erosion at the mean water line on the steepest parts of banks and on mid slopes. It is

generallyplanted atonemetrecentres, orathalfmetrecentresin critical locations. It
regeneratesprolificallyin moistsites. Rushes(Juncususi'tatusjandsedges(Carex
appressa,Cyperusdifformis)arethe mostusefulspeciesinstreamswhichchangeheight
quickly and which do not have a wide range of continuous flows, such that most of the
marginal vegetation is not submerged for long.

Woody vegetation

A common misconception is that trees prevent creek erosion by binding the soil particles

together, when it iswell known that tree roots are easily exposed if subject to medium to
high velocity flows.

Treestypically only stabilisea creek by providingstructural strength to the banks.
However, when masses of weather-resistanttree roots are exposed these roots can prevent

high velocity flows from reaching the underlying earth bank. Inthese casesthe trees and
shrubs do provide significant erosion protection for the creek banks.
Successful bankstabilisingtree species have root systems that can withstand exposure

without drying out and capable of forming a dense mat over the creek bank as a physical
erosion barrier. The roots must also be long enough to pass below the level of active

bank erosion. Table 4, 12 detailstree specieswhich have been recorded as exhibiting
these characteristicswhich and which are endemic to the Brisbane local area.
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Table 4.12 Tree species with attributes for bank protection
Acmena smithii

Elaeocarpus obovatus

Aphananthe philippinensis

Ficus fraseri

Callistemon viminalis

Ficus macrophylla

Castanospermum australe

Leptospermum polygalifolium

Casuarinacunninghamiana

Waterhousia floribunda

Cryptocarya triplinervis

Trees greatly influence the stability of creeks not subject to meandering or changing
catchmentconditions, but they haveonly limited long-term influenceson creeks
responding to changing catchment conditions caused by urbanisation.

Shrubs and trees are valuable for erosion protection especially when they can be planted
densely. When planted sparsely, they can result in enhanced erosion dueto eddying
effects. Thintrunked speciessuchasRiverLillyPjlly(Acmenasmithii), Weeping
Bottlebrush (Callistemon viminalis). or similarspecieswill reduce the eddying effect. A
recommended density would be of the order of one tree/shrub every one to four square
metres (Raf'neandGardner, 1995). Althoughtrees andshrubscan sometimes be used for
protection of actively eroding sites regularly exposed to flow fTable 4. 12), they are
generally more valuable for strengthening the bankand protecting it from collapse.

Some species such as River Oak^Casuarina cunninghamiana) havestrong fibrous root
systems and can provide excellent bank stabilisation. They produce a dense mulch from

needledrop and are generallyhardybut may be restricted by extremelywetconditions.
The toxic effect of the needle mulch may however suppress ground cover.

Callistemons and Me/ateucas can be used on the lower slopes ofbanksfromjust above
meanwaterlevel. HardQuandong(Elaeocarpusobovatus)andTallowwood(Eucalyptus
microcorys), once established along a waterway regenerate rapidly and provide the
foundation for highly stable tree cover higher up the bank. River Bottlebrush such as

Callistemon viminalis and C. salignus can grow when flooded. C. vi'mi'na/is is a riparian
zone species, often found with the root zone partly submerged. C. salignus grows on
higher ground and tolerates flooding. The bottlebrush root system is quite dense and is

effectivein protectingthe bank. Me/a/eucaquinquenerviaand Eucafyptspeciesare not
suitable for planting on actively eroding gully sites astheir root systems may be
undermined. Undercutting may be prevented if the bank is stabilised with herbaceous
groundcover type vegetation such as Lomandra longifolia.
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